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Notation
d .......... projectile diameter
% ......... equivalent single hole diameter of pressure wall
plate holes
dl,d2,d 3 ... corrugated bumper repeating element distances
h .......... corrugation height in corrugated bumper
t i ......... inner-pane thickness in glass windows system
t ......... mid-pane thickness in glass window system
m
t ......... outer-pane thickness in glass window system
O
t ......... bumper plate thickness
S
t ......... pressure wall plate thickness" Lexgard panel thickness
W
tl,t2,t 3 ... corrugated bumper panel thicknesses
A d ......... damage area on pressure wall plate when 0=0o; internal
Lexgard panel damage area
Adl,Ad2 .... normal, in-line pressure wall plate damage areas
A ......... presented area of impacting projectile
P
A ......... rear-side pressure wall plate spall area
S
C .......... material speed of sound
D .......... circular hole diameter
Dmi n ....... elliptical hole minor diameter
D ....... elliptical hole major diameter
max
E .......... material modulus of elasticity
EI,E 2 ...... uni-directional ply tensile moduli
GI2 ........ uni-directional ply shear modulus
S .......... stand-off distance between bumper plate and pressure
wall plate
S .......... stand-off distance between inner and middle panes in ai
triple-pane glass test specimen
iii
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S ......... stand-off distance between middle and outer panes in a
o
triple-pane glass test specimen
V .......... initial impact velocity
.......... corrugation rise angle
E ....... average prediction error of regression equations
avg
_'Vn ....... secondary debris cloud cone angle when #=0 °
VI,?2 ...... normal, in-line debris cloud cone angles
.......... material Poisson's ratio
_12,21 ..... uni-directional ply Poisson's ratios
p .......... material mass density
a .......... standard deviation of average regression equation
prediction errors
8 .......... initial impact trajectory obliquity
81,# 2 ...... normal, in-line debris cloud trajectory
......... debris cloud trajectory when 8=0 °
n
|
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SECTION ONE -- INTRODUCTION
i.i Background Information
All large spacecraft are susceptible to impacts by meteoroids and
pieces of orbiting space debris. These impacts occur at extremely high
speeds and can damage flight-critical systems, which can in turn lead to
catastrophic failure of the spacecraft. To date twenty-six impact craters
have been found on Space Shuttle Orbiter windows [I.I]. Other impact craters
have been found on the Shuttle's heat resistant tiles. A preliminary exami-
nation of the recently recovered LDEF satellite revealed hundreds of cra-
ters, pits, and holes. While it is not precisely known how many of these are
due to orbital debris impacts and how many are due to meteoroid impacts, the
susceptibility of earth-orbiting spacecraft to high-speed impacts is clearly
evident. Naturally, the susceptibility of such spacecraft increases with
increased mission duration. Therefore, the design of a spacecraft for a
long-duration mission must take into account the possibility of such impacts
and their effects on the spacecraft structure and on all of its exposed
subsystem components.
In order to successfully design a spacecraft for a mission into the
meteoroid and space debris environment, it is necessary to be able to
characterize the response of a variety of structural materials under such
high speed impact loadings. With the advent of many new high-strength
composite and ceramic materials and their proliferation in aircraft applica-
tions, it has become necessary to evaluate their potential for use in long-
duration space and aerospace structural systems. In addition, with the
installation of windows for viewing and scientific purposes, the suitability
of various window materials for use in long-duration spacecraft must be
evaluated. Oneaspect of this evaluation is the analysis of their response
to hypervelocity projectile impact loadings.
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A spacecraft developed for a mission into the meteoroid and space
debris environment must include adequate protection against penetration of
habitable spacecraft components by such impacts. Traditional penetration-
resistant wall design for long-duration spacecraft consists of a bumper
plate that is placed at a small distance away from the main pressure wall of
the compartment or module. This concept was first proposed by Whipple [1.2]
and has been studied extensively in the last three decades as a means of re-
ducing the penetration threat of hypervelocity projectiles [1.3-1.18]. Dual-
wall configurations were repeatedly shown to provide significant increases
in protection against penetration by small high-speed projectiles over
equivalent single-wall structures. However, the recent proliferation of
large pieces of orbiting space debris has made it necessary to modify such
systems so that they can resist penetration by projectiles with much higher
impact energies. Novel design concepts that will possess increased levels of
protection must be developed for spacecraft that are to be launched into the
meteoroid and space debris environment. Design concepts that can increase
the protection afforded a long-duration spacecraft include corrugated
bumpers and multiple-bumper systems.
It has become evident that meteoroids and pieces of orbital space
debris are far from spherical in shape. The densities of the various kinds
of meteoroids (icy, stony, iron) are also significantly different from the
densities of the various kind of orbital debris that exist in near-earth
z
orbit (plastic, metallic, etc.). Additionally, the speeds at which meteor-
oids will impact a spacecraft (upward of 30 km/sec) are significantly dif-
ferent from the impact velocities of pieces of orbital debris (I0 to 12
km/sec). Thus, the wall of a spacecraft destined for the meteoroid and space
debris environment must be versatile and must be able to resist penetration
under a wide variety of impact conditions.
1.2 Program Objectives
The work performed under the contract consisted of applied research in
the area of Environmental Effects with specific regard to the effects of the
particulate space environment on the candidate materials, design configura-
tions, and support mechanisms of long-term space flight vehicles. Research
was performed in the area of hypervelocity impact physics to analyze the
damage that occurs when a space vehicle is impacted by a micro-meteoroid or
a space debris particle.
Specifically, an impact analysis of over 500 test specimens was per-
formed to generate a Hypervelocity Impact Damage Database. The analysis
included the characterization of the effects of oblique impacts as compared
to normal impacts, the characterization of rear-side pressure wall spall
potential, the characterization of the effects of secondary debris genera-
tion, the characterization of the effects of non-spherical particle impacts,
and, where possible, the development of regression equations based on the
test data to predict hypervelocity impact damage. The Hypervelocity Impact
Damage Database developed as a result of the analyses performed during the
course of this investigation consists of the following information:
I. Test number;
2. Bumper plate hole dimensions;
3. Pressure wall penetrated? spalled?
4. Equivalent pressure wall single hole diameter (if applicable);
5. Diameter of the three largest penetrated holes in the pressure
wall plate (if applicable):
6. Depth of the three deepest craters on the pressure wall plate
and corresponding surface diameters;
7. Total area of front-surface pressure wall plate damage;
8. Total area of rear-side pressure wall spall (if applicable);
9. Magnitudes of penetrating and ricochet debris cloud angles.
A complete print-out of the Hypervelocity Impact DamageDatabase can be
found in the Appendix at the end of this report.
It is noted that the Hypervelocity Impact DamageDatabase developed in
this study must be used in conjunction with the MSFC/BoeingPhase B Test
Parameter Database. The MSFC/BoeingDatabase contains the material, geomet-
ric, and impact parameters for each test in the Hypervelocity Impact Damage
Database. Specifically, the MSFC/BoeingDatabase contains the following
parameter information:
I. Test numberand date performed;
2. Particle velocity, diameter, material, and shape_
3. Angle of obliquity (impact angle);
4. Bumperplate material and thickness_
5. Pressure wall plate material and thickness;
6. Presence of MLI;
7. Stand-off distance.
This Final Report is divided into several sections. The next section,
Section Two, gives an overview of hypervelocity impact testing that has been
done at NASA/MSFC.Section Three discusses the phenomenaassociated with the
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hypervelocity impact of dual-wall structures. A comparison of the effects of
hypervelocity impact on dual-wall structures madefrom different materials
is discussed in Section Four. In Section Five, the response of spacecraft
window materials to hypervelocity impact is considered. Section Six deals
with the response of dual-wall systems with corrugated bumpers, while Sec-
tion Seven considers the effects of projectile shape and materials on hyper-
velocity impact response. The response of multi-bumper systems is discussed
in Section Eight. Conclusions and recommendationsfor future work are pre-
sented in Section Nine. Finally, the Appendix at the end of this report
contains a discussion and a print-out of the Hypervelocity Impact Damage
Database developed during the course of this investigation.
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SECTION TWO -- AN OVERVIEW OF THE HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT TESTING AT THE
NASA/MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
2.1 NASA/MSFC Hypervelocit¥ _ Testing
Hypervelocity impact testing began at the NASA/Marshall Space Flight
Center in 1964 with the installation of a light gas gun in what is now known
as the Materials and Processes Laboratory. The initial need and function of
the facility was to provide a means of simulating meteoroid impacts on
spacecraft and to provide the data required to determine the penetration
probability of candidate spacecraft wall designs by such impacts. In the
1970's, the interest in testing for protection against meteoroid impacts
declined. However, because of increased launch activity in recent years, a
new threat to the safety of earth-orbiting spacecraft has arisen -- the
threat of orbital debris impact.
Orbital debris impact testing began at NASA/MSFC in July, 1985 at the
Space Debris Simulation Facility of the Materials and Processes Laboratory
at the NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center. The facility consists of an in-
strumented two-stage light gas gun capable of launching 2.5 mm to 12.7 mm
projectiles at velocities of 2 to 8 km/sec. Projectile velocity measurements
are accomplished via pulsed X-ray, laser diode detectors, and a Hall photo-
graphic station. For a detailed description of the gun and its instrumenta-
tion, the reader is referred to Reference 2.1.
As of March 2, 1989, over 500 impact tests have been performed using
the NASA/MSFC light gas gun. Testing has been focused primarily on multiple
wall structures consisting of 'bumper ', 'pressure wall', and 'witness'
plates that were designed to simulate possible Space Station wall
configurations. Projectiles of aluminum, steel, lexan, and cadmium ranging
in diameter from 3.175 mm to 12.7 mm have been fired at velocities ranging
from 2 to 8 km/sec. Test sample configurations have included single and
multiple bumper specimens employing a variety of engineering materials,
including aluminum, Kevlar, graphite/epoxy, cadmium, and alumina, of various
thicknesses and spaced at various distances apart. Tests were performed with
and without multi-layer insulation (MLI) within the spacing between the
sacrificial bumper plates and the pressure wall plates in the test speci-
mens. Hypervelocity impact testing of window materials, such as Lexgard and
glass, and testing of simulated pressure bottles have also been performed.
Although the majority of the testing has been performed normal to the plane
of the test specimen, a significant number of oblique impact tests have been
performed as well.
This Section contains a series of tables and charts that summarize the
orbital debris impact testing performed at NASA/MSFC since 1985. The infor-
mation contained in these tables and charts is based on the MSFC/Boeing
Hypervelocity Impact Test Database dated March 2, 1989. This database con-
tains a detailed summary of test parameters and results for 540 hypervelo-
city impact test firings. The parameters of the 540 test shots in the
database are presented in Section 2.5.1. A review of the NASA/MSFC Database
revealed that there were several errors in the values of certain impact and
geometric parameters. These errors are summarized in Table 2.1. The summary
tables and charts are presented in Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 and are
described in the following Section.
2.2 MSFC/Boeing Hypervelocity _act Tes____tDatabase Summaries
A general summary according to impact test and configuration parameters
is presented in Section 2.5.2. The test shots are grouped in broad
categories such as Impact Obliquity, Configuration, and Stand-off Distance.
Examination of these tables reveals several interesting features about
NASA/MSFC hypervelocity impact testing through March, 1989.
i) Very few shots have been fired above 7 km/sec. While this velocity
is near the upper limit of the velocities attainable by the light gas gun,
it is clear that more testing must be performed at these high velocities in
order to be able to even come close to duplicating the anticipated on-orbit
speeds of impact.
2) Only a few shots have been fired using very large projectiles.
Although impacts by smaller pieces of orbital debris are more probable than
impacts by excessively large pieces, the effects of large particle impact
must be fully understood in order to decide whether or not such impacts can
be withstood by existing or newly-developed protective measures.
3) Of the 540 test shots in the MSFC/Boeing database, approximately
two-thirds were fired normal to the plane of the test specimen. With the
increasing concern for the pollution of the orbital environment by the
secondary ricochet debris particles that are formed in an oblique hypervelo-
city impact, additional oblique impact testing is necessary, especially in
the high obliquity regime (ie. obliquities greater than 60o), to fully
understand the damage potential of these secondary debris particles.
4) Nearly three-quarters of previous impact testing has been performed
on dual-wall (ie. single bumper) specimens with different kinds of aluminum
as the bumper and pressure wall plate materials. With the recent development
of many new high-strength materials, it is imperative that additional test-
ing be performed with bumper plates made from materials other than aluminum.
Additionally, alternative configurations, such as double or triple bumpers
at stand-off distances other than 4 inches, should be performed in combina-
tion with bumper plates made from these new materials. The results from
these tests should aid in the selection of the materials and the geometric
configuration for the final Space Station structural wall design.
5) With the desire to install windows for viewing as well as for
scientific purposes in the Space Station Freedom, the need has arisen to
conduct more hypervelocity impact testing of window materials. Although some
preliminary testing of Lexgard and glass has been performed, more tests are
needed in order to fully understand the response of a variety of window
materials to hypervelocity impact loadings. This information can be used to
determine the protection level required to ensure the safe operation of the
windows that are installed in the Space Station Freedom.
6) Although a large number of tests have been performed with MLI
between the bumper and pressure wall plate, there still exists an uncer-
tainty as to whether or not the advantages of using MLI outweigh the dis-
advantages, from a hypervelocity impact response viewpoint. Additional tests
must be performed to determine the effects of MLI under the full range of
particle sizes and impact velocities.
7) All but thirteen of the tests listed in the MSFC/Boeing Database
have been performed using spherical projectiles. While this has been done
mainly for reasons of consistency and repeatability, it is clear that
orbital debris particles are not round, but are rather jagged with varying
length-to-diameter ratios. Additional testing must be performed using non-
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spherical projectiles in order to be able to extrapolate the response of a
structure under spherical projectile impact to a structure that is impacted
by a non-spherical projectile.
Section 2.5.3 contains a series of charts that detail the distribution
of the single bumper test shots. Only single bumper testing was considered
in the development of these charts and tables because of the relative scar-
city of multi-bumper testing and the increased numberand complexity of test
parameters that describe such test shots. The test and configuration param-
eters for the single bumper shots are defined on the first page of Section
2.5.3. Any deviations from these baseline parameters are signified with a
footnote. A footnote legend is provided on the first page in Section 2.5.3.
The charts categorize the test shots according to the presence of MLI,
the projectile diameter D, the impact velocity V, and the thickness of the
bumper plate. The number in the upper right hand corner of these charts is
a numberthat identifies the impact obliquity, velocity range, and spacing
for the test shots in a particular chart. For example, the number45V23S4
implies that the test shots in that chart were all fired at 45 degrees with
velocities between 2 and 3 km/sec and that the target was a single bumper
specimenwith a stand-off distance of 4 inches. A series of tables that
summarize the gaps in the hypervelocity impact testing of single bumper
specimens is presented in Section 2.5.4 D based on the detailed charts in
Section 2.5.3.
The information provided in these charts and tables is intended as a
guide in the selection of impact parameters for future hypervelocity impact
test firings. From Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, it is evident that a large
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numberof test shots are required to close the gaps in the existing test
database. The suggestions madeearlier in this section should serve to fill
in a number of these gaps and greatly improve the practical applicability of
the existing test database.
2.3 Summary and Conclusions
An extensive program of spacecraft materials testing and evaluation
under hypervelocity projectile impact has been underway at the NASA/Marshall
Space Flight Center since its inception over two decades ago. Recent efforts
have focused on the evaluation of structural wall configurations for the
Space Station Freedom. Although an extensive test database has been estab-
lished, additional testing is still required to fully understand the phe-
nomena associated with the hypervelocity impact response of the metallic and
non-metallic materials that will be exposed to the meteoroid and space
debris environment. Specifically, the following recommendations are made for
inclusion in a future test program to address this need.
i) Perform additional testing at higher impact velocities.
2) Perform additional testing using larger projectiles.
3) Perform additional testing at higher impact obliquities.
4) Perform additional testing of alternate bumper plate materials and
alternate wall configurations.
5) Perform additional testing of different types of glass.
6) Perform additional testing to determine the effects of MLI under the
full range of particle sizes and impact velocities.
7) Perform additional tests using non-spherical projectiles.
8) Perform additional tests with different density projectiles.
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9) Perform tests to determine the effects of internal pressure and wall
curvature on modulewall response.
i0) Perform tests to define the conditions for pressure wall spallation
without penetration.
The test data produced by such a test program will complement the
existing test database and, together with the existing data, will serve to
establish a new, more comprehensive, more versatile hypervelocity impact
test database.
2.4 References
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Table 3.1 Corrections to MSFC/BoeingHypervelocity Impact Test Database
Test Parameter Current Correct
No. Value Value
EH4B MLI? No Yes
-.. ...... --_-.-.- ...............................
107 0.125 0.175
Back Wall
107A 0.125 0.200
Thickness
107B 0.125 0.225
121-1 Velocity 6.82 6.04
144A 0.250 0.125
Back Wall
144B 0.250 0.125
Thickness
144C 0.250 0.125
145A COMP-BMPR CORR-BMPR
Test Article
145B COMP-BMPR CORR-BMPR
145C Type COMP-BMPR CORR-BMPR
148A 6061-T6 CPR
BMPR I
148B 6061-T6 CPR
Material
148C 6061-T6 CPR
......... _ ......................................
158A Impact Angle 65 o 0°
163A BMPR I 4 7
163B Standoff 4 7
................................................
163A BMPR 2 I 4
i63B Standoff I 4
............... m ................................
BMPR i
167B 8 6
Standoff
178A Test Article
COMP-BMPR BOTTLE
178B Type
Test Article _
190B SNGL-BMPR TRPLoBMPR
Type
BMPR i
190B 4 12
Standoff
................................................
BMPR 2
190B Material N/A 6061oT6
BMPR 2
190B Thickness N/A 0.040
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BMPR2 N/A 8190B Standoff
................................................
BMPR 3
N/A 6061-T6
190B Material
................................................
BMPR 3 N/A 0.040
190B Material
................................................
BMPR 3 N/A 4
190B Material
214A 4 8
214B BMPR I 4 8
214C Standoff 4 8
214D 4 8
................................................
Back Wall 0.125 0.160
301 Thickness
................................................
Back Wall 0.125 0.160
303A Thickness
P18-5 Projectile 0.150 0.125
Diameter
................................................
P33B
P33BI MLI? No Yes
P33C
................................................
P34 0.125 0.i00
0.125 0.i00
P34B Back Wall
P34C Thickness 0.125 0.i00
P34CI 0.125 0.i00
P34C2 0,125 0.i00
................................................
P34 BMPR I 0.040 0.063
P34C Thickness 0.040 0.063
P34CI 0.040 0.063
................................................
BMPR i 0.080 0.063
P35C Thickness
15
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Summary of NASA/MSFC Hypervelocity Impact Test Shot Distribution
1
as of March 2, 1989
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DATA SUMMARY
Date: March 2,1989
Total number of shots: 540
Velocity (km/sec) 7.0<V<8.0 +
60<V<7.0
50<V<6.0
40<V<5.0
30<V<4.0
20<V<3.0
10<V<2.0
61
165
94
103
85
31
1
540
Diameter (in.) 0.4<D<0.5
0.3<D<0.4
0.2<D<0.3
0.1<D<0.2
16
218
200
106
540
Obliquity (de_.i 0 °
15°
25°
30°
45 °
55 °
60 °
65 °
75 °
337
I
i
Ii
128
3
i0
44
5
540
Configuration Single Wall
1 Bumper
2 Bumpers
3 Bumpers
4 Bumpers
6 Bumpers
Windows
Bottles
Ii
396
89
6
3
1
26
8
540
29
Stand-Off Distance
(Single Bumper)
4 inches
6 inches
7 inches
8 inches
12 inches
16 inches
334
52
i
3
5
I
396
Miscellaneous Cadmium Bumpers
Cadmium Projectiles
Composite Bumpers
Corrugated Bumpers
Non-llO0 Projectiles
Cylindrical Projectiles
Non-2219 Walls
i0
I0
27
II
34
ii
31
• !
30
Section 2.5.3
Detailed NASA/MSFCHypervelocity Impact Test Shot Distribution
as of March 2, 1989
31
BASELINE PARAMETERS
Pressure Wall Thickness ,.. 0.125 in.
Stand-Off Distance ........ 4.0 in.
Number of Bumper Plates ... 1
Projectile Shape .......... Sphere
Projectile Material ....... A1 ii00
Bumper Plate Material ..... A1 6061-T6
Pressure Wall Material .... A1 2219-T87
Footnotes
iPressure Wall Material ... A1 5456-HI16
2projectile Material ...... A1 6061-T6
3Backwall Thickness ....... 0.188 in,
4projectile Material ...... A1 6061-T6; L/D = 1.0
SBumper Plate Material .... A1 2219-T87
6Stand-Off Distance ....... 12 in.
_Stand-Off Distance ....... 6 in.
8Projectile Material ...... Steel
gProjectile Material ...... Lexan
1°Stand-Off Distance ...... 8 in.
11Cyiindrical Projectile
1=Backwall Thickness ...... 0.175 in.
*3Backwall Thickness ...... 0.200 in.
i4Backwall Thickness ...... 0.225 in.
ISBackwall Thickness ...... 0.160 in.
leBackwall Thickness ...... 0.i00 in.
17Backwall Thickness ...... 0.063 in.
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NOTATION KEY
L) ... 0.3 < D < 0.4
M) .,. 0.2 < D < 0.3
S) .,. 0.i < D < 0.2
VEL ........ impact velocity range in km/sec
NO SHOTS ... no tests have been performed in that
velocity range at any bumper thickness
X SHOTS AT t = .yyy .... x tests have been performed at
bumper thickness t _ .yyy in.;
no other tests in that velocity
range have been performed at any
other bumper thickness
NO SHOTS AT t _ .yyy ... no tests have been performed at
bumper thickness t = ,yyy in._
other thicknesses have been used
in testing
XXXXX ,.. full range of testing performed in this
velocity range for this projectile size
62
NORMALSHOTS
VEL W/MLI W/OMLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)I SHOTAT t - .063
M)2 SHOTSAT t = .063
S)NOSHOTSAT t= .080 & 0.32
L)NO SHOTSAT t - .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t = .080 & .032
S)3 SHOTSAT t - .063
L)NOSHOTSAT t - .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTSAT t - .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .80 & .032
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
M)3 SHOTSAT t = .063
S)NOSHOTS
L)3 SHOTSAT t = .063
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)2 SHOTSAT t - .063
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .040 & .032
L)I SHOTAT t - .063
M)2 SHOTSAT t - .063
S)NO SHOTS AT t - .032
L)NO SHOTS AT t - .032
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .032
S)NO SHOTS AT t _ .040 & .032
L) xxxxx
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .032
S)NO SHOTS
L) XXXXX
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .080
S)I SHOT AT t - .063
L)NO SHOTS AT t - .040 & .032
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .080 & .032
S)NO SHOTS AT t - .040 & .032
63
OBLIQUESHOTS30 DEG
VEL W/MLI W/OMLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)I SHOTAT t z ,063
S)I SHOTAT t z .063
L)NOSHOTS
M)4 SHOTSAT t = .063
S)I SHOTAt t z .063
L)I SHOTAT t = .063
M)3 SHOTSAT t - .063
S)NOSHOTS
64
OBLIQUESHOTS45 DEG
VEL W/MLI W/OMLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)I SHOTAT t = .040
M)I SHOTAT t = .063
S)I SHOTAT t = .040
L)NOSHOTSAT t - .040 & .032
M)I SHOTAT t - .063
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
L)NO SHOTSAT t - .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .080
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
L)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t _ .080
S)I SHOTAT t = .040
L)NO SHOTSAT t = .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .080
S)I SHOTAT t = .040
L)I SHOTAT t = .040
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .063
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)N0SHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)N0 SHOTSAT t - .040
M)I SHOTAT t = .063
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
L)NOSHOTS
M)I SHOTAT t = .063
S)I SHOTAT t _ .063
L)I SHOTAT t = .063
M)3 SHOTSAT t - .063
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
L)NOSHOTSAT t = .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .032
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
L)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
M)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
S)NOSHOTSAT t - .080 & .032
65
OBLIQUESHOTS60 DEG
VEL W/MLI W/OMLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)I SHOTAT t = .063
M)I SHOTAT t = .063
S)NOSHOTS
L)I SHOTAT t = .080
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTSAT t - ,040 & .032
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)I SHOTAT t = .063
M)I SHOTAT t = .063
S)2 SHOTSAT t = .063
66
OBLIQUESHOTS65 DEG
VEL W/MLI w/o MLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)I SHOT AT t = .040
M)NO SHOTS
S)NO SHOTS
L)2 SHOTS AT t _ .040
M) I SHOT AT t = .040
S)NO SHOTS
L)2 SHOTS AT t - .040
M)NO SHOTS AT t = .080 & .032
S)NO SHOTS
L)NO SHOTS AT t = .080 & ,032
M)NO SHOTS
S)NO SHOTS
L)NO SHOTS AT t - .032
M)NO SHOTS AT t = .080 & .032
S)NO SHOTS
L)I SHOT AT t = ,063
M)I SHOT AT t = .063
S)NO SHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NO SHOTS
S)I SHOT AT t = ,063
L)NO SHOTS
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .080 & .032
S)I SHOT AT t = .063
L)NO SHOTS
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .080 & .032
S)I SHOT AT t = .063
L)NO SHOTS
M)NO SHOTS AT t - .080 & .032
S)I SHOT AT t = .063
L)2 SHOTS AT t - .063
M)I SHOT AT t = ,063
S)NO SHOTS
L)I SHOT AT t = ,063
M)I SHOT AT t = .063
S)2 SHOTS AT t - .063
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OBLIQUESHOTS75 DEG
VEL W/MLI W/OMLI
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)N0 SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)I SHOTAT t = .080
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NO SHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NOSHOTS
L)NOSHOTS
M)NOSHOTS
S)NO SHOTS
L)2 SHOTS AT t - .080
M)NO SHOTS
S)NO SHOTS
L)2 SHOTS AT t = .063
M)NO SHOTS
S)NO SHOTS
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SECTIONTHREE-- HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTOFDUAL-WALLSTRUCTURES
3.1 Introduction
In this Section, an overview of the various processes associated with
the normal and oblique hypervelocity impact of dual-wall structures is
presented and discussed. Included in this discussion are the results of an
in-depth investigation of the effects of geometric (e.g. plate thicknesses,
and spacing) and impact (e.g. projectile diameter, trajectory, and velocity)
parameters on the penetration resistance of dual-wall structures under high-
speed projectile impact. This investigation was performed using the informa-
tion contained in the Damage Mechanism Database described in the previous
Section. For additional information on the effects of bumper thickness,
spacing, pressure wall thickness, bumper material, pressure wall material,
etc., the reader is referred to the References in Sections 1.3 and 3.4.
A total of 396 test specimens were analyzed in the study of dual-wall
structures under normal and oblique hypervelocity impact. In all of the
tests, the bumper plate and pressure wall plate materials were aluminum
6061-T6 and 2219-T87, respectively_ projectile materials used in the testing
were aluminum ii00-0 and 6061-T6. Projectile diameters ranged from 3.175 to
12.7 mm; impact velocities ranged from 2 to 8 km/sec. The thicknesses of the
bumper plates used in the test program were 0.8, 1.016, 1.6, and 2.032 mm;
the pressure wall thicknesses were 1.6, 2.54, 3.175, 4.064, and 4.775 mm.
Two stand-off distances were used: 10.16 and 15.24 cm. In the oblique impact
tests, projectiles were fired at trajectory obliquities of 30° , 45 ° 55 °
60 °, 65 ° , and 75 °
The results of the analyses performed are presented in two forms:
penetration and spall functions, and empirical predictor equations that were
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derived through a linear multiple regression analysis of the damagedata.
Figures 3.2 through 3.5, and Figures 3.6, 3.7 present penetration and spall
functions, respectively, for dual-wall structures under normal hypervelocity
impact. Figures 3.9 through 3.13 and Figures 3.14, 3.15 present penetration
and spall functions, respectively, for oblique impacts. Finally, Figures
3.16 through 3.21 present a comparison of the predictions of the empirical
equations with the experimental data.
While hypervelocity impact tests were performed with a variety of
geometric and impact parameters, occasionally an insufficient numberof
tests were performed for a necessary range of parameter values. For example,
if a series of tests was performed using a certain bumper thickness, stand-
off distance, pressure wall thickness, and trajectory obliquity, and if the
pressure walls were perforated in all of the tests in the series over the
range of projectile diameters and velocities considered', then, because it is
not knownwhat projectile diameter-velocity combinations would not perforate
the pressure walls, it would be impossible to draw a penetration function
for that test series. A specific example is Test Series No. 216 (t =1.6 mm,s
t =3.175 mm, S_I0.16 cm, 8=45° ) in which all three tests had perforated
W
pressure wall plates. As a result, a complete set of penetration and spall
functions for all the geometric configurations used during the test program
could not be constructed_ penetration and spall functions are presented only
for data sets for which such curves could legitimately be drawn. In those
cases where penetration and/or spall functions could not be drawn, test-by-
test comparisons had to be performed. Although it would be impractical to
present the details of each comparative analysis, observations made from
such analyses of the data are included in the discussions of hypervelocity
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impact phenomenathat follow in this Section.
Regression analyses were performed on the following dual-wall system
damagedata: bumperplate hole dimensions, debris cloud trajectory angles,
debris cloud cone angles, pressure wall front surface damagearea, pressure
wall rear surface spall area (in the event of spall), and pressure wall hole
diameter (in the event of perforation). Empirical predictor equations are
presented in this Section for these quantities for aluminum dual-wall sys-
tems under high-speed spherical projectile impact. The results of additional
regression analyses for dual-wall systems with composite bumpers, window
systems, dual-wall structures under cylindrical projectile impact, and
impact of multi-bumper systems are presented in subsequent Sections of this
Final Report. Furthermore, since normal impact is a special case of oblique
impact, no equations were derived purely for normal impact. Equations for
normal impact can be obtained simply by setting 8mO° in the oblique impact
equations. As such, all of the regression equations are presented in the
sub-section on oblique hypervelocity impact phenomena.
3.2 Penetration Phenomena Associated With Normal Hypervelocity Impacts
Consider the normal hypervelocity impact of a spherical projectile on
the structure shown in Figure 3.1. The structure consists of two walls: a
'pressure wall plate', which is the main wall of the structure, and a
protective 'bumper plate', which is traditionally a relatively thin layer of
material that is placed at a relatively small distance away from the
pressure wall plate. The protection of the pressure wall against perforation
is afforded by the bumper plate through the disintegration of the impacting
projectile and the creation of a diffuse debris particle cloud which, in the
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velocity range tested, imparts a significantly lower impulse to the pressure
wall. Previous investigations (see References in Section 1.3) have shown
that the combined mass of the bumper plate and the pressure wall required to
prevent pressure wall perforation is typically much less than that required
for a pressure wall without a bumperplate. Although not shown in Figure
3.1, a blanket of multi-layer insulation is often placed on the pressure
wall of the dual-wall structure for thermal protection purposes. Under
certain impact conditions, this multi-layer insulation (MLI) can increase
the protection afforded to the pressure wall plate by absorbing the kinetic
energy of the smaller and slower particles of the debris particle cloud.
However, for very large particles traveling at high speeds which the bumper
is unable to shatter completely, the presence of MLI on the pressure wall
can prove to be disastrous and can result in severe petalling of the pres-
sure wall plate.
In the case of space debris particles and meteoroids, impact velocities
are on the order of I0 and 20 km/sec, resPectively. Upon impact at these
velocities, strong shock waves are propagated through both the impacting
particle and the impacted bumperplate. The pressures associated with these
shocks typically exceed the strengths of the projectile and bumperplate
materials, which causes them to fragment, melt, or vaporize, depending on
material properties, geometric parameters, and the impact velocity. Geo-
metric factors that can affect the response of a projectile/target system
include the size and shape of the impacting projectile, the thickness of the
bumperplate, and the angle of impact relative to the bumper plate surface
normal. For each set of particle impact parameters, there exists an ideal
bumper design that will efficiently break up the particle to prevent
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penetration of the pressure wall. Becauseof the intense pressures generated
in a hypervelocity impact, material strength ceases to be an important
factor in determining material response. The resulting hole in the bumper
plate is typically several times larger than the diameter of the impacting
projectile.
As the shock waves propagate, the projectile and target materials are
heated adiabatically and non-isentropically. However, the release of the
shock pressures occurs isentropically through the action of rarefaction
waves that are created as the shock waves interact with projectile and
target free surfaces. This process leaves the projectile and target
materials in high energy states which can cause either or both to melt or
vaporize, partially or completely. As the velocity increases, the shock
heating increases and, in turn, improves the performance of the bumper
plate. This partially explains why micro-meteoroid impacts that occur at
very high velocities (on the order of 20 to 50 km/sec) are potentially less
lethal from a penetration standpoint than the space debris particle impacts,
which occur at lower velocities (on the order of i0 to 12 km/sec). The lower
average density of meteoroid particles also contributes to their lesser
lethality (0.5 gm/cm3 as comparedto 2.8 gm/cm3 for orbital debris
particles).
Whenthe projectile and a portion of the bumper shield are fragmented,
melted, or vaporized, a secondary debris cloud is created. This debris cloud
travels towards and impacts the pressure wall plate. However, the impacts of
the debris particles will be distributed over a large area of the pressure
wall which will result in a reduction of the pressure impulse on the
pressure wall plate. The area over which the load impulse is distributed on
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the pressure wall is governed by the manner in which the projectile and
bumperplate fragment, melt, or vaporize, and by the spacing between the
bumperplate and the pressure wall.
It is important to note that spallation of the rear surface of the
pressure wall may occur with or without pressure wall penetration if the
rarefaction stress near the rear surface exceeds the dynamic tensile frac-
ture strength of the pressure wall material. This spallation could result in
ejecta that can travel at high velocities and can damageinternal spacecraft
mission systems as well as life support systems. Although the depth of spall
can be, theoretically, up to 50_ of the plate thickness, the depths of spall
in thin plates such as those used in dual-wall systems are typically i0_ to
25_ of the plate thickness.
In the following sub-sections, the effects of individual dual-wall
system parameters on the response of the system under hypervelocity projec-
tile impact are discussed in more detail. Unless otherwise noted, the MLI
was taped to the side of the pressure wall facing the bumperplate and
consisted of 30 layers of 0.5 mil kapton aluminized on one side and 29
layers of Dacron mesh, one layer between each kapton layer. Additionally, I
layer of beta-cloth (coated s-glass) was added on the side nearest the
bumper plate for durability. The areal density of this combination was
calculated to be approximately 0.107 gm/cm2 [3.38]. It is also noted that in
Figures 3.2 through 3.7 and 3.9 through 3.15, the penetration and spall
functions are simply lines of demarcation between regions of penetration or
spall (above) and regions of no-penetration or no-spall (below). In addi-
tion, while penetrations functions are presented for dual-wall systems with
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and without MLI, spall functions are presented only for systems without MLI.
It was found that placing MLI on the side of the pressure wall facing the
bumperplate significantly reduced the tendency for rear-side spallation to
occur. Out of the approximately 200 hypervelocity impact tests performed
with MLI, rear-side spallation of the pressure wall plate was observed in
only 9 of these tests.
3.2.1 Effect of BumperThickness
Under normal impact, dual-wall systems with thinner bumper plates
(ts=l.Ol6 mm or ts=0.8 mm) exhibited more frequent and more severe pressure
wall plate perforations (ie. larger hole sizes) than did dual-wall systems
with thicker bumper plates (ie. t =1.6 mm or t - 2.032 nun). However, by
S S
comparing the penetration functions in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, it can be seen
that changing the thickness of the bumper plate from 1.6 mm to 2.032 mm
while keeping all other geometric parameters constant did not significantly
affect the penetration function or level of protection afforded to the
pressure wall plate. An examination of the spall functions in Figure 3.6
reveals that, for a spacing of 10.16 cm and a pressure wall thickness of
3.175 mm, the likelihood of rear-side spallation of dual-wall systems with a
bumper thickness of 1.6 mm is very similar to that of dual-wall systems with
bumper thickness of 1.016 mm.
3.2.2 Effect of Pressure Wall Thickness
As expected, increasing the thickness of the pressure wall while
keeping all other geometric parameters constant increased the penetration
resistance of the dual-wall structure. This can be seen by noting the rela-
tive positions of the penetration functions in Figure 3.5 for the different
pressure wall thicknesses. The higher position of the penetration function
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for the thicker pressure wall plate indicates resistance to perforation by
projectile diameter-velocity combinations that would perforate the thinner
pressure wall. However, increasing the pressure wall thickness was found to
increase the tendency of the rear side of the pressure wall to undergo
spallation. As the pressure wall plate thickness is increased, past a cer-
tain thickness the debris cloud particles cannot penetrate deep enough into
the pressure wall and connect with the rear-side spallations to cause per-
foration of the plate. As a result, the plate is cratered on the front
surface and remains spalled on the rear surface. Naturally, if the pressure
wall thickness were to continue to increase, the amount of rear-side spalla-
tion would decrease until only a dimple would remain on the rear surface of
the plate.
3.2.3 Effect of Stand-Off Distance
It was found that increasing the stand-off distance resulted in an
increase in the penetration resistance of the dual-wall structure (compare
Figure 3.4 with Figure 3.3). This is also to be expected because the larger
the stand-off distance, the more spread out the secondary debris cloud will
become before it impacts the pressure wall plate. As a result, the impulsive
loading it delivers to the pressure wall will be more diffuse and less
likely to cause perforation. In the dual-wall systems without MLI, in-
creasing the stand-off distance also increased the frequency with which
pressure wall plates exhibited rear-side spallation with and without pene-
tration. However, by comparing the spall function for t =1.6 mm in Figure
s
3.7 with that for t =1.6 mm in Figure 3.6 reveals that increasing the stand-
s
off distance from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cm did not significantly affect the
likelihood of rear-side spallation. This implies that there are certain
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bumper thicknesses that possess similar levels of efficiency in fragmenting
an impacting projectile and in creating secondary debris particles whose
impacts on the pressure wall cannot induce significant damagein the way of
rear-side spallation.
3.2.4 Effect of MLI
In dual-wall structures without MLI, the craters are contained in a
circular area on the pressure wall plate directly below the hole in the
bumperplate. Perforation of the pressure wall plate is usually in the form
of a single central hole or several small holes scattered throughout the
damagearea. In the systems with MLI on the pressure wall in which pressure
wall plate perforation does not occur, the pressure wall contains a central
bulge with only a minimal amount of cratering. If perforation of the pres-
sure wall does occur, it is usually in the form of a single hole that is
accompaniedby petals which, depending on the impact parameters, can be
anywhere from 2 cm to 15 cm long.
The penetration functions for dual-wall systems with MLI always lay
above those for dual-wall structures without MLI (see Figures 3.2 and 3.4).
The area between the two curves represents those diameter-velocity combina-
tions that would penetrate the pressure wall plates of dual-wall systems
without MLI but not those of similar dual-wall systems with MLI. However,
under normal impact, the holes in perforated pressure wall plates in dual-
wall systems with MLI against the pressure wall were often much larger than
those in similar systems without MLI° This was found to be especially true
in normal impacts by projectile with diameters exceeding 0.795 cm and
traveling at speeds faster than 6.5 km/sec.
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3.3 Penetration Phenomena Associated With Oblique Hypervelocity Impacts
It has become increasingly evident that most meteoroid or space debris
impacts will not occur normal to the surface of a spacecraft [3.8]. The
response of a dual-wall structure to oblique hypervelocity projectile impact
can be significantly different from its response to normal hypervelocity
impact. Unlike normal high-speed impacts, oblique impacts can produce a tre-
mendous volume of ricochet debris particles. These ricochet particles can
severely damage panels of instrumentation units located on the exterior of a
structure. Obliquity effects, therefore, must be considered in the design of
any space or aerospace structure structure that will be exposed to a hazard-
ous debris environment_
Naturally, some of the response characteristics described in the pre-
vious sub-Section on normal hypervelocity impact apply to the case of
oblique impact as well. These include the fragmentation, melt, or vaporiza-
tion of the projectile and the bumper shield upon impact, the creation of
secondary projectile and bumper fragments, the impact and possible perfora-
tion of the pressure wall by debris clouds containing these fragments, and
the possibility of spallation occurring on the rear surface of the pressure
wall plate. However, there are certain response characteristics that appear
in an oblique impact that do not exist in a normal impact. For example, in
the oblique impact of a dual-wall structure, some of the secondary debris
fragments that are created during the impact of the projectile on the bumper
are sprayed on the pressure wall while some fragments ricochet and travel
away from the dual-wall structure. In Figure 3.8, the angles 01 and 82
denote the trajectories of the centers-of-mass of the 'normal' and 'in-line'
penetration fragments, respectively; the angles Vl and V2 represent the
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spread of these fragments. The angle _c and _99 characterize the trajectory
of the center-of-mass of the ricochet debris fragments and the spread of
these fragments, respectively. The impacts of the secondary debris particles
created 'normal' and 'in-line' damage areas Adl and Ad2, respectively, on
the front surface of the pressure wall. Occasionally, the impacts of the
secondary bumper and projectile fragments resulted in the creation of thin
spall fragments that are ejected from the rear side of the pressure wall
plate. In these cases, the total area of rear-side spall is denoted by A .
s
The following paragraphs summarize trends that were observed during the
analysis of damaged and perforated dual-wall systems under oblique high-
speed impact.
3.3.1 Response of Bumper Plate Under Oblique Impact
Consider a dual-wall structure that is impacted by a projectile that is
traveling along a trajectory that is inclined with respect to the outward
normal of the outer wall (Figure 3.8). As in the case of normal impact, the
projectile and a portion of the bumper are shattered upon impact which
creates a hole in the bumper plate. The size of the hole depends on the
material and geometric parameters of the projectile and the bumper as well
as the impact velocity and the trajectory obliquity. As the trajectory
obliquity is increased from 0° (normal impact) to 90 ° (grazing impact), the
hole in the bumper plate becomes increasingly elliptical. The major axis of
the elliptical hole lies along the projection of the particle trajectory on
the bumper plate. As the trajectory is increased above 60 ° or 65 °, the
leading edge of the hole becomes jagged. This indicates that some tearing
and cracking of the bumper plate occurs at large trajectory obliquities.
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3.3.2 Response of Pressure Wall Under Oblique
3.3.2.1 Effect of Impact Obliquity
In the case of normal impacts, le. when the impact obliquity was 0°,
the 'normal' and 'in-line' debris clouds overlapped to form a single damage
area on the pressure wall. As the trajectory obliquity began to deviate from
0°, three distinct impact regimes became apparent. In the 'low obliquity
regime' (ie. 0°<8<45°), there was extensive damage to the pressure wall;
only a minimal amount of ricochet debris was created in this impact regime.
The pressure wall penetration and crater damage strongly resembled that
which results from a normal impact, and the trajectories of the debris cloud
fragments were very close to the original impact trajectory.
In the 'medium obliquity regime' (ie. 45°<0<60°), two distinct areas of
damage became discernible on the pressure wall. The 'normal' damage area
consisted of round holes and craters caused by bumper fragment impact and
lay fairly close to the inward-pointing normal drawn from the center of
impact to the pressure wall. The 'in-line' damage area contained oval holes
and craters caused by projectile fragment impact and lay near the point of
intersection of the original impact trajectory and the pressure wall plate.
As the obliquity was increased, the locations of both damage areas moved
closer to the inward-pointing bumper normal. Up to a certain 'critical angle
of impact obliquity', the pressure wall exhibited significant penetration
and perforation damage and a relatively small amount of ricochet debris was
created. However, as the impact trajectory obliquity was increased past the
critical angle, an increasing amount of ricochet debris was formed while the
amount of damage sustained by the pressure wall decreased dramatically.
This critical angle is estimated to have a value between 60 ° and 65o; it
8O
signifies the onset of the 'high obliquity regime'.
In the 'high obliquity regime' (ie. 65o<0<90o), a tremendous amount of
ricochet debris was created while only a relatively small quantity of pene-
tration debris was formed. It is also noted that there was a much lower
tendency for rear-side spall of the pressure wall plate in this regime than
in all the others. This can be seen by comparing the location of the spall
function for t =l.6mm in Figure 3.15 (0=65° ) with the location of the cor-
S
responding spall functions in Figure 3.14 (8-45 °) and in Figure 3.6 (9=0o).
It is seen that the location of the spall function for 0=65 ° is 'higher'
than the other two, indicating an marked decrease in the occurrence of rear-
side spallation at high impact obliquities.
Finally, below 30 ° and above 65 ° there was significant overlapping of
the 'normal' and 'in-line' secondary debris clouds. At intermediate obliqui-
ties, whether or not there was any separation of the debris clouds depended
on the original impact parameters and the material and geometric parameters
of the bumper plate. It is interesting to note that in the case of low
trajectory obliquity, the overlapping of the debris clouds concentrated the
debris into a much smaller volume and thereby increased the damage potential
of the secondary debris particles. However, in the high obliquity regime,
because so few penetration debris particles were created, the overlapping of
the debris clouds did not contribute significantly to their damage poten-
tial.
3.3.2.2 Effect of Bumper Thickness
Examination of Figures 3.10 and 3.11 reveals that in the low obliquity
impact regime a thinner bumper plate (e.g. t -I 016 mm) provided less
' S "
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protection to the pressure wall of the dual-wall systems than did a thicker
bumperplate (e.g. t -1.6 mm). In contrast, in the high obliquity regime,
S
thinner bumper plates provided more protection to the pressure wall of a
dual-wall system than did thicker plates. Thus, it would appear that thicker
bumper plates provide better perforation resistance at low impact angles
(ie. 8<60 ° ) while thinner bumper plates provide better perforation resis-
tance at high impact angles (ie. 8>65°). It is interesting to note that the
change in bumper thickness required for optimum performance of the bumper
also occurs at the 'critical angle of impact obliquity', that is, between
60 ° and 65 ° .
The difference in the bumper thicknesses required for optimum perform-
ance at different impact angles is due to the fact that the phenomena
involved in a hypervelocity impact are governed by the normal component of
the particle impact velocity. For a given impact velocity, at a low impact
angle, the normal component of the impact velocity is higher than that at a
high impact angle. Therefore, for a given projectile diameter and impact
velocity, the shock pressures generated at a low impact angle will be higher
than those generated at a high impact angle. This implies that, at a low
impact angle, the projectile must interact with the bumper plate for a
longer period of time than at a high impact angle in order for it to be
completely destroyed. At a low impact angle, if the bumper were too thin,
then the projectile would pass through the bumper relatively unscathed.
Conversely, at a high impact angle, if the bumper were too thick (but not
thick enough to prevent perforation by the projectile), then it would simply
fragment into several relatively large, slow moving fragments. These large,
low-speed fragments pose more of a threat to the pressure wall plate than do
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the small, high-speed particles that are created in a high-obliquity impact.
3.3.2.3 Effect of Pressure Wall Thickness
As in the case of normal impact, increasing the thickness of the
pressure wall while keeping all other geometric parameters constant in-
creased the penetration resistance of the dual-wall structure. This can be
seen by noting the relative positions of the penetration functions in Figure
3.13 for the different pressure wall thicknesses. The higher position of the
penetration function for the thicker pressure wall plate indicates resis-
tance to perforation by projectile diameter-velocity combinations that would
perforate the thinner pressure wall.
3.3.2.4 Effect of Stand-Off Distance
Unfortunately, no oblique impact tests were conducted at stand-off
distances other than 10.16 cm. However, it is expected that as in the case
of normal impact, increasing the stand-off distance would result in an
increase in the penetration resistance of a dual-wall structure.
3.3.2.5 Effect of MLI
An analysis of the obliquely-impact damaged dual-wall systems revealed
that, as in the case of normal impact, placing MLI on the pressure wall
plate increased the penetration resistance of the dual-wall structures (note
and compare the penetration functions in Figure 3.10 and 3.11). This was
found to be true for all three impact regimes. However, unlike normal
impact, severe petalling did not accompany perforation of the pressure wall
plate, even at velocities above 6.5 km/sec.
3.3.3 Analysis of Ricochet Debris
A statistical analysis of the extent of the damage on the ricochet
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witness plates in the impacted dual-wall specimens revealed that, regardless
of original projectile size, speed, and obliquity, 999 of the damageto the
ricochet witness plates occurred within an angle of 30° with respect to the
plane of the bumper plate, that is, _99 = 30°" The trajectory of the center-
of-mass of the ricochet debris cloud was typically at an angle of 8° with
8°respect to the plane of the bumperplate, that is, _ - . This indicates
C
that the majority of the ricochet debris fragments are concentrated within
an angle of approximately 15° with respect to the plane of the bumper plate.
Such a strong concentration of high speed particles is extremely dangerous
if critical external spacecraft subsystems happen to be located in the path
of the ricochet debris cloud.
An analysis of ricochet witness plate crater damage revealed several
interesting features of ricochet debris particles. First, high obliquity
impacts and impacts by large projectiles produce larger ricochet debris
particles than do impacts at low obliquities or impacts by spall projec-
tiles. In other words, the severity of the ricochet damage is directly
related to the trajectory obliquity and size of the original projectile.
Second, an average ricochet debris particle can have a diameter as large as
409 of the original projectile diameter and can travel at speeds up to 369
of the original impact velocity. The details of the analyses performed to
arrive at these conclusions may be found in Reference 3.39.
3.4 Regression Analysis of Damage Data
3.4.1 Bumper Plate Hole Dimensions
In order to be able to predict the damage potential of the secondary
debris fragments, it is necessary to know the total volume of secondary
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debris that is generated by the high-speed impact of a projectile on the
bumper plate of a dual-wall structure. A good estimate of the volume of
bumperplate fragments can be obtained by calculating the volume of the
elliptical hole created in the bumperplate by the impact. For the case of
spherical projectiles (cylindrical projectile impact is addressed in another
Section of this Report), a regression analysis of the bumper plate hole
dimensions resulted in the following pair of equations for the minimumand
maximumhole dimensions:
Dmin/d 2.698(V/C)0"689(ts/d) 0"708 0"0210= cos + 0.93 (3.1)
Dmax/d 2 252(V/C)0'622(ts/d) 0"667 0.815_= . e + 1.00 (3.2)
where C - JE/p is the speed of sound in the bumper plate material, and 8 is
in radians. The averages and standard deviations of the prediction errors of
these equations are presented in the first and second columns, respectively,
of Table 3.1. A measure of the 'goodness of fit P of the regression equa-
tions, the correlation coefficient, is presented for each equation in the
third column of Table 3.1. From the data in Table 3.1, it can be seen that
equations (3.1) and (3.2) represent a good fit to the experimental bumper
plate hole dimension data. The relatively large spread of the prediction
errors for equation (3.2) is due to an inherent physical uncertainty in the
maximum hole dimension, especially in holes produced by high obliquity
impacts. As discussed previously, high obliquity impacts can tear, as well
as perforate, the bumper plate. A set of curves comparing the predictions of
equations (3.1) and (3.2) with experimental results is shown in Figure 3.16.
From the close agreement between the predicted and experimental values seen
in Figure 3.16, it is again concluded that equations (3.1) and (3.2) are a
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good fit to the experimental hole dimensions data. However, it is noted that
these equations are valid only for aluminum projectiles impacting thin
aluminum plates, and for 0.064<ts/d<0.684 , for 0o<0<75° , and for 2<V<8
km/sec.
3.4.2 Debris Cloud Traiectories and Cone Angles
A regression analysis of the debris cloud trajectory and cone angle
data obtained from an analysis of the test specimens without MLI resulted in
the following empirical equations for 01,82, and for 71,72:
81/0 0.471(V/c)'O'O49(ts/d)-O'054 1.1340cos , 30 ° < 0 < 75° (3.3)
0 532(V/C)'0'086(ts/d)-0"478 0.58692/8 - • cos 0 , 30 ° < 9 < 75 ° (3.4)
tan 71 1.318(V/c)O'907(ts/d) 0"195 0'3940 ,- cos 0° < 0 < 75 ° (3.5)
tan 72 - 1.556(V/c)l'096(ts/d) 0"345cos0"7388 , 0° < 0 < 75 ° (3.6)
These equations were derived using data only from damaged test specimens
without MLI because the MLI often absorbed a substantial portion of the
debris cloud particles which, in some cases, resulted in smaller damage
areas. Thus, using the data from the tests with MLI to develop equations to
predict debris cloud cone angles would have resulted in equations that would
under-estimate the size of the debris clouds.
The averages and standard deviations of the prediction errors and the
correlation coefficients for each equation are presented in Table 3.2. The
relatively large spread of the prediction errors and the low correlation
Coefficients for equations (3.5) and (3.6) is due to the fact that is was
often difficult to determine the exact boundaries of the pressure wall plate
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damageareas. The actual values of the debris cloud cone angles are there-
fore seen to be dependent on the person performing the analyses. In addition
to the angular limitations already imposed, it is noted that these equations
are valid only for aluminumprojectiles impacting aluminum dual-wall struc-
tures, and for 0.064<ts/d<0.684, and 2<V<8km/sec.
Typical plots of 81 and 82 as functions of 8 are presented and compared
against experimental values in Figure 3.17. It is seen that the 'in-line'
trajectory angle, 82, is not a single-valued function of trajectory obliqui-
ty. In fact, 82 varies directly with 8 up to a critical value between 60 °
and 65 ° , and then decreases with further increases in 8. This reversal at
the critical value of trajectory obliquity also corresponds to the sudden
decrease in the penetration potential of an obliquely incident high speed
projectile. This behavior is also seen in the plot of 81, although to a
lesser degree. Typical plots of the 71 and _2 as functions of 8 are pre-
sented in Figure 3.18. From the agreement between the predicted and the
experimental values seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18, it is concluded that
equations (3.5)-(3.8) are a fairly good fit to the experimental angle data.
3.4.3 Pressure Wall Damage Areas
A regression analysis of the pressure wall plate damage areas and the
rear-surface spall areas was also performed. The following empirical pre-
dictor equations for total pressure wall damage area A d = Adl + Ad2 and
rear-side spall area A were obtained:
s
Without MLI"
Ad/A p - 39.91(V/C)0"828(ts/d) 0"294
(S/d)0.814 0.127cos 8 (3.7)
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- o 248. 0.619 3.188# (3.8)As/Ap _ 201.48(V/C)0.714(ts/d) 0 609(S/d)-i. (tw/d) cos
With MLI:
Ad/A p 25.66(V/C)0"713( -0.351(S/d)0.327 0.4230- ts/d) cos (3.9)
No equation is provided for spall prediction in dual-wall specimens with MLI
because of the scarcity with which rear-side spall occured in such systems.
The averages and standard deviations of the prediction errors and the cor-
relation coefficients for equations (3.7)-(3.9) are presented in Table 3.3.
As in the regression of the cone angle data, the relatively large spread of
the errors for the damage area predictor equations is due to the fact that
is was often difficult to determine the exact boundaries of the pressure
wall damage areas. Typical plots of A d as a function of # for dual-wall
systems with and without MLI are presented and compared against experimental
results in Figure 3.19_ a plot of A as a function of # for dual-wall
S
systems without MLI is shown in Figure 3.20. As is expected, Figure 3.19
shows that the damage areas on the front surfaces of the pressure wall
plates are smaller in systems with MLI than in those systems without MLI.
The agreement between the experimental results and the predicted values seen
in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 indicates that equations (3.7)-(3.9) are a fairly
good fit to the experimental data. It is again noted that these equations
are valid for aluminum projectiles impacting aluminum dual-wall structures,
and for 0.064<ts/d<0.684 , for 0o<8<75 ° and for 2<V<8 km/sec
3.4.4 Pressure Wall Hole Diameters
Finally, empirical predictor equations were obtained for the equivalent
single hole diameter in the event of pressure wall plate perforation:
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Without MLI:
dh/d = 2.820(V/C)0"490( cos (3.10)ts/d)-0.421(S/d)-0.457(tw/d) -0.726 1.2450
With MLI:
-0.9 -0.575(tw/d)-0 772 1 7010dh/d = 1.464(V/c)O'093(ts/d) 73(S/d) " cos " (3.11)
The averages and standard deviations of the prediction errors and the cor-
relation coefficients for equations (3.10) and (3.11) are presented in Table
3.3. Typical plots of the hole diameters in perforated pressure wall plates
in dual-wall systems with and without MLI under low energy (d=0.795 cm,
V=6.5 km/sec) and and high energy (d=1.27 cm, V-7.0 km/sec) projectile
impacts are shown and compared against experimental results in Figure 3.21.
The most notable feature of Figure 3.21 is that for high energy impacts, the
hole in the perforated pressure wall plate in a dual-all system with MLI
can, for impact obliquities less than 45 °, significantly exceed the hole in
the perforated pressure wall plate of a similar dual-wall system without
MLI. However, as the trajectory obliquity is increased beyond 45 ° , the hole
size in the system with MLI gets smaller, and eventually becomes smaller
than those in similar systems without MLI.
3.4.5 Additional Comments
It is noted that before equations (3.8) and (3.10),(3.11) are used to
estimate rear-side spall areas and equivalent single-hole diameters in a
dual-wall system under the impact of a spherical projectile with a par-
ticular diameter, velocity, and obliquity, it must first be determined
whether or not rear-side spall or pressure wall perforation will occur in
the system under the specified impact conditions. This can be determined
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using the appropriate penetration and spall functions for the particular
geometric configuration of the dual-wall system and the specified conditions
of impact. In addition, caution is urged whenusing equation (3.8) to pre-
dict rear-side spall areas in dual-wall configurations under impact condi-
tions that lie close a spall function. In these 'border-line I cases, it was
found that equation (3.8) has a tendency to over-predict the area of rear-
side spall. Likewise, caution is urged when applying equation (3.11) to
predict the single-hole diameter in perforated pressure wall plates of dual-
wall systems with MLI that are impacted normally by large, high-speed pro-
jectiles (ie. diameter greater than 0.75 cm, velocity greater than 6.5
km/sec). In these cases, pressure wall penetration was accompaniedby severe
petalling which tremendously increased the size of the hole. Thus, in these
cases of high energy impacts, while qualitative agreementwill exist, equa-
tion (3.11) will under-predict the actual size of the pressure wall hole in
the event of a perforation.
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Table 3.1 Regression Analysis of BumperPlate Dimension Data,
Error Summary
Regression t_ a(_) IOOR =
Function avg
Dmin/d -0.148 6.35 83.0
Dmax/d 0.079 9.48 87.7
Table 3.2 Regression Analysis of Cone Angle Data, Error Summary
Regression _ o(t) 100R 2
Function avg
81/0 4.793 29.82 54.5
82/8 1.385 17.02 61.6
tan ?i 7.704 40.10 30.3
tan _2 9.729 43.89 40.9
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Table 3.3 Regression Analysis of Pressure Wall DamageArea
and Hole Diameter Data, Error Summary
Regression %_ o(%) 100R _
Function avg
Without MLI
Ad/A p 6. 974 38.08 38.7
As/A p 16.250 67.67 73.1
dh/d 6.706 38.78 64.9
With MLI
Ad/A p 9.801 43.77 21.0
%/d 12.13 52.38 51.1
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SECTION FOUR -- HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT OF DUAL-WALL STRUCTURES WITH CERAMIC
AND COMPOSITE BUMPER PLATES
4.1 Introduction
In the majority of previous studies of the hypervelocity impact
response of dual-wall, the bumper and structural wall were typically made
from high-strength metallic materials, such as aluminum or steel. With the
advent of many new high-strength composite and ceramic materials and their
proliferation in aircraft applications, it has become necessary to evaluate
their potential for use in long-duration space and aerospace structural
systems. One aspect of materials evaluation for use in space and aerospace
structural systems is the analysis of their response to hypervelocity impact
loadings. Unfortunately, information on hypervelocity impact of composite
and ceramic materials is scarce because work in this area has just begun
[4.1]. A recent phenomenological investigation of the damage sustained by
lhick single-panel graphite/epoxy specimens under hypervelocity projectile
impact showed that panel damage was a combination of multiple delamination
and breakage of the fiber and matrix materials [4.2]. However, the use of
composite and ceramic materials in multi-wall structural systems has yet to
be addressed.
This Section presents the results of an investigation into the
response of dual-wall systems with composite and ceramic bumpers under
normal hypervelocity projectile impact loadings. Test results for dual-wall
specimens employing three different fiber-reinforced composite materials and
one ceramic material are reviewed qualitatively and quantitatively. Impact
damage is characterized according to the extent of penetration, crater, and
spall damage in the structural system. The analysis indicates that the
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extent of damagecan be written as a function of the geometric and material
properties of the projectile/dual-wall structural system. These functions
can be used to perform parameter sensitivity studies and to evaluate hypo-
thetical design configurations. The damagein the composite and ceramic
material specimens is also comparedto the damagein geometrically similar
aluminum specimens caused by hypervelocity projectiles with similar impact
energies. This comparative analysis, together with the overall composite and
ceramic system impact response analysis, is used to determine the advantages
and disadvantages of employing composite and ceramic materials in structural
wall systems for long-duration spacecraft.
4.2 Hypervelocity Im_mp_a_tTest Parameters
In each test, a projectile of diameter d and velocity V impacted a
bumper plate of thickness t along a trajectory perpendicular to the plane
S
of the bumper plate (see Figure 4.1). The projectile shattered upon impact
and formed a hole of diameter D in the bumper plate. Secondary projectile
and bumper plate debris fragments created during the impact were sprayed
upon a pressure wall plate of thickness t located a distance S behind the
w
bumper plate. These secondary debris impacts created an area of damage Ad on
the pressure wall plate; the angle 7 is the cone angle of the secondary
debris fragment cloud and represents the spread of the debris fragments.
Occasionally, the impacts of the secondary debris fragments resulted in the
creation of spall fragments ejected from the rear side of the pressure wall
plate. In these instances, the total spalled area on the rear surface is
denoted by A
S"
The conditions of the impact tests were chosen to simulate space debris
impact of light-weight space structures as closely as possible, and still
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remain within the realm of experimental feasibility. Kessler [4.3] states
that the average massdensity for pieces of orbital debris less than i0 mm
in diameter is approximately 2.8 gm/cm3, which is approximately the sameas
that of aluminum. Although it is anticipated that the shape of the impac-
ting projectile will affect the formation and spread of secondary debris
particles [4.4], spherical projectiles were used in the test program to
maintain repeatability and consistency. Thus, the testing was conducted with
solid spherical ii00 aluminumprojectiles with diameters ranging from 4.75
mmto 8.89 mm.The velocities of the impacting projectiles ranged from 3.43
to 7.40 km/sec.
A total of 24 aluminum, 12 composite, and 3 ceramic structural systems
were used to study and evaluate the penetration resistance of dual-wall
systems with composite and ceramic bumpers. In the composite systems, the
bumper plates were madeof a fiber reinforced composite material while the
pressure wall plates were madeof 2219-T87aluminum. The composite materials
used as bumperplates were Kevlar 49 and IM6/3501-6 graphite/epoxy. In the
ceramic systems, the bumperplates were madeof 3 layers of 0.635 mmthick
alumina (A1203) fastened together with Crest 7450 adhesive; the pressure
wall plates were madeof 2219-T87 aluminum. In the aluminum systems, the
bumper and the pressure wall plates were madeof 6061-T6 and 2219-T87
aluminum, respectively. The thicknesses of the aluminum bumperplates were
chosen so that they would have approximately the same areal density as the
composite and ceramic material plates, that is, for example,
t - (4.1)
s'aluminum (Pcomposite/Paluminum)ts'composite
The mechanical properties and the laminae lay-up of the composite and ceram-
ic material bumper plates are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
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Additional test parameters are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The results of
the hypervelocity impact test firings are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6_
column entries of r.._ _ indicate that penetration and/or spall of the
pressure wall plate did not occur. A complete set of photographs that show
the differences in pressure wall response between the Kevlar, graph-
ite/epoxy, and aluminum systems maybe found in Reference 4.5. Detailed
post-test analyses of the damagedtest specimens revealed many interesting
features and characteristics of composite materials hypervelocity impact
response.
4.3 Hypervelocity Impact Response of Kevlar Systems
4.3.1 Bumper Plate Damage Analysis
The impact damage in the Kevlar bumper plates typically consisted of a
circular hole and large areas of delamination on the front and rear surfaces
of the plates. Although the edge of the hole was usually frayed, its round-
ness was evident nonetheless. The delamination area of the front surface
extended far beyond the the vicinity of the hole and was approximately twice
as large as the delamination area of the rear surface. On both surfaces, the
delamination was generally restricted to the outer layers, with the peeling
in the direction of the surface laminate fibers. These observations are
similar to those made in a previous study of the hypervelocity impact
response of thick graphite/epoxy panels [4.2].
4.3.2 Pressure Wall Plate Damage Analysis
In Tables 4.7 and 4.8, penetration characteristics are summarized for
test shots grouped according to both geometric and impact energy similarity.
Table 4.7 shows results for impact energies below 2,000 joules (the flow
impact energy regime _) while Table 4 8 shows results for energies greater
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than i0,000 joules (the 'high impact energy regime'). A penetration function
for certain Kevlar systems in the low and high impact energy regimes and the
corresponding aluminum systems is shown in Figure 4.2. Penetration functions
for impact conditions and system geometries different than those for which
the penetration function in Figure 4.2 was drawn can be constructed only
after additional impact testing has been performed. Using Tables 4.7,4.8 and
the detailed penetration data in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, a comparison of pene-
tration response characteristics was performed.
In the low impact energy regime, the pressure wall plate damage areas
of the Kevlar systems were highly concentrated and consisted of either a
single hole (a penetrating impact) or a single crater (a non-penetrating
impact). The damage areas in similar aluminum, systems were more wide-spread
and contained numerous small holes and/or craters. Among the high energy
impacts, for a 101.6 mm stand-off distance, penetration of the pressure wall
plates occurred in the Kevlar as well as in the aluminum systems. The damage
areas on the pressure wall plates of both structural systems were observed
to be similar in size (Tables 4.5,4.6). The similarity in penetration
response of the Kevlar and aluminum systems is evident in Figure 4.2 where
only one penetration function has been drawn for both, the Kevlar and alumi-
num system penetration data. However, when the wall spacing was increased to
152.4 mm, the Kevlar systems were penetrated while the corresponding
aluminum systems were not. Furthermore, at this stand-off distance, pressure
wall plate damage areas in the aluminum systems were significantly larger
than those in the Kevlar systems.
These differences in response characteristics between the aluminum and
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Kevlar systems indicate that aluminum bumpers are generally more effective
in spreading out the secondary debris that is created by the initial projec-
tile impact on the bumper plate, especially for impact energies above
I0,000 joules. The concentration of the debris clouds and the resultant
small damage areas on the pressure wall plates in the Kevlar systems can be
explained in part by a mismatch in shock impedance between the Kevlar bumper
plates and the aluminum projectiles [4.6]. The shock waves in the projectile
and the bumper plate created by the initial impact interacted in a manner
that prevented the complete break-up of the projectile. As a result, the
dispersion of the secondary projectile and bumper plate fragments also
decreased. An increased probability of pressure wall plate penetration also
resulted from the increased concentration of the secondary debris fragment
clouds.
It is interesting to note that the reverse sides of the pressure wall
plates of the Kevlar systems did not exhibit any spall at either stand-off
distance, while those of the aluminum systems exhibited significant spalling
at both stand-off distances. This increased tendency for spall in the alumi-
num specimens is a direct consequence of the wider areal distribution of the
impulse delivered by the secondary debris fragment cloud. The impulse de-
livered to the pressure wall plate in the Kevlar systems is more concen-
trated and therefore serves to penetrate the plate rather than cause spall.
4.3.3 Regression Analysis of Damage Data
A standard multiple linear regression analysis of the Kevlar 49 hole
dimension data was performed to obtain an equation for hole diameter as a
function the impact parameters and the material and geometric parameters of
the bumper plate with the following result:
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D/d- 1.923(V/C)0"968(ts/d)0"218 + 1.04 (4.2)
where C - JEl/P; E1 is the uni-directional ply modulus in the fiber direc-
tion, and p is the mass density of the bumper plate material. The average
error of this equation was calculated to be 0.001% with a standard deviation
of 4.824% and a correlation coefficient R = = 0.873. These values imply that
equation (4.2) is a fairly good fit to the experimental hole diameter data.
It is interesting to note that the velocity dependence in equation (4.2) is
approximately the same as that in the equation of hole diameter in aluminum
plates subjected to normal hypervelocity projectile impact.
Using the data in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, the following equations were
obtained for cone angle, pressure wall damage area, pressure wall hole
diameter in the event of a penetration, and pressure wall rear side spall
area if spall occurs, as functions of the geometric, material, and impact
parameters of the Kevlar 49 dual-wall systems.
Cone Anf_ !
cos v = 0.332(V/c)-l'053(ts/d)-0"599 (4.3)
Pressure Wall Damage Area
Ad/A p - 817.79(V/c)l'253(ts/d)0"679(S/d) -0"158 (4.4)
Pressure Wall Hole Diameter
.171(t .d)O. 155%/d - 5.836(V/C) 2 s/ 139(S/d)0" (4.5)
where A - _d2/4 and dh is the equivalent hole diameter of the totalp
penetrated area. The average errors, standard deviations, and correlation
coefficients for equations (4.3-4.5) are given in Table 4.9. Based on the
data in Table 4.9, it is evident that equations (4.3-4.5) fit the experimen-
tal data fairly well. It is noted that equations (4.2-4.5) are valid only
for normal impacts of spherical aluminum projectiles on Kevlar 49 dual-wall
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specimens of similar lay-up and construction and for impact velocities
between 3.4 and 7.4 km/sec.
It is also noted that a curve such as the one in Figure 4.2 must first
be consulted to determine whether or not pressure wall penetration will
occur in a dual-wall system with a Kevlar bumperplate as a result of a
particular normal hypervelocity impact. If penetration will indeed occur,
then equation (4.5) maybe used to estimate the equivalent diameter of the
resulting hole in the pressure wall. Additionally, since equations (4.2-4.5)
are based on a relatively small numberof tests, additional testing is
recommendedfor further verification, or modification if necessary, of these
equations.
4.4 _pervelocity Impact of Graphite/Epoxy Systems
To determine if there would be a difference in resistance to pressure
wall plate penetration between dual-wall specimens with bumper plates made
of Kevlar 49, aluminum 6061-T6, and graphite/epoxy, two high energy impact
tests were conducted with IM6/3501-6 graphite/epoxy as the bumper plate
material. A summary of the resulting penetration and spall characteristics
for the graphite/epoxy and corresponding aluminum tests is presented in
Table 4.10.
An examination of the damaged graphite/epoxy bumper plates revealed
that, unlike the delamination in the Kevlar bumper plates, the impact-
induced delamination on the front and rear surfaces of the graphite/epoxy
plates were not very extensive. However, the delamination was primarily
restricted to the outer layers of both surfaces and were in the general
direction of the outer laminate fibers. The holes in the graphite/epoxy
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plates were also more clearly defined than those in the Kevlar plate impacts.
The damageareas on the pressure wall plates of the graphite/epoxy
systems were more wide-spread diffuse than those of the Kevlar systems.
Although the pressure wall plates in the graphite/epoxy systems were still
penetrated by the secondary debris fragments, the penetrations consisted of
several small holes or craters rather than a single large hole or crater as
in the Kevlar systems. Additionally, even though pressure wall plate pene-
tration occurred in both the graphite/epoxy and the corresponding aluminum
systems, the equivalent hole diameters of the penetrated pressure wall
plates of the graphite/epoxy systems were significantly larger than those in
the corresponding aluminum systems. Thus, the penetrations in the graph-
ite/epoxy systems were more tcritical' than those in similar aluminum sys-
tems. Had these been on-orbit impacts, the larger penetrated areas in the
graphite/epoxy systems would have allowed air to escape from a pressurized
module at a higher rate than would the penetrations in the corresponding
aluminum systems.
It is also noted that the pressure wall plates in the aluminum systems
also exhibited significant rear side spall whereas the pressure wall plates
of the graphite/epoxy systems did not. As discussed previously, this res-
ponse characteristic of aluminumdual-wall systems is a serious matter and
deserves further investigation.
4.5 Hypervelocity Im_ Response of Alumina Systems
Three high energy impact tests were conducted with three-ply alumina
bumper plates to determine if there would be a difference in resistance to
pressure wall plate penetration between dual-wall specimens with alumina
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bumper plate and dual-wall specimens with aluminum 6061-T6 bumper plates. A
summary of the resulting penetration and spall characteristics for the
alumina and corresponding aluminum tests is presented in Table 4.11. It is
noted that although the pressure wall plate thickness in the aluminum tests
228C,D are greater than those of the alumina tests, the total areal
densities of the alumina systems and the aluminum systems in tests 228C,D
are within 2.5% of each other.
An examination of the alumina bumper plate holes revealed many ir-
regularities in their size and shape. Although all three alumina test shots
were similar in impact energy, the hole in one alumina bumper plate was
round (140A), while the holes in the other two (140B,C) were jagged. This
indicates that multi-ply alumina bumper plates have a tendency to fracture
and tear near the site of impact as well as melt or fragment.
The damage areas on the pressure wall plates of the alumina systems
were similar in magnitude to those of the aluminum systems. However, the
equivalent hole diameters of the penetrated pressure wall plates of the
alumina systems were significantly larger than those in the corresponding
aluminum systems. Thus, in a manner similar to the Kevlar and graphite/epoxy
system penetrations, the penetrations in the alumina systems were more
'critical' than those in corresponding aluminum systems. It is also noted
that the pressure wall plates in both the alumina and the aluminum systems
exhibited rear side spall whereas the pressure wall plates of the Kevlar and
graphite/epoxy systems did not. As discussed previously, the tendency of
aluminum dual-wall systems to exhibit rear side spall is a serious matter
and is in need of further investigation.
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions
Based on the observations made in the preceding sections, it is con-
cluded that thin Kevlar 49 IM6/3501-6 graphite/epoxy, and alumina panels
offer no advantage over equivalent aluminum 6061-T6 panels in reducing the
penetration threat of hypervelocity projectiles. However, it must be noted
that significant pressure wall plate spalling was observed in the alumina
and the aluminum systems while no spalling was observed in either the Kevlar
or the graphite/epoxy systems. It is becoming increasingly apparent that,
because of the high speeds with which spall fragments can travel, impact-
induced spall can be as deleterious to mission success and crew safety as an
actual penetration. Naturally, the major difference between a spall event
and a penetration event is the lack of a pressure leak in a spall event.
However, the lethality of the high-speed spall fragments must not be over-
looked.
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Kevlar 49 IM6/3501-6 Alumina
E (xl09 N/ms) ........ 379.2
w ........ .317
E1 (xl09 N/m s) 76.0 203.0 ....
E2 (xl0 g N/m 2) 5.5 Ii.0 ....
GI2 (xl0 _ N/m 2) 2.3 8.3 ....
w12 .340 .320 ....
u21 .025 .017 ....
p (kg/m s) 1340 1541 3900
Table 4.1 Unidirectional Ply Properties of Kevlar 49 (67% fiber volume)
IM6/3501-6 Graphite/Epoxy (63% fiber volume) and Alumina
[courtesy of NASA/MSFC and MMA]
Panel ID Material Number of Thickness Lamina
Number Plies (mm) Lay-up
CI Kevlar 49 12 2.032 [0,±60,$60,0]
S
C2 Kevlar 49 18 2.921 (0,±60,$60,0)3
C3 Kevlar 49 24 3.810 [(0,i60,+60,0)2]s
C4 Graphite/ 24 3.810 [(0,i60,+60,0)2]s
Epoxy
C5 Alumina 3 1.905 ....
Table 4.2 Geometric Properties of Composite and Ceramic
Material Bumper Plates
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Test BumperID V
Number Number (km/s)
d
(mm)
t
(_)
t
(m_)
S
(mm)
Kevlar 49
103 CI 4.62 4.75 2
I03A C3 3.52 4.75 3
I03B C3 3.43 4.75 3
I03C C3 3.84 4.75 3
1031 C3 4.24 4.75 3
104 C3 6.72 7.62 3
I04A C3 6.65 7.62 3
I04B C3 7.01 7.62 3
1221 C2 7.15 7.62 2
1222 C2 7.40 7.62 2
032
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
921
921
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
152.4
152.4
IM6/3501-6 Graphite/Epoxy
177A
177B
C4 6.91 6.35 3.810 3.175 101.6
C4 7.38 6.35 3.810 3.175 101.6
Alumina
140A
140B
140C
C5 6.37 6.35 1.905 3.175 101.6
C5 7.23 6.35 1.905 3.175 101.6
C5 6.85 6.35 1.905 3.175 101.6
Table 4.3 Test Parameters for Composite and Ceramic Systems
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Test
Number
V
(km/s)
d
(mm)
t
(_)
t
(m_)
S
(mm)
P05
P06A
PI6E
PI6G
P20B
P20C
P21
P21A
P27
P27A
P27B
P33
P34
I01
101A
101B
107
107A
I07B
I09B
228C
228D
EH3A
EH6C
6 90
6 95
6 78
7 18
6 98
6 63
6 63
6 47
4 53
3 87
4,15
7.21
6.80
3.09
3.96
4.27
6.80
6.74
6.82
3.61
6.96
6.95
6.64
6.58
6.35
6.35
7 62
7 62
7 62
7 62
7 62
7 62
4 75
4 75
4 75
6 35
6 35
4 75
4 75
4 75
8 89
8 89
8 89
4 75
6 35
6 35
7 95
7 95
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1.600
1 600
1 600
1 600
1 600
1 600
1 600
I016
1,600
2.032
2.032
2.032
2.032
2.032
2 032
2 032
0 813
0 813
1 600
1 600
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
2.540
3.175
3.175
3.175
4.445
5.080
5.715
3.175
4.775
4.775
3.175
3.175
i01 6
i01 6
152 4
152 4
152 4
152 4
i01 6
i01 6
i01 6
1016
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
i01.6
101.6
101.6
i01.6
101.6
Table 4.4 Test Parameters for Aluminum Systems
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Test
Number
D
(mm) 7(deg) A d( em 2 )
A
(cms2)
Kevlar 49
103
103A
103B
I03C
1031
104
104A
104B
1221
1222
9
9
9
9
9
20
19
19
19
20.
271
677
423
271
093
193
685
050
558
193
37 9
34 1
30 7
26 7
43 6
56 5
64 0
61 0
40 8
43 1
31.68
30.39
24.52
26.71
51.87
139.68
126.64
145.68
102.58
114.32
13.538
8.103
8.103
48.387
50.063
46.660
54.458
61.874
IM6/3501-6 Graphite/Epoxy
177A
177B
15.596 49.4 81.03 11.075
15.191 55.4 85.16 13.716
Alumina
140A 22.301 45.60 57.72 7.645 0.619
140B 33.096 57.31 97.21 ........
140C 35.712 53.10 81.07 7.010 0.832
Table 4.5 Hypervelocity Impact Test Results for
Composite and Ceramic Systems
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Test D _ Ad _ ANumber (mm) (deg) (cm2) ( ) (cSm2)
P05 14.224 55.9
P06A 14.529 64.0
PI6E 15.748 53.1
PI6G 16.510 60.5
P20B 15.875 56.8
P20C 15.240 56.9
P21 15.875 63.9
P21A 14.300 58.1
P27 10.668 40.9
P27A 8.636 29.0
P27B 10.033 34.6
P33 13.005 64.0
P34 14.122 64.0
I01 10.135 28.1
IOIA 9.398 31.3
IOIB 14.224 52.8
107 19.050 66.5
I07A 18.288 69.1
107B 19.050 66.5
109B 10.160 44.2
228C 11.024 34.7
228D 11.201 33.4
EH3A 15.138 75.4
EH6C 17.475 63.7
91.55
126.71
182.39
248.39
214.06
214.06
126.64
102.58
45.61
21.74
31.68
126.64
153.29
20.25
25 61
8103
139 61
154 97
139 68
62 06
31 68
29 16
206 19
126 64
4.699 0.19
.... 4.65
23.368 12.65
.... 2.88
.... 5.08
2.166 6.37
28.804 5.29
33.782
4.445 ....
3.048 ....
crack 3.34
10.363 2.68
6.655 ....
4.347 ....
15.434 12.13
9.018 15.48
crack 13.68
.... 9.88
2.642 2.86
49.835 ....
31.979 ....
Table 4.6 Hypervelocity Impact Test Results for Aluminum Systems
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Test
Number
BumperPlate Impact Impact
Material Energy Momentum(J) (kg-m/s)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
103A
109B
103B
Kevlar 924.9 0.536 yes no
Aluminum 991.8 0.549 no no
Kevlar 895.3 0.522 yes no
P27A
I03C
101A
Aluminum 1139.8 0.589 yes no
Kevlar 1122.1 0,584 no no
Aluminum 1041.8 0.563 yes no
P27B
1031
101B
Aluminum 1310.7 0.632 yes no
Kevlar 1368.1 0.645 no no
Aluminum 1387.5 0.650 no no
103
P27
Kevlar 1624.3 0.703 yes no
Aluminum 1561.7 0.689 no no
Table 4.7 Penetration Comparisonof Kevlar and AluminumSystems
(Impact Energy < 2,000 joules)
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S tand
Off
Dist.
Test Bumper Plate Impact Impact
Number Material Energy Momentum
(J) (kg-m/s)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
104B Kevlar 15,441 4.405 yes no
EH6C/3A Aluminum 15,733 4.739 yes no
101.6
mm P21 Aluminum 13,812 4.166 yes yes
104 Kevlar 14,274 4.236 yes no
104A Kevlar 13,896 4.179 yes no
P21A Aluminum 13,154 4.066 yes no
152.4
1221 Kevlar 16,064 4.493 yes no
P20B Aluminum 15,309 4.386 no yes
PI6G Aluminum 16,199 4.512 no yes
1222 Kevlar 16,699 4.581 yes no
Table 4.8 Penetration Comparison of Kevlar and Aluminum Systems
(Impact Energy > i0,000 joules)
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Regression %_ a(%) R 2
Function avg
cos _ 1.067 15.669 0.624
Ad/A p 1.052 14.950 0.750
dh/d 0.134 5.603 0.933
Table 4.9 Regression Analysis of Kevlar System Cone Angle and
Pressure Wall Plate Damage Data, Error Summary
Test Bumper Plate Impact Impact
Number Material Energy Momentum
(J) (kg-m/s)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
P05 Aluminum 8657.4 2.509 yes yes
177A Graphite/Epoxy 8682.5 2.513 yes no
177B Graphite/Epoxy 9903.8 2.684 yes no
P34 Aluminum 8408.2 2.473 yes yes
P33 Aluminum 9452.7 2.622 crack yes
Table 4.10 Penetration Comparison of Graphite/Epoxy and Aluminum Systems
Test Bumper Plate Impact Impact
Number Material Energy Momentum
(J) (kg-m/s)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
228C Aluminum 8809
228D Aluminum 8041
140A Alumina 7378
140B Alumina 9505
140C Alumina 8532
P05 Aluminum 8658
PO6A Aluminum 8783
2 531
2 418
2 317
2 629
2 491
2 509
2 528
no yes
yes yes
yes yes
no no
yes yes
yes yes
no yes
Table 4.11 Penetration Comparison of Alumina and Aluminum Systems
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dS
Figure 4.1 Normal Impact Test Configuration and Parameters
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SECTIONFIVE -- HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTRESPONSEOF SPACECRAFTWINDOWMATERIALS
5.1 Introduction
With the installation of windows for viewing as well as scientific
purposes in spacecraft such as the Space Shuttle Orbiters and the Space
Station Freedom, it has become necessary to study the response of window
materials to hypervelocity projectile impact and to evaluate their degrada-
tion as a result of such impacts. Unfortunately, information on the hyper-
velocity impact response of window materials is relatively scarce (see, e.g.
[5.1,5.2,5.3]).
This Section summarizes the results of an investigation into the
response of window materials under hypervelocity projectile impact loadings.
Two window materials of different hardness Were considered in this study:
Lexgard and glass. Several layers of Lexgard were glued together to form the
single-panel Lexgard window test specimens. The glass window test specimens
consisted of three panes separated by small distances. The impact damage to
the Lexgard specimens is characterized according to the extent of surface
damage, the extent of internal delamination, and the area of rear-side spall
damage. The impact damage in the glass specimens is characterized according
to the nature of the damage to each pane in the glass window system. A
statistical analysis of the Lexgard impact test data indicates that the
extent of the damage to the Lexgard specimens can be written as functions of
the impact parameters of the original projectile and the geometric and
material properties of the projectile/Lexgard window system. These empirical
response functions can be used to perform parameter sensitivity studies and
to evaluate hypothetical design applications and configurations.
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5.2 Hypervelocity Impact Test Parameters
The conditions of the impact tests were chosen to simulate space debris
impact of light-weight space structures as closely as possible, and still
remain within the realm of experimental feasibility. Kessler, et°al., state
that the average mass density for pieces of orbital debris less than i0 mm
in diameter is approximately the same as that of aluminum [5.4]. Although it
is anticipated that the shape of the impacting projectile will affect impact
damage formation and propagation to some extent [5.5], spherical projectiles
were used in the test program to maintain repeatability and consistency.
Thus, the testing was conducted with solid spherical ii00 aluminum projec-
tiles with diameters ranging from 3.175 mm to 9.525 mm. The velocities of
the impacting projectiles ranged from 5.4 to 7.5 km/sec.
A total of 21 single-pane Lexgard specimens and 5 triple-pane glass
specimens were used to study and evaluate the hypervelocity impact response
of window materials. The Lexgard specimens were made from several 23 cm x 23
cm Lexgard sheets of varying thicknesses glued together (Figures 5.1a,b).
The glass specimens consisted of three 15 cm x 15 cm panes separated by
varying stand-off distances (Figure 5.2). In the glass specimens, the outer
and inner panes were made from annealed soda lime and tempered Herculite II
glass, respectively, while some middle panes were made from annealed soda
lime glass and others from tempered Herculite II glass.
The mechanical properties of the window materials are given in Table 5.1;
test parameters and configuration geometries for each window type are given
in Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. The results of the hypervelocity impact test
firings are given in Table 5.5 for the Lexgard specimens and in Table 5.7 for
the glass specimens. Column entries of _.... ' in Table 5.5 indicate that
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penetration and/or spall of the Lexgard specimen did not occur. Table 5.6
contains a summaryof the differences between experimental response charac-
teristics and the response characteristics predicted using empirical equa-
tions derived from the experimental data. A complete set of photographs
showing various response features of the Lexgard and triple-pane glass
systems under hypervelocity impact can be found in Reference 5.6. Detailed
analyses of the damagedtest specimens revealed many interesting features
and response characteristics of window materials under hypervelocity projec-
tile impact loadings.
5.3 Hypervelocity _ Response of Lexgard
5.3.1 Qualitative Damage Analysis
Two different window constructions were used to evaluate the response
of Lexgard windows to hypervelocity projectile impact. One consisted of a
12.7 mm layer of Lexgard sandwiched in between two 3.175 mm Lexgard layers
for a total specimen thickness t -19.05 mm (Figure 5.1a). The other contained
W
an additional interior 12.7 nun layer for a total specimen thickness t -31.75
W
mm (Figure 5.1b). In each test, a projectile of diameter d and velocity V
impacted a Lexgard window specimen along a trajectory perpendicular to the
plane of the window (Figures 5.1a,b). The projectile shattered upon impact and
created a series of shock waves that created an internal area of damage.
This internal damage area Was typically a circular area of delamination
between the Lexgard layers. In some instances, front and rear surface
petalling, as well as rear surface spall, resulted from shock wave interac-
tion at the interface between a thin surface layer and a thick interior
layer. Occasionally, penetration of the window specimen occurred as well, In
these cases, the material surrounding the hole was melted and torn through
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the thickness of the specimen.
A summaryof the damageto each of the Lexgard specimens can be found
in Table 5.5 where D is the diameter of the hole in the specimen if penetra-
tion occured, Ad is the area of the internal damageregion and A is the' s
area of rear surface spall if spall occured. Penetration functions for
normal impact of both specimen types are shownin Figure 5.3 based on the
penetration data in Table 5.5; a spall function for the normal impact of the
thin Lexgard panels is shown in Figure 5.4. These curves can be used to
determine if penetration or rear-surface spall will occur as a result of a
particular high velocity impact. It is noted that the curves in Figures 5.3
and 5.4 are simply lines of demarcation between areas of penetration and no
penetration and spall and no spall for the parameters indicated.
While rear surface spall occured frequently in the impact of the thin
Lexgard specimens, it is interesting to note that rear surface spall did not
occur in any of the thick specimens. Impact of the thick specimens resulted
in either rear surface petalling without spall or in a 'ballooning' of the
rear surface, also without spall° Additionally, the rear surface remained
undamaged when a thick Lexgard specimen was impacted by the smaller projec-
tiles; impact by the larger projectiles resulted in significant delamination
between the two thick interior layers. Oblique impacts were observed to
penetrate the thin specimens but not the thick specimens. At trajectory
obliquities of 45 ° and 65 °, the thin specimens were penetrated by 7.95 mm
projectiles. However, the thick specimens were not penetrated at either
trajectory obliquity, even though the projectile diameter was increased to
9.525 mm. Significant front and rear surface petalling and large areas of
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internal delamlnation were also observed in Lexgard specimens impacted by
large obliquely incident projectiles.
5.3.2 Regression Analysis of Damage Data
A standard multiple linear regression analysis of the data in Table 5.5
was performed to obtain equations for hole diameter in the event of a
penetration, internal damage area, and rear surface spall area if spall
occurs as functions of geometric, material, and impact parameters.
Hole Diameter
1.389 -1.201
D/d = 1.043(V/C) (tw/d)
Rear S_all Area
As/A p - O.000505(V/C)6"909(tw/d) 0"946
Damage Area
, 0 - 0 ° (5.1)
, 0 = 0 ° (5.2)
Ad/A p - 39.04(V/c)l'390cos0'2668(tw/d)0"241 (5.3)
where C - JE/p and A = _d2/4. The average errors, standard deviations, and
P
correlation coefficients for equations (5.1-5.3) are given in Table 5,6.
Based on the data in Table 5.6, it is evident that equations (5.1-5.3) fit
the experimental data fairly well. It is noted that equations (5.1-5.3) are
valid only for impacts of aluminum projectiles on Lexgard panels of similar
lay-up and construction, and for impact velocities between 5.4 and 7.5
km/sec. Additionally, equations (5.1,5.2) are valid only for normal impacts
while equation (5.3) may be used to calculate internal damage areas for
normal and oblique impacts. Furthermore, before using equations (5.1) and
(5.2), Figures 5.3 and 5.4 must be consulted to determine whether or not
penetration or spall will occur as a result of a particular impact.
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5.4 Hypervelocity Impact Response of Glass S_stems
Two different configurations were used to study the response of triple-
pane glass windows to hypervelocity projectile impact. The essential dif-
ferences between the two systems were the thickness of the outer panes and
the stand-off distance between the outer and middle panes (the 'outer stand-
off distance'). In one triple-pane system, the outer pane thickness was 6.4
mm and the outer stand-off distance was 12.7 mm. In the other, the outer
pane was 16 mm thick and the distance between the outer and middle pane was
50.8 mm. In both systems, the thicknesses of the middle and inner panes were
16 mm each and the spacing between the middle and inner panes was 12.7 mm.
A summary of the resulting damage to each pane in each test is pre-
sented in Table 5.71 For the purposes of this investigation, a glass window
specimen was considered to be penetrated if the inner pane was cracked or
shattered. A shattered pane is defined as a pane that disintegrates into
smaller pieces upon impact. A cracked pane has numerous fractures, but
remains intact after impact. Due to the small number of tests performed, it
would be impossible and inappropriate to perform a regression analysis of
the glass system damage data presented in Table 5.7. However, a qualitative
analysis of the damage revealed many interesting features and character-
istics of multi-pane window systems under hypervelocity impact.
The hypervelocity impact response of the triple-pane glass specimens
was significantly different from that of the Lexgard test specimens. The
damage in the glass panes was much more extensive due to their brittleness
and low tensile strength. This allowed the shock-related stresses to
overwhelm the material strengths for a longer period of time in the glass
specimens than in the Lexgard test specimens [5.2]. In four of the glass
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tests, the outer pane was completely shattered and disintegrated. The
thinner outer panes in Tests 18-1 and 18-2 were shattered into hundreds of
pieces ranging from approximately 0.i cm to 3 cm in diameter; the thicker
outer panes in Tests 18-3 and 18-4 were shattered into several large chunks
ranging from about 3.5 cm to 7.5 cm in diameter. In the fifth test, the
outer pane was laminated and, as such, did not disintegrate upon impact.
However, it was penetrated and sustained relatively large areas of spalla-
tion on both front and back surfaces. The middle panes in the specimenswith
the thick outer panes and the larger outer stand-off distance sustained no
serious damage.The middle panes in the specimenswith the thinner outer
panes and the smaller outer stand-off distance were either cracked or shat-
tered. The cracked middle panes contained numerousoverlapping radial and
concentric ring fractures. As such, their appearance strongly resembled that
of a thick glass block subjected to a hypervelocity projectile impact [5.1].
The inner panes sustained no damageregardless of the thickness of the outer
pane.
A more detailed examination of the damagesustained by each pane in the
triple-pane glass window systems revealed that the systems with laminated
panes faired better overall than did those systems without laminated panes.
For example, in Test 18-2, the middle pane was laminated while in Test 18-1
it was not. Accordingly, the middle pane in Test 18-1 cracked in half while
the middle pane in Test 18-2 merely sustained somecracks on the front
surface and was not penetrated. Furthermore, lamination of the outer pane in
Test 18-5 prevented its complete disintegration whereas the otherwise
identical outer panes in Tests 18-1 and 18-2 were completely shattered under
similar impacts.
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Finally, the observed failures of the outer glass panes were compared
against the predictions of the window penetration equations developed during
the Apollo/Skylab era [5.3]:
p - 0.53pO'5dl'O6v 0"67 (4)P P P
t 0 14VI "28
- . p t - 7p (5a,b)c p s
where pp, dp, Vp are the density (in gm/cm3) , diameter (in cm) and velocity
(in km/sec) of the impacting projectile, p is the depth of penetration (in
cm) t is the minimumthickness necessary to prevent through-cracks (in
' C
cm), and t is the minimum thickness needed to prevent rear-side spallation
S
(in cm). Using these equations and the projectile parameters in Table 5.3,
it was found that thicknesses on the order of 14 mm would be required to
prevent through-cracks while glass blocks on the order of 64 mm thick would
be required to prevent rear-side spall. Thus, it is not surprising that the
thinner outer panes (in Tests 18-1 and 18-2) broke apart into hundreds of
pieces while the thicker outer panes in Tests 18-3 and 18-4, which were
fairly close to the thickness required to prevent through-cracking, broke
apart into a relatively small number of pieces.
From these results, it can be concluded that both triple-pane glass
window systems can withstand impacts of 3.175 mm diameter aluminum particles
traveling at speeds of up to 6.6 km/sec. If such systems were used for
spacecraft windows, it is unlikely that a pressure leak would occur due to
an on-orbit impact of similar magnitude. If such an impact were to occur on
a window system containing a thin outer pane placed at a small distance away
from the middle pane, only the inner pane would be left to maintain the
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pressure seal. If the glass window system were to have a thin laminated
outer pane or a thick outer pane placed at a relatively large distance from
the middle plane, the middle pane would most likely remain undamagedand two
window panes would be left to maintain the pressure seal. However, an on-
orbit impact of a triple-pane glass window system with a thick outer pane
would create large chunks of secondary debris which could subsequently be
more damaging than the smaller secondary debris pieces created by the impact
of a triple-pane window system with a thin outer pane. Lamination of both
the outer and middle panes would reduce the potential for the creation of
any glass debris fragments. In any case, the window would be rendered use-
less for viewing and scientific purposes and would necessitate the replace-
ment of at least one pane of the window system.
5.5 Conclusions
An investigation of the hypervelocity impact response of spacecraft
window materials has revealed many interesting features and response charac-
teristics. Multi-layer Lexgard windows were found to sustain high levels of
internal, penetration, and rear side spall damage as a result of normal and
oblique hypervelocity impacts. The tendency of the Lexgard window panels to
spall as a result of a hypervelocity impact is an area of major concern.
Because of the high speeds with which spall fragments can travel, impact-
induced spall can be as deleterious to mission success and crew safety as an
actual penetration. The lethality of the high-speed spall fragments must not
be overlooked.
Triple-pane glass window systems were found to be rather resilient
under hypervelocity projectile impact loadings and did not sustain any
penetration or spall damage of the inner-most window pane. Increasing the
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thickness of the outer pane served to reduce the number of fragments that
formed when it shattered under impact; increasing the outer stand-off
distance resulted in a significant decrease in the damagesustained by the
middle window pane. Furthermore, it was found that laminating the outer and
middle window panes prevented them from disintegrating upon impact. This is
highly desirable in order that, in the event of an on-orbit glass window
impact, the orbital environment does not becomefurther contaminated by
hundreds of glass debris fragments.
Based on the observations madeduring the course of this investigation,
it is recommendedthat additional testing of multi-pane glass window systems
be performed using large diameter projectiles and at oblique angles. Such
testing would result in a more complete understanding of the growth of
impact damagein glass window systems and in a more accurate prediction of
the response of such systems in the event of an on-orbit impact.
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SodaLime
Lexgard Glass Herculite II
E (xl09 N/ms) 2.47 70.4 75.9
.... 0.22 0.21
p (kg/m 3) 1150 2410 2464
Table 5.1 Mechanical Properties of Window Materials
Test V 8 d t
Number (km/s) (ram) (m_w)
123-1
123-2
123-3
124-1
124-2
124-3
124-4
125A
125B
125C
126A
126B
127A
127B
129A
129B
129C
171A
172A
173A
174A
5 40
5 80
6 40
6 30
5 86
5 50
4 66
5 27
3 78
3.23
7.24
7.46
7.16
7.41
6.86
6.45
6.00
6.60
6.65
6.91
6.94
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
65
45
65
3.175
3.175
3.175
4.750
4.750
4.750
4.750
6.350
6.350
6.350
4.750
4.750
6.350
6350
7 620
7 620
7 620
9 525
9 525
7 950
7 950
19.05
19 05
19 05
19 05
19 05
19,05
19 05
19,05
19,05
19 05
31.75
31.75
31 75
31 75
31 75
31 75
31 75
31 75
31 75
19 05
19 05
Table 5.2 Lexgard Impact Test Parameters
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Test V d t t t. S S.
Number (km/s) (mm) (m_°) (_m) (m_I ) (m_° ) (m_l )
18-1 6°50 3.175 6.4 16.0 16.0 12.7 12.7
18-2 6.33 3.175 6.4 16.0 16.0 12.7 12.7
18-3 6.50 3.175 16.0 16.0 16.0 50.8 12.7
18-4 6.63 3. 175 16.0 16.0 16.0 50.8 12.7
18-5 6.50 3.175 6.4 16.0 16.0 12.7 12.7
Table 5.3 Glass Impact Test Parameters
Test Outer Middle Inner
Number Pane Pane Pane
18-1
18-2
18-3
18-4
18-5
Soda Lime
SodaLime
SodaLime
SodaLime
Laminated
SodaLime
Herculite II
Laminated
Herculite II
Soda Lime
Laminated
Soda Lime
Laminated
Soda Lime
Herculite II
Herculite II
Herculite II
Herculite II
Herculite II
Table 5.4 Glass WindowPane Materials
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Test D Ad ANumber (mm) (cm2 ) (cs_ )
123-1 .... 24.45 2.787
123-2 .... 20.26 1.510
123-3 .... 33.48 0.806
124-1 7.493 64.71 ....
124-2 6.299 63.29 ....
124-3 5.791 49.81 ....
124-4 .... 59.10 1.026
125A 10.414 113.42 ....
125B 6.756 60.32 ....
125C .... 51.81 ....
126A .... 135.03 ....
126B .... 109.42 ....
127A .... 182.06 ....
127B .... 188.39 ....
129A 6.629 230.84 ....
129B .... 159.61 ....
129C .... 186.32 ....
171A .... 387.93 ....
172A .... 230.52 ....
173A 45.7x53.3 153.29 ....
174A 31.750 167.55 ....
Table 5.5 Hypervelocity Impact Test Results for Lexgard Panels
Regression %_ a(%) R 2
Function avg
D/d 0.038 3.045 0.971
As/A p 10.658 62.233 0.827
Ad/A p 1.280 16.402 0.804
Table 5.6 Regression Analysis of Lexgard Damage Data Error Summary
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Test Outer Middle Inner Penetrated?Number Pane Pane Pane
18-1 Shattered;
=I00 fragments
0.i to 2.5 cm
Shattered No Damage No
18-2 Shattered;
=i00 fragments
0.i to 3.2 cm
Cracked No Damage No
No Penetration
18-3 Shattered;
19 fragments
3.5 to 7.5 cm
Minor No Damage
Pitting
No
18 -4 Shattered;
6 fragments
3.5 to 5.1 cm
Minor No Damage
Pitting
No
18-5 3.25 mm hole;
4.3 cm dia. spall
on both surfaces;
No Disintegration
Cracked No Damage No
No Penetration
Table 5.7 Hypervelocity Impact Test Results for Glass Systems
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Figure 5.1a Thin Lexgard Window Test Specimen Configuration
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Figure 5.1b Thick Lexgard Window Test Specimen Configuration
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Figure 5,2 Triple Pane Glass Window Test Specimen Configuration
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SECTIONSIX -- HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTOFDUAL-WALLSYSTEMSWITHCORRUGATED
BUMPERS
6.1 Introduction
In the majority of previous investigations of dual-wall structures
under hypervelocity impact, the bumper plates were typically uniform in
nature and made from a variety of metallic or composite materials. Dual-
wall configurations were repeatedly shown to provide significant increases
in protection against penetration by small high-speed projectiles over
equivalent single-wall structures. However, the recent proliferation of
large pieces of orbiting space debris has made it necessary to modify such
systems so that they can resist penetration by projectiles with much higher
impact energies. Novel design concepts that will possess increased levels
of protection must be developed for spacecraft that are to be launched into
the meteoroid and space debris environment.
This Section summarizes the results of an investigation in which a
modified dual-wall structural system was tested for penetration by hyper-
velocity projectiles. In this modified system, the traditional uniform
bumper was replaced by a corrugated bumper of equal weight. Impact test
results for two different types of corrugated bumpers are reviewed qualita-
tively and quantitatively. Impact damage in the structural systems is
characterized according to the extent of penetration, crater, and spall
damage in the pressure wall plate as a result of the impact loadings. The
impact damage in the specimens with corrugated bumper plates is compared to
impact damage in specimens with uniform, monolithic bumpers of similar
weight. This comparative analysis is used to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of employing corrugated bumpers in structural wall systems for
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long-duration spacecraft.
6.2 Hypervelocity _ Test Parameters
In each test, a projectile of diameter d and velocity V impacted a
dual-wall test specimen along a trajectory inclined at an angle 0 with
respect to the outward normal of the test specimen bumper plate. Figure 6.1
illustrates the oblique impact of a dual-wall test specimen with a mono-
lithic bumper plate (a 'monolithic bumper system') while Figure 6.2 shows
the oblique impact of a dual-wall system with a corrugated bumper (a 'cor-
rugated bumper system'). In Figure 6.2, the corrugated bumper is seen to
consist of a series of corrugations sandwiched in between flat 'front' and
'rear' bumper plates, where the 'front' plate is that plate which is first
struck by an incoming projectile.
In the monolithic bumper system impacts, the projectile was shattered
and created a hole in the bumper plate. In the corrugated system impacts, a
series of holes were created in the corrugations as the debris cloud con-
taining projectile and bumper plate fragments spread out and moved through
the corrugations. In both cases, the secondary debris fragments were sprayed
upon a pressure wall plate of thickness t located a distance S behind the
w
bumper. In the corrugated bumper systems, the distance S is measured from
the pressure wall plate to the 'rear' plate of the corrugated bumper. In
Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the angles 01 and #2 denote the trajectories of the
centers of mass of the 'normal' and 'in-line' secondary debris fragments,
respectively; the angles ?i and V2 represent the spread of these fragments.
It is noted that the spread of the secondary debris clouds in the corrugated
bumper systems began immediately so that by the time the debris cloud exited
the rear of the bumper, a fair amount of spreading had already occured.
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Therefore, the angles 81,02 and _1,72 for the corrugated bumper systems are
measured from the impact site on the front plate and not from the debris
cloud exit site on the rear plate. The impact of the secondary debris
particles created 'normal' and 'in-line' areas of damage Adl and Ad2 ,
respectively, on the front surface of the pressure wall plate. In those
tests where the path of the projectile was normal to the surface of the
bumper plate (ie. 8=0°), the 'normal' and 'in-line' debris clouds overlapped
in a single debris cloud whose center-of-mass trajectory was close to the
inward normal of the test specimen bumper plate (ie. 71=72=7n and 01=82=8n ).
The damage areas also overlapped and combined to form a single area of
damage Ad on the front surface of the pressure wall plate. Occasionally, the
impacts of the secondary projectile and bumper plate fragments resulted in
the creation of thin spall fragments ejected from the rear side of the
pressure wall plate. In these cases, for both the normal and oblique
impacts, the total spalled area on the rear surface is denoted by A .
S
The conditions of the impact tests were chosen to simulate space debris
impacts of light-weight space structures as closely as possible, and still
remain within the realm of experimental feasibility. Kessler, et.al., state
that the average mass density for pieces of orbital debris less than i0 mm
in diameter is approximately the Same as that of aluminum [6.1]. Although it
is anticipated that the shape of the impacting projectile will affect impact
damage formation and propagation to some extent [6.2], spherical projectiles
were used in the test program to maintain repeatability and consistency.
Thus, the testing was conducted with solid spherical Ii00 aluminum projec-
tiles with diameters ranging from 6.35 mm to 9.53 mm. The velocities of the
impacting projectiles ranged from 2.9 to 7.0 km/sec. To study the effects
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of trajectory obliquity on penetration, impact testing was performed at
obliquities of 0° and 45° . Additionally, to simulate presence of thermal
insulation in the spacecraft wall design, someof the tests were performed
with MLI (multi-layer insulation) resting on the pressure wall plate.
A total of 18 structural systems with uniform monolithic bumper plates
and 13 systems with corrugated bumperplates were used to study and evaluate
the penetration resistance of dual-wall systems with corrugated bumpers. In
both systems, the bumper and pressure wall plates were madefrom 6061-T6 and
2219-T87 aluminum, respectively. Twodifferent types of corrugated bumper
plates were used: one consisted of 'deep' corrugations with a rise angle
_=53°; the other consisted of 'shallow' corrugations with a rise angle of
_=20 ° (see Figure 6.3). Detailed geometric parameter values for the cor-
rugated bumpers are presented in Table 6.1. The parameters correspond to the
dimensions of the repeating element of a corrugated bumper as shown in
Figure 3. The thicknesses of the monolithic bumper plates were chosen such
that the monolithic and corrugated bumper plates had similar areal den-
sities. The corrugated bumper plates were calculated to have areal densities
of approximately 0.456 gm/cm2; therefore, dual-wall systems with monolithic
bumper plates 1.6 mm thick were used for comparison. The MLI consisted of 30
layers of 0.5 mil kapton aluminized on one side and 29 layers of Dacron mesh
between each kapton layer. Additionally, i layer of beta-cloth (coated s-
glass) was added on the side nearest the bumper plate for durability. The
areal density of this combination was calculated to be approximately 0.107
gm/cm 2 [6.3]. Additional test parameters and configuration geometries are
given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 for the tests with corrugated and monolithic
bumper plates, respectively.
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The results of the hypervelocity impact test firings are given in
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 for the systems with corrugated and monolithic bumper
plates, respectively. In Tables 6.4 and 6.5, column entries of '----'
indicate that certain phenomena, such as pressure wall plate penetration,
front surface damage, or rear surface spall, did not occur. Additionally, in
Tables 6.4 and 6.5, dh is the equivalent hole diameter of all the holes in
the pressure wall plate in the event of pressure wall plate penetration.
Penetration characteristics are summarized in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 for test
shots grouped according to both geometric and impact energy similarity.
Table 6.6 presents response summaries for the normal shots; Table 6.7a
presents a summary of response characteristics for oblique shots with low
impact energy (ie. lower than i0,000 joules) while Table 6.7b presents a
summary for oblique shots with high impact energy (ie. greater than I0,000
joules). In Tables 6.7a and 6.7b, the superscript 'I' indicates that the
penetration or spall is in the 'normal' damage area while the superscript
'2' indicates that 'in-line' penetration or spall has occured. Penetration
functions for the structural systems under oblique impact are presented in
Figure 6.4. Photographs showing the response of corrugated bumper systems to
hypervelocity projectile impact can be found in Reference 6.4. Detailed
analyses of the damaged test specimens revealed many interesting features
and response characteristics of dual-wall structures with corrugated bumpers
under hypervelocity projectile impact loadings.
6.3 Hypervelocity l__act Response of Dual-Wall Systems With Corrugated
Bumpers
6.3.1 Bumper _ Analysis
The impact damage in the monolithic bumper plates consisted of either a
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circular or an elliptical hole, depending on the trajectory obliquity. As
the trajectory obliquity was increased from 0° to 45°, the hole became
noticeably elongated. In the tests with the corrugated bumper plates, as the
debris cloud containing projectile and bumper fragments movedthrough the
corrugations, a significant number of the debris fragments were trapped
within the corrugations and did not exit the rear bumperpanel. Therefore,
the amount of energy imparted to the pressure wall plate by the debris
fragment clouds in the tests with the corrugated bumperswas much lower than
that imparted to the pressure wall by the debris clouds in the tests with
monolithic bumper plates.
6.3.2 Pressure Wall Plate Damage Analysis
In Tables 6.6 and 6.7, penetration characteristics are summarized for
test shots grouped according to geometric and impact energy similarity.
Penetration functions for the structural systems with shallow corrugated
bumpers and the corresponding systems with traditional monolithic bumper
plates are shown in Figure 6.4. Using Tables 6.4 through 6.7 and the
penetration functions in Figure 6.4, a comparison of penetration response
characteristics is performed.
According to Tables 6.4a and 6.5a, in the normal impact tests, the
pressure wall plate damage areas of the systems with monolithic bumper
plates were much larger than those in the corresponding dual-wall systems
with corrugated bumper plates. The secondary debris cloud cone angles in the
monolithic bumper system impacts were also larger than those in the corre-
sponding corrugated bumper system impacts. In Table 6.6, pressure wall plate
penetration is seen to occur in all three corrugated bumper systems and in
almost all of the systems with monolithic bumper plates. Although the like-
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lihood of penetration under normal impact appears to be the same for both
type of systems, it is important to note that the reverse sides of the
pressure wall plates of the corrugated bumper systems did not exhibit any
spall, while those of the monolithic bumper systems exhibited significant
rear-side spalling. This increased tendency for spall in the monolithic
bumper specimens is a direct consequenceof the wider areal distribution of
the impulse delivered by the secondary debris fragment cloud. While the
impulse delivered to the pressure wall plate in the corrugated bumper sys-
tems appeared to be more concentrated, the smaller damageareas are actually
due to the fewer numberof debris particles in the secondary debris clouds.
This resulted in a decreased tendency for rear-side spall in the corrugated
bumper systems.
Under oblique impact in the presence of MLI, neither system exhibited
rear-side spallation of the pressure wall plate. However, this is probably a
function of the presence of the MLI rather than the obliquity of impact. In
a previous investigation of oblique hypervelocity impact, it was found that
rear-side pressure wall plate spall could occur in dual-wall systems under
oblique as well as normal impact [6.3]. Penetration of the pressure wall plate
was found to occur in all but three of the systems with monolithic bumpers.
However, only three of the corrugated bumper systems sustained pressure wall
plate penetration. Furthermore, the equivalent hole diameters of the pres-
sure wall plates in the penetrated corrugated bumper systems were much
smaller than the equivalent hole diameters of the penetrated pressure wall
plates in the corresponding monolithic bumper systems. Thus, while pressure
wall plate penetration under oblique impact was possible in both types of
systems, it occured with a much lower frequency and was much less severe in
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the systems with corrugated bumpersthan in the monolithic bumper systems.
In addition, in both types of systems, whenever pressure wall plate penetra-
tion occured under a 45° impact, it occured in the 'in-line' damagearea.
This is consistent with the results of a previous investigation of oblique
hypervelocity impact phenomena[6.5] in which it was observed that the more
severe damageto the pressure wall plate of a dual-wall system under a 45°
impact was caused by the 'in-line' secondary debris fragments.
The increased protection against pressure wall plate penetration under
oblique impact provided by the shallow corrugated bumpers as comparedto the
corresponding monolithic bumpers is also evident in Figure 6.4. The area
between the two penetration functions represents those 45° impacts that
would penetrate a pressure wall plate protected by a monolithic bumper but
would not penetrate a pressure wall plate protected by a shallow corrugated
bumper similar in design to the ones used in this study.
In Tables 6.4b and 6.5b it can be seen that the total damageon the front
surfaces of the pressure wall plates in the corrugated bumper systems under
oblique impact were also generally smaller than those in the corresponding
systems with monolithic bumpers. However, it is again noted that the smaller
damage areas in the corrugated bumper systems were not due to a concentra-
tion of the debris clouds, but rather, as discussed previously, were due to
the decrease in the quantity of bumper and projectile debris fragments that
constituted the debris cloud and eventually struck the pressure wall plate.
Finally, it is noted that in approximately half of the corrugated
bumper systems under oblique impact, there was absolutely no damage to the
pressure wall plate along the 'normal' debris trajectory. This phenomenon
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occured only once in the dual-wall systems with monolithic bumpers. Since
the MLI was present in both types of systems, it would appear that the
corrugated bumpers absorbed a significant portion of 'normally' directed
energy. This feature would serve to further lessen the likelihood of
pressure wall plate penetration and would also reduce the magnitude of
front surface damage on the pressure wall plates.
6.4 Summary and Conclusions
An investigation of the hypervelocity impact response of dual-wall
structures with corrugated and monolithic bumpers has revealed many
interesting response characteristics. Based on the observations made
during the course of this study, it appears that a significant increase in
protection against penetration by hypervelocity projectiles can be achieved
if the traditional monolithic bumper in a dual-wall configuration is
replaced with a corrugated bumper of equal or near-equal weight. In the
specimens with corrugated bumpers, the frequency of pressure wall plate
penetration was significantly lower than in corresponding specimens with
monolithic bumper plates. Additionally, the damage area on the pressure
wall plates was significantly decreased when a monolithic bumper plate was
replaced with an equal-weight corrugated bumper plate. Use of corrugated
bumper plates also decreased the possibility of pressure wall plate rear-
side spall, especially under normal impact. The tendency for pressure wall
plates in dual-wall specimens with traditional, monolithic bumpers to
exhibit rear-side spall is a major area of concern because of the high
speeds with which spall fragments can travel.
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Corrugation
Type No. i
Corrugation
Type No. 2
c_
h
tl
t 2
t 3
dl
d=
ds
0
0
7
44
15
53°
19 0
0 508
508
508
938
450
875
20 °
25.4
0.803
0.508
0.508
3.175
146.050
6.350
Table 6.1 Geometric Parameters for Corrugated Bumpers
(all lengths and thicknesses in nun)
Test
Number
Rise V # d t
Angle (km/s) (deg) (mm) MLI? (m_)
S
(mm)
145A 53° 5.40 0°
145B 53° 4.38 0°
145C 53° 3.79 0°
307 20° 2.96 45 °
308 20° 4.42 45 °
309 20 ° 4.60 45 °
309B 20 ° 4.86 45 °
309R 20 ° 4.56 45 °
310 20 ° 5.73 45 °
310R 20 ° 5.78 45 °
311 20 ° 5.29 45 °
312 20 ° 6.08 45 °
312B 20 ° 6.52 45 °
6 35 N
6 35 N
6 35 N
6 35 Y
6 35 Y
7 95 Y
7 95 Y
7 95 Y
7 95 Y
7.95 Y
9.53 Y
9.53 Y
9.53 Y
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3.
3.
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
i01.6
i01,6
101.6
I01.6
i01.6
101.6
i01.6
i01.6
lO1.6
lO1.6
lO1.6
lO1.6
lO1.6
Table 6.2 Test Parameters for Corrugated Bumper Systems
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Test V 8 d
Number (kin/s) (deg) (ram) MLI?
t t S
(mm)
EHSS2B 5.88 0°
P03 4.90 0°
P04 4.95 0°
PT4A 3.64 0°
PT4B 4.26 0°
002B 6.54 45 °
205A 4.16 45 °
205B 4.61 45 °
205C 5.30 45 °
205D 6.30 45 °
205E 3.15 45 °
211B 5.87 45 °
211D 6.97 45 °
212B 6.27 45 °
230A 4.41 45 °
230B 3.23 45 °
320 3.08 45 °
325 4.25 45 °
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
7 95
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
8 89
8 89
7 62
4 75
4.75
7.95
7.95
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
I
I
I
1
1 60
1 60
1 60
1 60
1 60
1.60
1.60
60 3.175
60 3.175
60 3.175
60 3.175
60 3.175
60 3 175
60 3 175
60 3 175
60 3 175
60 3 175
60 3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
I01.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
101.6
Table 6.3 Test Parameters for Monolithic Bumper Systems
Test 6 7n Ad m__ ANumber (d_g) (deg) (cm 2) ( ) )
145A 1.5 26.6 25.67 2.87
145B 0.2 24.8 22.06 2.28
145C 1.6 33.5 41.87 7.29
Table 6.4a Impact Test Results for Corrugated
Bumper Systems, Normal Impact
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Test 01 02 ?i 72 A A m__ ANumber (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (c__) (c__) ( ) )
307 ....
308 28.4
309 20.3
309B 13.5
309R 16.7
310 ....
310R 32.6
311 12.0
312 ....
312B ....
40 7
38 7
37 6
33 8
38 7
35 6
49 8
39 7
42 0
21 8
13.2
13.7
5.5
15.3
20.5
22.1
3 3
7 4
13 0
12 8
5 3
6 7
24
8 7
i0 7
22 8
0.0
9.55
7.94
1.29
ii .42
0.0
25.68
20.25
0.0
0.0
1 29
6 39
17 81
13 36
2 84
3 87
1 29
7 94
14 52
25 68
2.98
18.67
15.37
Table 6.4b Impact Test Results for Corrugated BumperSystems, Oblique Impact
Test # Vn Ad m_ ANumber (d_g) (deg) (cm_) ( ) (c__)
EHSS2B 0.0 47.3 62.06 .... 5.19_
P03 1.4 48.4 81.03 9.09 3.44
P04 0.7 48.1 64.58 7.72 1.97
PT4A 6.9 49.1 64.58 16.01 3.94
PT4B 1.4 57.5 69.48 6.35 0.26
Table 6.5a Impact Test Results for Monolithic
BumperSystems, Normal Impact
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Test 01 02 _I V2 A A m__ A
Number (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (c_ _) (c_ _) ( ) (c_ 2 )
002B 4.3
205A 9.9
205B 12.7
205C 19.3
205D 8.5
205E 8.5
211B 7.1
211D ....
212B 5.4
230A 5.7
230B 7.1
320 5.7
325 11.3
37.3
41.2
40.4
37.9
35.7
37.3
40.2
40 2
38 0
42 5
40 1
39 1
41 2
12.7 12.3 3.87
32.3 10.8 28.58
23.3 14. i 15.55
15.9 12. i 7.92
17.4 9.2 7.92
14.0 4.5 5. I0
22.6 16.2 13.35
.... 11.8 0.0
14.1 15.9 5. i0
20.9 3.0 11.42
7.1 6.8 1.29
19.7 12.2 9.55
27.7 i0.9 20.26
9.55
7.94
17.81
9.58
5. i0
1.29
22 83
ii 42
17 80
0 71
3 87
II 42
7 94
4.90
2.44
4.37
16.94
8.79
21.21
38.18
15.75
crack
14.17
Table 6.5b Impact Test Results for Monolithic Bumper Systems, Oblique Impact
Test Bumper Impact
Number Type Energy
(J)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
145A Corrugated 5302 yes no
.....................................................................
EHSS2B Monolithic 6287 no yes
145B Corrugated 3489 yes no
.....................................................................
PT4B Monolithic 3300 yes yes
P-03 Monolithic 4366 yes yes
P-04 Monolithic 4456 yes yes
145C Corrugated 2612 yes no
.....................................................................
PT4A Monolithic 2409 yes yes
Table 6.6 Penetration Comparison of Corrugated and Monolithic
Bumper Systems Under Normal Impact
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Test Bumper Impact
Number Type Ener gy
(J)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
307 Corrugated 1593 no no
205E Monolithic 1804 yes 2 no
308 Corrugated 3552 no no
205A Monolithic 3147 yes 2 no
205B Monolithic 3864 yes 2 no
309 Corrugated 7551 yes 2 no
309B Corrugated 8429 no no
309R Corrugated 7420 no no
325 Monolithic 6446 yes = no
Table 6,7a Penetration Comparison of Corrugated and Monolithic Bumper
Systems Under Oblique Impact, Impact Energy < I0,000 joules
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Test Bumper Impact
Number Type Energy
(J)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
310 Corrugated 11,716 no no
310R Corrugated 11,922 no no
.............................. w ....................................
002B Monolithic 15,264 yes 2 no
211B Monolithic 17,193 yes _ no
212B Monolithic 12,353 yes = no
311 Corrugated 24,221 yes 2 no
312 Corrugated 22,687 no no
312B Corrugated 26,089 yes = no
.....................................................................
211D Monolithic 24,240 yes = no
Table 6.7b Penetration Comparison of Corrugated and Monolithic Bumper
Systems Under Oblique Impact, Impact Energy > I0,000 joules
Z
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BUMPER PLATE
PRESSURE WALL PLATE
Figure 6.1 Impact Test Configuration and Parameters,
Monolithic Bumper System
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CORRUGATED
BUMPER PLATE
PRESSURE WALL PLATE
Figure 6.2 Impact Test Configuration and Parameters,
Corrugated Bumper System
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Figure 6.3 Corrugated Bumper Repeating Element
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SECTION SEVEN -- PROJECTILE SHAPE AND MATERIAL EFFECTS IN HYPERVELOCITY
IMPACT OF DUAL-WALL STRUCTURES
7.1 Introduction
In the majority of the previous investigations of dual-wall structures
under hypervelocity impact, spherical aluminum projectiles have been used in
order to maintain repeatability and consistency during the test program.
However, it has become evident that meteoroids and pieces of orbital space
debris are far from spherical in shape. In addition, the densities of the
various kinds of meteoroids (icy, stony, iron) are also significantly
different from the densities of the various kind of orbital debris that
exist in near-earth orbit (plastic, metallic, etc.). Unfortunately, hyper-
velocity impact testing of dual-wall structures with non-spherical, non-
aluminum projectiles hasbeen very limited in scope and was often included
as a small part of a much larger test program that, for the most part,
employed spherical aluminum projectiles. The following paragraph summarizes
the results obtained in recent non-spherical, non-aluminum projectile impact
testing of dual-wall structures.
Wallace, Vinson, and Kornhauser [7.1] tested dual-wall structures under
impact by cylindrical steel, aluminum, and titanium and found that the steel
impacts were more damaging than the impacts by aluminum projectiles with
similar impact energy. This was also found to be true for spherical steel
and aluminum projectiles in a series of tests performed by Maiden and McMil-
lan [7.2]. Lundeberg, Lee, and Burch [7.3] tested dual-wall structures
against impact by spherical and cylindrical aluminum, pyrex, and lexan
projectiles. However, their study was directed primarily towards the deter-
mination of an optimum filler material for a dual-wall structure under a
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variety of impact conditions rather than comparing the effects of projectile
shape and material on structural response. As such, the majority of their
testing was performed with spherical projectiles with only a few cylindrical
tests performed for comparison purposes. Arenz [7.4] found that the optimum
total thickness required to prevent the penetration of an aluminum dual-wall
structure impacted by lightweight syntactic foam projectiles was one-tenth
of the optimum total thickness required when the samedual-wall structure
was impacted by heavier aluminum projectiles. Gehring, Christman, and McMil-
lan [7.5] used spherical aluminum, pyrex, and steel projectiles in their
test program, but their main objective was to study the differences in
target response caused by differences in target material properties and
geometry. In a recent study of the effect of projectile properties on target
cratering, Williams and Persechino [7.6] found that the effect of projectile
density on shielded target damagewas muchhigher than that on unshielded
targets for equal massprojectiles. They reasoned that this was to be ex-
pected since the dense projectiles had a smaller cross-section and, as such,
interacted with less shield material than did low density projectiles of
equal mass. In addition, Williams and Persechino observed that spherical
projectiles produced twice as muchcrater volume in shielded targets as did
other projectiles with equal impact velocities and for equal values of
encountered shield material.
Although it is impossible to design a spacecraft that will be resistant
to impact penetration for all possible projectile shapes, velocities, and
materials, in order to be able to design the best impact-resistant struc-
ture, it is important to understand the differences in impact response due
to differences in projectile shape and material. This Section summarizes the
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results of an investigation into the effects of projectile shape and
material on the hypervelocity impact response of aluminum dual-wall struc-
tural systems. Impact test results for two different projectile geometries
and three different projectile materials are reviewed qualitatively and
quantitatively, impact damagein the structural systems is characterized
according to the extent of penetration, crater, and spall damagein the
structure as a result of the impact loadings. These characteristics are
used to gain an insight into the effects of projectile material and shape on
the response of aluminum dual-wall structures.
7.2 Hypervelocity Impact Test Parameters
Spherical and cylindrical projectiles of equal mass were fired at
various velocities at aluminum dual-wall test specimens along trajectories
inclined at various angles with respect to the outward normal of the test
specimen bumper plates (Figure 7.1 shows the impact of a shperical projec-
tile). Upon impact, the projectile was shattered and created a hole in the
bumper plate. The Secondary debris fragments created were sprayed upon a
pressure wall plate of thickness t located a distance S behind the bumper.
w
In Figure 7.1, the angles 91 and 92 denote the trajectories of the centers
of mass of the rnormal' and tin-line' secondary debris fragments, respec-
tively; the angles ?I and V2 represent the spread of these fragments. The
impact of the secondary debris particles created 'normal' and 'in-line _
areas of damage Adl and Ad2 , respectively, on the front surface of the
pressure wall plate. In those tests where the path of the projectile was
normal to the surface of the bumper plate (ie. 9=0°), the 'normal' and 'in-
line' debris clouds overlapped in a single debris cloud whose center-of-mass
trajectory was close to the inward normal of the test specimen bumper plate
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(ie° ?l=?2=?n and 01=82=#n) . The damageareas also overlapped and combined
to form a single area of damageAd on the front surface of the pressure wall
plate. Occasionally, the impacts of the secondary projectile and bumper
plate fragments resulted in the creation of thin spall fragments ejected
from the rear side of the pressure wall plate. In these cases, for both the
normal and oblique impacts, the total spalled area on the rear surface is
denoted by A .
$
The conditions of the impact tests were chosen to simulate space debris
impacts of light-weight space structures as closely as possible, and still
remain within the realm of experimental feasibility. Two different projec-
tile shapes (spherical and cylindrical) and three different materials of
varying densities (lexan, aluminum, and steel) were used to examine the
effect of projectile shape and material on the damage sustained by aluminum
dual-wall systems under hypervelocity projectile impact. The length-to-
diameter (L/D) ratios of the cylindrical projectiles were kept constant and
equal to one. As such, the impacts of the cylindrical and spherical projec-
tiles can be said to model the impacts of 'chunky' pieces of orbital debris.
The average mass density of pieces of orbital debris less than i0 mm in
diameter is nearly that of aluminum [7.1,7.7]; the average mass density of
stony meteoroids is approximately 0.5 gm/cm 3 [7.8]. In addition, iron
meteoroids, which are much less numerous than stony meteoroids, are esti-
mated to have a density of approximately 8.31 gm/cm 3 [7.1,7.8]. Thus, a
lexan projectile, with a density of 1.25 gm/cm 3, could represent the impact
of an icy meteoroid or a lighter piece of debris while a steel projectile,
with a density of 7.83 gm/cm 3, could represent an iron meteoroid or a
heavier piece of debris. Additional material properties of the projectiles
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used in the test program are provided in Table 7.1. The diameters of the
spherical projectiles ranged from 6.35 mmto 9.525 mm; the diameters of the
cylindrical projectiles ranged in value from 5.08 mmto 9.525 mm.The velo-
cities of the impacting projectiles ranged from 2.9 to 7.4 km/sec. To study
the effects of trajectory obliquity on penetration, impact testing was
performed at obliquities of 0°, 45°, and 65°. Additionally, to simulate
presence of thermal insulation in the spacecraft wall design, someof the
tests were performed with MLI (multi-layer insulation) resting on the pres-
sure wall plate.
A total of 40 tests were performed with a variety of dual-wall struc-
tural systems to study and evaluate the effects of projectile shape and
material on hypervelocity impact response. Included in these tests were 13
tests with cylindrical projectiles, 22 tests with spherical projectiles, and
5 tests with non-aluminum projectiles; one of these tests was performed with
a non-metallic (lexan) cylindrical projectile. In all of the tests, the
bumper and pressure wall plates were madefrom 6061-T6 and 2219-T87 alumi-
num, respectively. Twobumper plate thicknesses were used in the test
program: 1.016 mmand 1.6 mm.The thicknesses of the pressure wall plates
were kept constant at 3.175 mm.With the exception of one test in which the
spacing was 15.24 cm, the spacing between the bumperplate and the pressure
wall plate was kept constant at 10.16 cm. The MLI consisted of 30 layers of
0.5 mil kapton aluminized on One side and 29 layers of Dacron mesh, one
layer between each kapton layer. Additionally, i layer of beta-cloth (coated
s-glass) was added on the side nearest the bumper plate for durability. The
areal density of this combination was calculated to be approximately 0.107
gm/cm2 [7.9]. Additional test parameters and configuration geometries are
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given in Tables 7.2,7.3, and 7.4 for the tests with cylindrical, spherical,
and non-aluminum projectiles, respectively.
The results of the hypervelocity impact test firings are given in
Tables 7.5 through 7.10. Tables 7.5a,b and 7.6a,b present the results for
the normal and oblique cylindrical and spherical projectile impact tests,
respectively; Tables 7.7a,b present a summary of the penetration
characteristics for the cylindrical and spherical impact tests. In Tables
7.7a,b, tests are grouped according to both geometric and impact energy
similarity; the superscript '2' indicates that 'in-line' penetration or
spall has occured. Table 7.8 presents the results for the non-aluminum
projectile impact tests_ penetration characteristics for the lexan and steel
impact tests are summarized and compared against corresponding aluminum
impact test results in Tables 7.9 and 7.10, respectively. The results of
the test with the cylindrical lexan projectile are presented in Tables
7.5a,7.7a,7.8, and 7.9 to allow for comparison with other cylindrical and
lexan test results. In Tables 7.5 through 7.10, column entries of _.... w
indicate that certain phenomena, such as pressure wall plate penetration,
front surface damage, or rear surface spall, did not occur; additionally, dh
is the equivalent single hole diameter of all the holes in the pressure wall
plate in the event of pressure wall plate penetration. Detailed analyses of
the damaged test specimens revealed many interesting features and response
characteristics of dual-wall structures under hypervelocity projectile
impact loadings.
7.3 Effect of Projectile Shape on Impact Response
7.3.1 Bump_@_r Plate Damage Analysis
The interaction of the impacting projectile with the bumper plate is an
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important factor in predicting the extent of the damagesustained by the
pressure wall plate due to secondary debris impact. The impact of spherical
and cylindrical projectiles on the bumper plates produced well-defined
holes. Normal impacts by spherical projectiles resulted in circular holes
while oblique impacts produced elliptical holes. Cylindrical projectile
impact resulted in elliptical holes, regardless of the impact angle. This
was probably due to a slight pitch of the projectile during its flight
through the gun barrel which prevented it from hitting the bumper end on. A
multiple linear regression analysis of the minimumand maximumbumper plate
hole dimension data for cylindrical projectile impact resulted in the fol-
lowing hole dimension predictor equations:
Dmin/d - 2.309(V/C)0"302(ts/d) 0"561 "0.1770cos + 1.0 (7.1)
Dmax/d_ 8.323(V/C)0.617(ts/d)l.639 1.6640e + 1.4 (7.2)
where C=JE/p is the speed of sound in the bumper plate material and 0 is in
radians. Corresponding equations for spherical projectile impact were
developed and presented previously in Section Three. The average errors,
standard deviations, and correlation coefficients for these equations are
given in the second, third, and fourth column, respectively, of Table 7.11.
It can be seen from Table 7.11 that the equations are a fairly good fit to
the experimental hole dimension data. However, it is noted that equations
(7.1) and (7.2) are valid only for aluminumcylindrical projectiles with
L/D-l, and for 0o<0<65° , 2.95<V<7.15 km/sec, and 0.152<ts/d<0.315.
7.3.2 Pressure Wall Plate Dam__ Analysis
Examination of the damaged pressure wall plates revealed that certain
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damage characteristics were common to both spherical and cylindrical projec-
tile impact. These general observations are similar to the results described
in several previous investigations of oblique hypervelocity impact [7.9-
7.14]. The various kinds of pressure wall plate damage shown in the photo-
graphs in References 7.9-7.12 are typical of the damage sustained by the
pressure wall plates in this investigation.
i) In the normal impact tests without MLI, regardless of the shape
of the projectile, the pressure wall plate damage areas were usually
centered in an oval pattern beneath the bumper plate impact site. The damage
area consisted of numerous craters and scars from impacting aluminum debris
particles and vapor.
2) In the oblique impact tests without MLI, there were usually two
damage areas instead of the single one found in the normal impact tests. One
area was along a trajectory that was close to the normal between the bumper
plate and the pressure wall plate. This 'normal' damage area was typically
smaller and more cratered than the 'in-line' damage area. The 'in-line'
damage area was more disperse and contained craters that were oblong due to
the oblique trajectories of the impacting debris.
3) In the normal tests with MLI, the pressure wall plate damage
areas were much smaller than those in similar tests without MLI. However,
the equivalent diameter of the pressure wall plate hole in the tests with
MLI was sometimes much larger than the diameter of the pressure wall plate
hole in the tests without MLI. In these cases, the remains of the MLI
appeared as if the MLI had exploded when it was impacted by the secondary
debris cloud. The pressure wall plate in these tests was typically cracked
in half or severely petalled. This was especially true for the tests with
large projectile diameters (ie. greater than 7.5 mm) and high speeds of
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impact (ie. greater than 6 km/sec). This potential for intermediate
insulating material to explode upon impact has also been observed in a
previous investigation of hypervelocity impact [7.3]. It is evident that
extreme care must be taken in the selection of an appropriate insulating
material for the walls of a dual-wall space structure in order to ensure
that is does not explode in the event of an on-orbit impact by a large
meteoroid or a large piece of space debris.
4) In the oblique tests with MLI, for a projectile diameter and
velocity that penetrated the pressure wall plate when the original angle of
obliquity was 8=45 °, the pressure wall plate was not penetrated when the
obliquity was 8=65 °. In all of the penetrated specimens, the penetration
occured along the 'in-line' secondary debris trajectory.
The effects of different projectile shapes became apparent upon exam-
ination of the extent and severity of the damage sustained by the pressure
wall plates. In the tests with spherical projectiles, the total pressure
wall damage areas were, on the average, approximately two to three times as
large as the damage areas caused by cylindrical projectiles with similar
impact energies, especially when the impact energy exceeded i0,000 joules
(see Tables 7.5a,b and 7.6a,b). This is not surprising since the debris
clouds for cylindrical projectile impact have been shown to be concentrated
near the flight axis while the debris clouds resulting from a spherical
projectile impact have been shown to resemble a diverging bubble [7.15].
A comparison Of pressure wall plate penetrations revealed that under
normal and oblique impact of dual-wall aluminum structures with a stand-off
distance of 10.16 cm, the cylindrical projectiles penetrated the pressure
wall plate just as often as did spherical projectiles with similar impact
energies (see Tables 7.7a,b). With the exception of Test No. EH4Ain which the
pressure wall plate was cracked in half, the equivalent single hole
diameters of the multiple holes in the penetrated pressure wall plates were
also approximately equal. Thus, it would appear that, for a 10.16 stand-off
distance, the penetrating power of cylindrical projectiles with L/D-I is
similar to that of spherical projectiles with similar impact energies. When
the stand-off distance was increased from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cm, the pressure
wall plate was not penetrated in the spherical projectile impact test
(PI6G). In the test with the cylindrical projectile (PISRV), the pressure
wall plate was still penetrated at the larger stand-off distance and the
equivalent hole diameter was slightly larger than at the smaller stand-off
distance. This indicates that the secondary debris cloud in the cylindrical
projectile impact contained solid as well as melted fragments. Changing the
stand-off distance from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cmwould not be expected to
decrease the penetration potential of the solid debris fragments. The stand-
off distance between the bumperplate and the pressure wall plate in an
aluminum dual-wall structure would have to be increased significantly beyond
10.16 cm if the defeat of normally-incident non-spherical projectiles is of
primary concern.
Becauseof the scarcity of pressure wall hole diameter, damagearea,
and spall area data for cylindrical projectile impact, a regression analysis
was performed only for the debris cloud center-of-mass trajectory data.
Corresponding equations for spherical projectile impact were presented pre-
viously in Section Three. Using the data in Tables 7.5a,b, the following
equations were obtained for the trajectories of the centers-of-mass of the
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'normal' and 'in-line' debris clouds under normal and oblique cylindrical
projectile impact as functions of the geometric, material, and impact para-
meters of the dual-wall systems:
tan 81 - 0.2216xlO-8(V/c)-l'710(ts/d )
tan 82 - 0.2536x10-7(V/C)'2"570(ts/d )
-ii.557 3 3188cos " (7 3)
-9.952 1.0888
cos (7.4)
These equations can be used to estimate the locations of the 'normal' and
'in-line' pressure wall damage areas and can also be used to determine
whether the debris clouds will overlap (if 81=02) or will separate (if
92>81). The average errors, standard deviations, and correlation coeffi-
cients for equations (7.3) and (7.4) are given in Table 7.11. Based on the
data in Table 7.11, it is evident that equations (7.3) and (7.4) fit the
data fairly well. It is again noted that equations (7.3) and (7.4) are valid
only for aluminum cylindrical projectiles with L/D=I, and for 00<8<65 ° ,
2.95<V<6.90 km/sec, and O.152<ts/d<0.315.
In previous investigations in which MLI was included in a dual-wall
structural configuration, it was found that the magnitudes of the pressure
wall damage areas decreased dramatically as compared to those in structural
systems without MLI (see, e.g., [7.9]). A review of the damage area data in
Table 7.5b shows that, in the 45 ° cylindrical projectile impact tests, the
MLI was able to completely absorb the energy of the 'normal' debris
particles, thereby preventing the formation of the 'normal' pressure wall
plate damage areas (note the non-existence of Adl in Tests 223A,B,C in Table
7.5b). The ability of the MLI to neutralize the 'normal' debris particles
can be attributed to one of the factors that distinguishes oblique pro-
jectile impact from normal projectile impact. In the oblique impact of a
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cylindrical projectile with a relatively small angle of obliquity, the shock
pressures generated in the projectile exist for a shorter amount of time and
are lower in magnitude than the shock pressures created in a spherical
projectile under similar impact conditions. As a result, in the 45 ° cylin-
drical projectile impacts, relatively little projectile break-up occurred.
Although a weaker °normal' debris cloud was undoubtedly created, the majori-
ty of the debris particles were concentrated in the 'in-line I debris cloud.
As a result, the particles in the 'in-line I debris cloud penetrated the
protective MLI layer, created an area of damage on, and in some cases
penetrated through, the pressure wall plate. However, in the 65 ° cylindrical
impact tests, a larger portion of the projectile interacted with the bumper
plate. This resulted in more projectile fragmentation and in a larger frac-
tion of the debris particle energy being apportioned to the 'normal ° debris
cloud. As a result, each debris clouds possessed enough energy to penetrate
the MLI and create 'normal ° and 'in-line _ pressure wall plate damage areas.
A comparison of the occurrence of spall on the reverse side of the
pressure wall revealed the following.
I) Under normal impact conditions, spherical projectiles produced
spall more frequently than normal impacts by cylindrical projectiles with
similar impact energies, especially when the impact energies exceeded I0,000
joules (Table 7.7a). This can be explained by the fact the spherical projec-
tiles produced larger damage areas on the pressure wall plates than did the
cylindrical projectiles with similar impact energies. The more concentrated
loads imparted to the pressure wall plates by the debris clouds created in
cylindrical projectile impact served to penetrate the pressure wall plate
rather than cause it to spall.
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2) Whenthe impact was normal and the impact energy was low, the
presence of MLI served to diminish the size of the spall area. It would seem
that in these cases the MLI absorbed a portion of the projectile and bumper
plate debris particles and dissipated the associated impact energy. The
weakenedimpulse was then unable to create internal stress waves with ampli-
tudes high enough to cause the plate to spall.
3) Under oblique impact, a significant portion of the initial
impact energy was diverted away from the pressure wall plate in the form of
ricochet debris. In addition, the partitioning of the secondary debris
clouds into two debris clouds further reduced the concentration of the
energy directed towards the pressure wall plate. These two factors combined
to significantly reduce the possibility of rear-side spall for oblique
impacts, regardless of whether or not MLI was present in the structural
system.
4) Whenthe stand-off distance between the bumperplate and the
pressure-wall plate was increased from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cm, under
cylindrical projectile impact, spallatlon no longer accompaniedpressure
wall plate penetration. In addition, the pressure wall plate damagearea and
the equivalent hole diameter were similar in size (Table 7.5a). For spher-
ical projectile impact, increasing the stand-off distance from 10.16 cm to
15.24 cm decreased the area of rear-side spall by a factor of two (Table
7.6a). Thus, the increase in the stand-off distance did not have a signifi-
cant effect on structural response under cylindrical projectile impact; a
much larger stand-off distance would be needed to mitigate the deleterious
effects that accompanynormal cylindrical projectile impact on aluminum
dual-wall structures.
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Finally, the impact of the cylindrical lexan projectile was found to be
more damagingthan the impact by a spherical aluminum projectile with
similar impact energy. This agrees with results obtained previously [7.3]
and is possibly due to the fact that the secondary debris cloud formed as a
result of the cylindrical lexan projectile impact applied a stronger pres-
sure pulse over a larger area of the pressure wall plate than did the debris
cloud formed in the impact of the spherical projectile. In addition, this
pressure pulse was applied over a larger area in the lexan projectile impact
than in the aluminumprojectile impact (note the relative magnitudes of 7n
and Ad for Test Nos. 225Dand T2-16).
7.4 Effect of Projectile Material on Impact Response
An examination of the relative sizes of the pressure wall plate damage
areas revealed that the lexan and aluminum projectiles produced the largest
damage areas on the pressure wall plates while steel projectiles produced
the smallest damage areas (Tables 7.6a,7.8). Although the lexan and aluminum
projectiles produced damage areas of similar size, the major difference
between the pressure wall plate damage due to lexan impact and the damage
due to aluminum projectile impact lies in the number of pressure wall
craters and holes. Lexan projectile impact resulted in sparse cratering of
the pressure wall plate while the impact of aluminum projectiles with
similar impact energies resulted in damage areas that were packed with deep
overlapping craters and holes. This sparse pressure wall cratering under
non-aluminum projectile impact was also observed in a previous study of
hypervelocity projectile impact using pyrex projectiles [7.3].
The damage areas created by steel projectile impacts were four to five
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times as small as those created by aluminum impacts (Tables 7.6a,7.8). The
fact that steel projectile impact produces more concentrated damagewas also
observed in a previous impact investigation [7°2]. This is probably due to
the fact that the shock waves created in the steel projectiles as a result
of the impact did not heat the steel to a temperature that would be high
enough to cause it to melt and be dispersed over a large area. In addition,
the secondary debris fragments formed by the steel projectile impacts pene-
trated deeper into the pressure wall plate than did those fragments formed
by either aluminum or lexan projectile impact (see also [7.1]). This is to
be expected since the debris clouds formed in steel projectile impact con-
tained steel fragments as well as aluminumbumper fragments. Since penetra-
tion depth has been shownto be proportional to a positive power of particle
density (see, e.g. [7.16]), the steel fragments formed during steel projec-
tile impacts penetrated the pressure wall plate deeper than did the less
dense debris fragments formed during aluminum or lexan projectile impact.
Penetration of the pressure wall plate did not occur in any of the
lexan projectile impact tests; however, penetration did occur in all of the
corresponding aluminum impact tests (Table 7.9). This would indicate that,
for a given spacing, the ballistic limit thickness required for aluminum
projectiles would be greater than that required for the lighter lexan pro-
jectiles. This qualitatively agrees with the results obtained in a previous
investigation using non-aluminum projectiles [7.4]. The steel projectiles
penetrated the pressure wall plates in both tests as did the corresponding
aluminum projectiles (Table 7.10). The holes in the penetrated pressure wall
plates for the steel and aluminum projectile impacts were similar in size
and were accompaniedby spallation of the material surrounding the holes on
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the rear side of the pressure wall plate. However, it is noted that the
spall areas due to aluminum projectile impact were significantly smaller
than the spall areas due to steel projectile impact (Table 7.6a,7.8).
In two previous investigations of hypervelocity impact, it was found
that the areas of spall under aluminum projectile impact were larger than
the spall areas due to steel projectile impact and that the spallation
occured without penetration of the pressure wall plates in the dual-wall
test specimens [7.2,7.5]. However, in these previous studies, the stand-off
distance between the bumperplate and the pressure wall plate was only 5.08
cm, which is half of the stand-off distance used in the tests for this
portion of the current investigation. In addition, the bumper plate material
in the previous study was nickel, whereas the bumperplate material in the
current investigation is aluminum. Since the interaction of the projectile
with the bumper plate determines the state of the material in the secondary
debris cloud (ie. solid or melted fragments, vapor, etc.) and the stand-off
distance determines how much time is available for the debris cloud to
spread out before it impacts the pressure wall plate, these differences in
test specimenbumpermaterial and geometry can cause significant differences
in structural response.
7.5 Summary and Conclusions
An investigation of the effects of projectile shape and material on the
hypervelocity impact response of aluminum dual-wall structures has been
successfully performed. It was found that spherical projectiles damaged a
larger area of the pressure wall plate than did cylindrical projectiles with
similar impact energies. Both types of projectiles were observed to possess
a similar potential for pressure wall plate penetration under similar impact
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conditions. This madeit difficult to determine which shape was more lethal
from a penetration standpoint. A moderate increase in the stand-off distance
in a dual-wall structure did not appear to have a significant affect on
structural response under cylindrical projectile impact. However, since only
one test was performed at a larger stand-off distance, more testing is
clearly needed to fully explore the effects of spacing on impact response
under both, cylindrical and spherical projectile impact. The density of an
impacting projectile was found to be directly related to the nature and
extent of damageinflicted upon the pressure wall plate. The less dense
projectiles produce larger damageareas with minimal penetration, while the
more dense projectiles produce deeper and more concentrated damage. Based on
the evidence obtained during the course of this investigation, it is
recommendedthat more testing be performed for a larger variety of projec-
tile shapes and materials at different velocities to more fully understand
the effect of projectile shape and material on the impact damagein dual-
wall space structures.
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Property Lexan Aluminum Steel
p (km/m3) 1150 2768 7833
E (xlO9 N/ms) 2.47 68 200
v .... 0.35 0.30
Table 7.1 Projectile Material Properties
Test V d 0 t t S
No. (km/s) (mm) (deg) (m_) (m_) (cm)
MLI
223A 6.58 6,655 45
223B 6.75 6.655 45
223C 5.67 6.655 45
224A 6.49 6.655 65
224B 4.80 6.655 65
224C 3.70 6.655 65
225D I 6.41 9.525 0
PISRV 7.12 6.655 0
P22 5.09 6.655 0
P22A 6.16 6.655 0
P22B 6.89 6.655 0
T2-13 2.98 5.080 0
T2-14 3.89 5.080 0
1.016
1.016
1.016
1,016
1016
1,016
1,016
1600
1600
1600
1 600
1 600
1 016
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3 175
3,175
3,175
3175
3175
10.16 Y
10.16 Y
10.16 Y
I0.16 Y
10.16 Y
10.16 Y
10.16 N
15.24 N
10.16 N
10.16 Y
10.16 N
10.16 Y
10,16 Y
1Lexan Projectile
Table 7.2 Test Parameters for Cylindrical Projectile Tests
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Test V d 8 t t S
No. (ks/s) (mm) (deg) (mSs ) (m_w) (cm)
MLI
O03A
203A
203B
203E
203F
337
EH3A
EH4A
EHSS6C
P03
P07
P08
PI6G
P21
P21A
P21C
P33B
PT4B
PT6A
T2-6
T2-6A
T2-16
6 54
4 79
3 65
6 72
3 05
6 90
6 64
6 13
6 64
4 90
2 93
2 96
7 18
6 63
6 47
6 60
4 85
4 26
4 29
4 62
4 64
5 41
7 95O
7 620
7 620
7 620
8 890
7 950
7 950
7 950
7 950
6 350
6 350
6 350
7 620
7 620
7 620
7 620
6 350
6 350
7 950
7 950
7 950
9 525
45 1.016 3.
65 1.016 3
65 1.016 3
65 1.016 3
65 1.016 3
45 1.016 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3
0 1.600 3.
0 1.600 3.
0 1.600 3.
0 1.600 3.
0 1.016 3.
0 1.600 3.
0 1.016 3.
0 1.016 3.
0 1.600 3.
0 1.016 3.
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 I0
175 i0
175 I0
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 15
175 I0
175 I0
175 I0
175 i0
175 i0
175 i0
175 I0
175 I0
175 I0
16 Y
16 Y
16 Y
16 Y
16 Y
16 Y
16 N
16 Y
16 N
16 N
16 Y
16 Y
24 N
16 N
16 N
16 Y
16 Y
16 N
16 N
16 N
16 N
16 N
Table 7.3 Test Parameters for Spherical Projectile Tests
Test V d # t t S HLI
No. (ks/s) (ms) (deg) (m_s ) (n_w) (cm)
Projectile
Material
225A 5
225B 4
225C 4
225D _ 6
146A 6
146B 7
8O
85
28
41
95
35
8 890
8 890
8 890
9 525
3 175
3 175
0 1.016 3.175 10.16 N
0 1.016 3.175 10.16 N
0 1.016 3.175 10.16 N
0 1.016 3.175 10.16 N
0 1.600 3.175 10.16 N
0 1.600 3.175 10.16 N
Lexan
Lexan
Lexan
Lexan
Steel
Steel
ICylindrical Projectile
Table 7.4 Test Parameters for Non-Aluminum Projectile Tests
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Test
No.
8 ?n Ad
(d_g) (deg) (cm 2)
225D I
PI8RV
P22
P22A
P22B
T2-13
T2-14
1 750
1 367
1 450
1 369
1 450
1 019
0 955
1 750
1 626
1 478
1 529
1 707
i i00
0 991
3 6
0 2
2 9
14
06
9 0
5 3
73 7 182.58
37 3 82,29
40 6 44.84
27 3 19.23
51 9 76.97
24 6 15.55
26 9 20.25
56.4
29.7
39.1
44.2
23.4
3.8
3.6
21.35
10.45
ILexan Projectile
Table 7.5a Test Results for Normal Cylindrical Impact Tests
Test D .
No. (cmml_
01 _2 ?i 72 A A A
223A 1.326 1.826 .... 49 1
223B 1.232 2.034 .... 54 6
223C 1.250 1.753 .... 53 2
224A 1.412 2.949 17.4 36 9
224B 1.227 2.799 16.7 58 9
224C 1.229 2.565 27.7 67 6
14,9
18.0
30.0
8.1 .... 17.74 5.33 ....
6.4 .... 7.94 10.67 ....
7.5 .... 11.42 12.70 ....
18.1 6.38 22.90 ........
4.6 9.55 6.38 ........
3.1 34.90 13.35 ....
Table 7.5b Test Results for Oblique Cylindrical Impact Tests
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Test D 8
No. (cm) (d_g) 7n Ad dh A(deg) (cm=) (mN) (c_2)
EH3A 1.514 3.3
EH4A 1.483 1.7
EHSS6C 1,588 3.6
P03 1.247 1.4
P07 1.066 0.7
P08 1.092 0.0
PI6G 1.651 0.5
P21 1.032 1.9
P21A 1.430 1.7
P21C 1.529 0.3
P33B 1.196 2.7
PT4B 1.270 1.4
PT6A 1.278 3.6
T2-6 1.196 1.7
T2-6A 1.547 1.9
T2-16 1.278 8.9
76.9 206.19 49.78 7.09
80.3 230.84 (i) ....
63.7 126.64 32.00 5.42
53.1 81.09 9.14 3.42
19.7 9.81 9.14 ....
28.0 20.26 9.91 2.13
60.5 248.39 .... 2.90
63.9 126.64 28.63 5.29
58.1 102.58 33.78 1.23
17.5 7.68 ........
26.7 18.32 21.08 ....
57.5 98.13 6.35 2.58
50.2 61.74 27.18 0.65
39.6 41.87 23.37 14.83
57.3 96.97 26.42 5.48
24.7 66.58 41.15 ....
(i) Severe Pressure Wall Plate Cracking and Petalling
Table 7.6a Test Results for Normal Spherical Impact Tests
Test D .
No. (cmmZ_ 81 82 ?i V2 A A_ (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (c__) (c__) A(cg_)
003A 1.321 1,897 .... 41.6 ....
203A 1.283 2.383 11.3 56.8 22.8
203B 1.212 2.189 21.8 60.3 30.2
203E 1.481 2.964 14.0 56.3 30.9
203F 1.273 2.408 18.9 55.2 26.5
337 1.328 1.958 .... 40.5
25.5 .... 62.06 34.29 ....
6,6 15.55 13,35 ........
1.8 31.68 1.29 ........
13.9 27.68 57.74 ........
6.4 22.90 9.54 ........
19.8 .... 41.87 21.84 ....
Table 7.6b Test Results for Oblique Spherical Impact Tests
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Table 7.7a Comparisonof Cylindrical and Spherical Normal Test Results
Test Projectile Energy Pressure Wall Plate
No. Shape (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
Impact Energy < I0,000 J
T2-13 Cylindrical 1240 yes no
P07 Spherical 1561 yes no
P08 Spherical 1593 yes yes
T2-14 Cylindrical 2060
P33B Spherical 4270
yes no
.......................
yes no
P22 Cylindrical 8134 yes yes
T2-6A Spherical 7650 yes yes
Impact Energy > i0,000 J
P22A Cylindrical 11913 yes no
EH4A Spherical 13410 yes no
P21C Spherical 13687 no no
P22B Cylindrical 14904 yes yes
.............................................................
EH3A Spherical 15734 yes yes
EHSS6C Spherical 15734 yes yes
P21 Spherical 13812 yes yes
P21A Spherical 13153 yes yes
PI8RV Cylindrical 15916 yes no
............. ................................................
PI6G Spherical 16199 no yes
225D I Cylindrical 17368 yes no
T2-16 Spherical 12371 yes no
iLexan Projectile
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Test Projectile Energy
No. Shape (J)
Pressure Wall Plate
Penetrated? Spalled?
Oblique Impact, 6=45 °
223A Cylindrical 13593 yes = no
223B Cylindrical 14304 yes = no
223C Cylindrical 10093 yes = no
O03A Spherical 15263 yes 2 no
337 Spherical 16990 yes 2 no
Oblique Impact, 6=65 °
224A Cylindrical 13224 no no
.............................................................
203E Spherical 14189 no no
224B Cylindrical 7233 no no
.............................................................
203A Spherical 7210 no no
224C Cylindrical 4298 no no
.............................. _..-.. .........................
203B Spherical 4186 no no
203F Spherical 4841 no no
Table 7.7b Comparison of Cylindrical and Spherical Oblique Test Results
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Test D _ ?n Ad m__ ANo. (cm) (d_g) (deg) (cm2) ( ) (c_2)
Steel Projectiles
146A 0.876 0.6 28.9 21.48 32.93 7.61
146B 0.889 3.4 29.9 22.58 7.11 11.61
Lexan Projectiles
225A 1.344 0.0 50.2 71.23 .... 0.26
225B 1.288 0.0 45.1 56.00 ........
225C 1.273 1.9 44.2 53.54 ........
225D1 1.750 3.6 73.7 182.58 56.39 ....
ICylindrical Projectile
Table 7.8 Test Results for Non-AluminumImpact Tests
Test Projectile Energy Pressure Wall Plate
No. Material (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
225A Lexan 7708 no yes
............................................................
T2-6 Aluminum 7617 yes yes
225B Lexan 5390 no no
225C Lexan 4197 no no
............................................................
PT6A Aluminum 6567 yes yes
225D Lexan 17368 yes no
............................................................
T2-16 Aluminum 12371 yes no
ICylindrical Projectile
Table 7.9 Comparison of Aluminum and Lexan Impact Test Results
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Test Projectile Energy Pressure Wall Plate
No. Material (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
146A Steel 3174 yes yes
PT4B Aluminum 3299 yes yes
146B Steel 3549 yes yes
P03 Aluminum 4366 yes yes
Table 7.10 Comparison of Aluminum and Steel Results
Eqn. No. _avg(_) a(_) IOOR 2
Dmin/d 0.001 3.75 67.3
Dmax/d 0.001 6.82 93.7
tan #i 4.745 35.05 96.9
tan 02 3.052 27.93 98.5
Table 7.11 Regression Equations, Error Summary
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Figure 7.1 Oblique Impact of a Spherical Projectile on a Dual-Wall Structure
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SECTIONEIGHT-- HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTRESPONSEOFMULTI-BUMPERSTRUCTURES
8.1 Introduction
Interestingly enough, one of the first investigations into the effec-
tiveness of multi-bumper structures in reducing the penetration threat of
high-speed meteoroids concluded that, for a constant weight structure, the
use of more than one bumper within a given total spacing will actually
increase the vulnerability of the spacecraft wall to hypervelocity impacts
[8.1-8.3]. However, the analytical technique used to arrive at this conclu-
sion was predicated on the assumption that the projectile and bumper debris
clouds were vaporous and, as such, delivered a blast-loading to the pressure
wall of the multi-bumper structure. Therefore, the conclusion that more than
one bumper decreases penetration resistance may only be valid for meteoroid
impacts in which the impact velocity can exceed 30 km/sec and vaporization
will undoubtedly occur. In the case of orbital debris, the impact velocities
are much lower (on the order of 12 km/sec) and it is more likely that the
resultant debris clouds will consist mainly of fragmented bumper and projec-
tile material. As such, a blast loading analysis is inappropriate and the
resulting conclusion is invalid for space debris impacts.
Richardson [8.4] showed that dual aluminum bumpers at relatively large
stand-off distances, i.e. 30 cm and greater, were capable of reducing pres-
sure wall damage by as much as 60% over single aluminum bumpers with equiva-
lent overall thickness. Test were also performed on dual-bumper systems in
which the outer and inner bumpers were an aluminum mesh and a solid aluminum
plate, respectively [8.5]. Again these dual-bumper systems proved to be more
efficient in reducing pressure wall damage than similar weight single-bumper
systems. Cour-Palais showed that there is a distinct advantage in using two
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back-u_ sheets instead of a single pressure wall of equal or greater weight
in reducing the penetration threat of high speed projectiles [8.6,8.7].
This Section presents the results of an investigation into the response
of single and multi-bumper structural systems under normal and oblique
hypervelocity projectile impact loadings. Test results for multi-bumper
specimens are reviewed for a variety of geometric configurations and impact
parameters. Impact damageis characterized according to the nature and
extent of penetration, crater, and spall damagein the structural system.
The damagein the multi-bumper specimens is comparedto the damagein simi-
lar weight single-bumper specimens caused by hypervelocity projectiles with
similar impact energies. This comparative analysis is used to determine the
advantages of employing multi-bumper structural systems as a meansof in-
creasing the protection of long-duration spacecraft against penetration by
high speed meteoroid and space debris impacts.
8.2 Hypervelocity _ Test Parameters
In each test, a projectile of diameter d and velocity V impacted one or
more bumper plates along a trajectory inclined at an angle 8 with respect to
the outward normal of the test specimen bumper plate. Figure 8.1 illus-
trates the oblique impact of a single-bumper test specimen while Figure 8.2
shows the oblique impact of a dual-bumper system. In the single-bumper
system tests, the projectile and a portion of the bumper plate surrounding
the impact site shattered upon impact. In the multiple-bumper system tests,
projectile and bumper plate fragments formed as a result of the impact on
the first bumper plate moved through the remaining bumper plates creating
additional secondary debris. In both cases, the projectile and bumper plate
fragments eventually struck the pressure wall plate of thickness tw located
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a distance S behind the front bumper plate. The thicknesses of the bumper
plates in the single-bumper systems t were chosen to have the sametotal
' S'
thickness as the n bumper plates in the multi bumper systems, that is,
ts - tsl + ts2 + ... + tsn (8.1)
In addition, the total stand-off distances in the single-bumper systems
were chosen to be equal to the sum of the intermediate stand-off distances
in the corresponding multi-bumper systems, that is,
S - SI + S2 + ... + Sn (8.2)
In the multi-bumper systems, a subscript of 'I' refers to the bumper
thickness or spacing that is farthest from the pressure wall plate while an
'n' refers to the bumper thickness or spacing that is closest. The impact of
the secondary debris particles created 'normal' and 'in-line' areas of
damage, Adl and Ad2, respectively, on the front surface of the pressure wall
plate. It is believed that the majority of the 'normal' secondary debris
particles are bumper plate fragments while the majority of the 'in-line'
debris particles are projectile fragments [8.8,8.9]. In those tests where the
path of the projectile was normal to the surface of the bumper plate (ie.
8=0o), the damage areas overlapped and combined to form a single area of
damage A d on the front surface of the pressure wall plate. Occasionally,
the impacts of the secondary projectile and bumper plate fragments resulted
in the creation of thin spall fragments ejected from the rear side of the
pressure wall plate. In these cases, for both the normal and oblique
impacts, the total spalled area on the rear surface is denoted by A
S"
The conditions of the impact tests were chosen to simulate space debris
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impact of light-weight space structures as closely as possible, and still
remain within the realm of experimental feasibility. Kessler et.al. [8.10]
state that the average massdensity for pieces of orbital debris less than
i0 mmin diameter is approximately 2.8 gm/cm3, which is approximately that
of aluminum. Although it is known that the shape of the impacting projec-
tile will affect the formation and spread of secondary debris particles
[8.11], spherical projectiles were used in the test program to maintain
repeatability and consistency. Thus, the testing was conducted with solid
spherical ii00 aluminum projectiles with diameters ranging from 6.35 mmto
12.7 mm. The velocities of the impacting projectiles ranged from 3.2 to
7.34 km/sec. To study the effects of trajectory obliquity on penetration,
impact testing was performed at obliquities of 0° and 45° . Additionally, to
simulate the presence of thermal insulation in the spacecraft wall design,
some tests were performed with MLI (multi-layer insulation) resting on the
pressure wall plate. It is noted that the MLI was merely taped on to the
pressure wall plate without being pulled taut. This enabled the layers
within the MLI to act individually and not as a single unit.
A total of 61 structural systems with multiple bumpers and 19 single-
bumper systems were used to study and evaluate the penetration resistance of
multi-bumper systems. In both systems, the bumper and pressure wall plates
were madefrom 6061-T6 and 2219-T87 aluminum, respectively; in all cases,
the pressure wall plate thickness was kept constant at 3.175 mm. The MLI
consisted of 30 layers of 0.5 mil kapton aluminized on one side and 29
layers of Dacron mesh, one layer between each kapton layer. Additionally,
one layer of beta-cloth (coated s-glass) was added on the side nearest the
bumperplate for durability. The areal density of this combination was
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calculated to be approximately 0.107 gm/cm 2 [8.12]. Additional test para-
meters and configuration geometries are given in Tables 8.1 through 8.7.
Table 8.1 gives the parameters for multi-walled configurations with more
than 2 bumper plates. Tables 8.2 and 8.3 give the test parameters for
normal impact tests on dual-bumper specimens with total stand-off distances
equal to and greater than 10.16 cm, respectively. Table 8.4 gives the
impact test parameters for normal impact tests on single-bumper specimens.
Table 8.5 gives the impact test parameters for the normal impact tests for
the dual- and single-bumper specimens in which MLI was included. The impact
test parameters for oblique impact tests on dual- and single-bumper speci-
mens are given in Tables 8.6 and 8.7, respectively.
The results of the normal hypervelocity impact tests are given in
Tables 8.8-8.10 for the multi-bumper systems without MLI; Table 8.11 gives
the results of the normal hypervelocity impact tests for systems with single
bumpers without MLI. Table 8.12 gives the test results for dual-bumper and
single-bumper systems with MLI. Table 8.13 gives the 'normal' and 'in-line'
pressure wall damage for the oblique impact tests. It is noted that in
Tables 8.8-8.13, entries of '----' indicate that certain phenomena, such as
pressure wall penetration, front surface damage, or rear surface spall, did
not occur. Additionally, % is the equivalent single hole diameter of all
the holes in the pressure wall plate in the event of pressure wall penetra-
tion. Penetration characteristics for normal and oblique shots are sum-
marized and compared in Tables 8.14-8.16 and in Table 8.18, respectively. In
these tables, the test shots grouped according to both geometric and impact
energy similarity. Table 8.17 presents a summary and a comparison of the
penetration characteristics for the normal tests which contained MLI.
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Detailed analysis of the damagedtest specimens revealed many interesting
features and response characteristics of multi-bumper structures under
hypervelocity projectile impact loadings. Finally, Figure 8.3 presents a
comparison of the penetration functions for someof the dual-bumper and
single-bumper systems considered in this investigation.
8.3 Hypervelocity I__pact Response of Multi-Bumper Systems
8.3.1 Bumper Plate Damage Analysis
In the normal impact tests, the impact damage in the outer-most bumper
plate of the multi-bumper systems typically consisted of a circular hole
with a diameter larger than that of the projectile which struck the plate.
Under 45 ° impact, the impact damage in the outer-most bumper typically
consisted of an elliptical hole whose maximum dimension was aligned with the
projection of the flight path of the impacting projectile on the surface of
the bumper plate. For both the normal and the 45 ° impacts, the remaining
bumper plates consisted of jagged holes that were increasingly larger in
each successive plate. Although the edges of these holes were usually
frayed, their roundness was evident nonetheless. The jaggedness of the
holes is probably the result of a clear penetration by vaporous and molten
secondary debris particles being followed by impulsive loads from the slower
moving solid and molten debris fragments.
8.3.2 Pressure Wall Plate Damage Analysis
In Tables 8.14-8.18, penetration characteristics for single- and
multiple-bumper systems are summarized for tests grouped according to geo-
metric and impact energy similarity. In general, for both normal and oblique
impact, under similar impact conditions, the multi-bumper systems sustained
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less damage than did corresponding single-bumper systems. Impact response
characteristics for dual- and multi-bumper systems are described below and
are compared to those in corresponding single-bumper systems first for
normal impact and then for oblique impact.
In general, under normal impact, dual- and multi-bumper systems were
more resistant to pressure wall plate penetration than corresponding single-
bumper systems under similar impact conditions. For example, in Figure 8.3,
the penetration function for normally impacted dual-bumper systems with
SI=2.54 cm, $2=7.62 cm, ts=l.6 mm, and S=I0.16 cm is seen to be located
above the penetration function for normally impacted single-bumper systems
with the same total stand-off distance and bumper thickness, which is taken
from Figure 3.2. The area between the two penetration functions represents
projectile diameter and velocity combinations that would penetrate the
single-bumper systems but would not penetrate the dual-bumper systems. It
was also found that if pressure wall penetration occurred in a dual- or
multi-bumper system and a corresponding single-bumper system, then the pene-
trated pressure wall plates in the single-bumper systems sustained larger
equivalent single hole diameters than did the penetrated pressure wall
plates in the corresponding multi-bumper systems (see Tables 8.9,8.10 and
compare with Table 8.11). The increased penetration resistance of the dualo
bumper specimens is due to the fact that the material in the debris cloud
created by the impact of the projectile on the outer-most bumper plate is
still traveling at relatively high speeds and is shocked again as it impacts
the intermediate bumper plate. This results in further fragmentation of the
debris cloud particles and a subsequent reduction in their penetration
potential.
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The pressure wall plate damageareas in the single-bumper systems
were two to three times as large as those in the corresponding multi-bumper
systems. The pressure wall plates in the single-bumper systems also demon-
strated a greater tendency to undergo rear-side spallation under normal
impact than did those in the corresponding multi-bumper systems under simi-
lar impact conditions. This is evident in Tables 8.9 and 8.10 where only
four of the multi-bumper systems exhibited spall while in Table 8.11 it is
seen that all of the single-bumper systems underwent rear-side spallation of
the pressure wall plate. If a multi-bumper system did exhibit spall, the
spall area was small comparedto that in the slngle-bumper system (e.g.
A -0.45 cm2 for dual-bumper Test No. 175Awhile A _8.65 cm2 for single-
s s
bumper Test No. P34B). A multi-bumper system is less likely to spaii because
the debris cloud pressure pulse that causes the shock wave to move through
the pressure wall plate has been significantly reduced by the successive
shocking of the particles in the debris cloud by the intermediate bumper
plates.
In low energy impacts (ie. less than i0,000 Joules) of dual-bumper
systems, it was found that the systems with SI<S 2 were less likely to be
penetrated than otherwise equivalent systems in which SI>S 2 (Table 8.14a and
Table 8.15). However, in high energy impacts (ie. greater than 25,000
joules) of dual-bumper systems, it was found that systems with SI>S 2 were
less likely to be penetrated than otherwise equivalent systems in which
SI<S 2 (Table 8.14b and Tables 8.15,8.16). Under a high energy impact, dual-
bumper systems in which SI>S 2 are less likely to be penetrated than those
with SI<S 2 because if SI>S 2, then the debris cloud has sufficient time to
spread out before its high-speed particles impact the intermediate bumper
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plate and are shocked into further fragmentation. If the intermediate
bumperplate is close to the outer-most bumperplate in a dual-bumper system
under a high energy impact, then the debris cloud is still relatively con-
centrated when it impacts the intermediate bumper. Although someadditional
fragmentation will occur in this case, the debris cloud will still be in
relatively concentrated when it leaves the intermediate bumper, which, in
somesystems, can result in an increased likelihood of pressure wall pene-
tration.
Based on these observations, it would appear that there is an optimum
location for the placement of the intermediate bumperplate depending on the
energy of the impacting projectile, the geometry of the structural system
(ie. ts,S, and tw) , and the material properties of the bumper and pressure
wall plates, and the energy of the impacting projectile. Becausethe opti-
mumlocation depends on the energy of the the impacting projectile, a par-
ticular dual-bumper configuration may not be applicable over a wide range of
impact conditions. The apparent difference in the optimum location of the
intermediate bumperplate for low and high energy impacts is due to the
action and interaction of two competing processes.
First, as the debris cloud moves toward the pressure wall plate, it
spreads out radially. If SI>S2, then when the debris cloud impacts the
intermediate bumper, its impulsive loading is distributed over a much larger
area than if SI<S2. If SI<S2, then when the debris cloud impacts the
intermediate bumper, it is still in a relatively concentrated form. It also
follows that if SI>S2 and the debris cloud is diffuse when it impacts the
intermediate bumper plate, then a larger portion of the debris particles
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will be absorbed by the intermediate bumper plate than if SI<S 2 and the
debris cloud were more condensed.
The second process is the shocking of the fragments in the debris cloud
as they impact the intermediate bumper. The higher the stress levels in the
intermediate bumper plate, the more shocking, and subsequently, the more
debris cloud particle fragmentation and melting will occur. However, this
additional fragmentation and melting can occur only if the stress levels are
very high, that is, greater than the material strength of the intermediate
bumper plate. According to the discussion in the preceding paragraph, if
SI>$2, then a more diffuse load is applied to the intermediate bumper plate
than when SI<S 2. Thus, if SI>$2, then it is reasonable to assume that the
stress levels in the intermediate bumper plate are lower and that the debris
cloud particles are shocked less than if SI<$2, unless the debris cloud
particles are traveling fast enough to individually create areas of high
stress in the intermediate bumper plate.
This explains, in part, why fewer pressure wall plate penetrations
occur in the high energy tests if SI>S 2 and why fewer penetrations occur in
the low energy tests if SI<S 2. Apparently, in the high energy impacts, the
debris particles are traveling fast enough so that they are individually
shocked into fragmentation by the intermediate bumper plate. In these cases,
the wider areal distributions of the debris clouds does not affect the
shocking and fragmentation process. Furthermore, in the low velocity
impacts, when SI<S 2, the impacts of the concentrated debris clouds cause
stress levels to rise sufficiently high so as to cause additional fragmenta-
tion of the debris cloud particles. If SI>S 2 for a low energy impact, then
the debris cloud would spread out and its particles, unless they were
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traveling slow enough so as to be stopped by the intermediate bumper plate,
would pass through the intermediate bumper plate relatively unscathed.
Similarly, if SI<S 2 for a high energy impact, then the high-speed particles
of the initial debris cloud would also pass through the intermediate bumper
plate relatively undisturbed. In both of these alternative 'non°optimum W
situations, penetration of the pressure wall plate would be possible.
As the stand-off distance was increased beyond 10.16 cm, it was found
that the likelihood of pressure wall penetration in single-bumper systems
steadily decreased. Only a few pressure wall penetrations occurred in
single-bumper systems at stand-off distances greater than 20 cm, even at
energy levels as high as 50,000 joules. When the stand-off distance was
equal to 30.48 cm, the potential of pressure wall penetration in the single-
bumper systems was roughly equal to that of similar dual-bumper systems with
similar total stand-off distances (Table 8.14c). However, even at the large
stand-off distances, the single-bumper systems exhibited significant amounts
of rear-side pressure wall plate spallation whereas corresponding multi-
bumper systems under similar impact conditions did not. The reason for this
is that the multiple bumpers probably slow the fragments down to a velocity
below the speed of sound in the pressure wall plate material. These slow
moving fragments are less likely to cause spall than the faster fragments
formed in single-bumper system impact.
It was also found that increasing the total stand-off distance by only
20_ or 50_ (e.g. from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cm) did not significantly affect the
probability of pressure wall penetration in either the single- or the dual-
bumper systems. In order to achieve a significant decline in the probability
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of pressure wall penetration, an increase in total stand-off distance on the
order of 100%or 200%was needed (ie. from 10.16 cm to 20.32 cm or from
10.16 cm to 30.48 cm; see Table 8.15). Furthermore, it was found that
increasing the number of intermediate bumper plates beyond two while main-
taining the total stand-off distance S and the total bumper thickness t dids
not significantly affect the probability of pressure wall plate penetration
in the multi-bumper systems at large stand-off distances (Table 8.16). This
implies that not only is there an optimum location of an intermediate bumper
within a given total spacing, but that there is also an optimum number of
intermediate bumpers and an optimum total stand-off distance.
Although the numberof tests with MLI was limited, certain trends were
still evident. First, it was found that, under normal impact of single- and
dual-bumper systems, the presence of MLI reduced the damagearea on the
pressure wall plate by as muchas a factor of three or four (compare the
values of Ad in Table 8.12 with those in Tables 8.9,8.11). Second, the
presence of MLI also contributed to the reduction of the potential of
pressure wall plates to undergo rear-side spallation.
Under oblique impact, the pressure wall plates in the single-bumper
systems demonstrated a greater tendency to exhibit spall under the 'in-line'
damagearea than did the pressure wall plates in the corresponding dual-
bumpersystems under similar impact conditions (see Table 8.13). It was also
found that the likelihood of pressure wall penetration in dual-bumper sys-
tems under oblique impact was only slightly less than that in corresponding
single-bumper systems under similar impact conditions (Table 8.18). This is
due to the fact that in the 45° impacts, the normal velocity componentsof
the initial debris cloud particles are decreased to the low end of the
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hypervelocity regime. As a result of their lower velocities, the debris
particles are not shocked to a pressure that is high enough to cause them to
fragment as readily as the particles in a debris cloud that resulted from a
normal impact. Since only minimal additional fragmentation occurs, the
debris clouds move through the intermediate bumpers relatively undisturbed.
However, since someadditional fragmentation does occur, the probability of
pressure wall penetration will decrease even if only by a small amount. In
the event that pressure wall penetration occurred in both types of systems,
the equivalent single hole diameter of the holes in the 'in-line' damage
areas of pressure wall plates were, on the whole, larger in the single-
bumper systems than in the multi-bumper systems (Table 13). Unlike normal
impact, under oblique impact, the likelihood of pressure wall plate penetra-
tion in dual-bumper systems was approximately the same regardless of the
position of the intermediate bumper relative to the outer bumper and the
pressure wall plate (Table 8.18).
8.4 Summary and Conclusions
The recent proliferation of large pieces of orbital space debris has
made it necessary to modify traditional penetration-resistant wall design
for long-duration earth-orbiting spacecraft so that they can resist
penetration by projectiles with much higher impact energies. One such
modification is the replacement of a single bumper with two or more bumpers
of equal weight. An investigation was performed to determine the advantages
and disadvantages of using multi-bumper systems as a means of increasing the
penetration resistance of long-duration spacecraft.
For normal impact, under similar impact conditions, multi-bumper sys-
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tems were found to sustain less damagethan corresponding single-bumper
systems. The pressure wall plate damageareas and equivalent single-hole
diameters in the single-bumper systems were significantly larger than those
in corresponding multi-bumper systems. The pressure wall plates in normally-
impacted single-bumper systems also demonstrated a greater tendency to
undergo rear-side spallation than did those in corresponding normally-
impacted dual- and multi-bumper systems. In high and low energy impacts of
dual-bumper systems, it was found that pressure wall plate penetration was
sensitive to the placement of the intermediate bumpers relative to the outer
bumper plate and the pressure wall plate. Increasing the number of inter-
mediate bumper plates beyond two while maintaining the total stand-off
distance and the total bumper thickness of the structural system did not
significantly alter pressure wall plate penetration. Under oblique impact,
pressure wall penetration in dual-bumper systems was observed to be only
slightly less than that in corresponding single-bumper systems under similar
impact conditions. Unlike normal impact, under oblique impact, the likeli-
hood of pressure wall plate penetration in dual-bumper systems was approxi-
mately the sameregardless of the position of the intermediate bumper
relative to the outer bumper and the pressure wall plate.
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Table 8.1a Normal Impact Test Parameters, Multi-Bumper Systems, No MLI
Test V d t Numberof S Impact
No. (km/s) (mm) (m_s) Bumpers (cm) Energy (J)
180A 6.41 9.53 4.064 4 17.78 24,902
180B 5.53 9.53 4.064 4 17.78 18,229
182A 6.30 9.53 4.064 4 17.78 24,204
188D 6.12 12.70 3.048 3 30.48 54,130
189C 5.87 12.70 3.048 6 30.48 50,125
Table 8. ib Intermediate Stand-off Distances, Multi-Bumper Systems
Test
No. S1 $2 S3 S4 S5 S6
180A 2.54 2.54 2.54 10.16 ---- ....
180B 2.54 2.54 2.54 10.16 ........
182A 5.08 5.08 5.08 2.54 ........
i88D 10.16 10.16 I0.16 ............
189C 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08
Table 8.1c Intermediate Bumper Thicknesses, Multi-Bumper Systems
Test
No. tsl ts2 ts3 ts4 ts5 ts6
180A 1.016 1.016 1.016 1.016 ....
180B 1.016 1.106 1.016 1.016 ....
182A 1.106 1.016 1.106 1.016 ........
188D 1.016 1.016 1.016 ............
189C 0.508 0.508 0.508 0.508 0.508 0.508
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Table 8.2 Normal Impact Test Parameters, Dual-BumperSystems, S_I0.16 cm, No MLI
Test V d t t t S SI S2 ImpactNo. (km/s) (mm) (m_s) (_) (Sm_2) (cm) (cm) (cm) Energy (J)
115-1 4.40 6.35 1.626 0.813
115-2 4.06 6.35 1.626 0.813
i15-3 3.82 6.35 1.626 0.813
117-1 4.09 6.35 1.626 0.813
117-2 4.17 6.35 1.626 0.813
118-1 4.40 6.35 1.626 0.813
118-2 4.49 6.35 1.626 0.813
118-3 4.52 6.35 1.626 0.813
130A 3.60 7.62 1.626 0.813
130B 4.85 7.62 1.626 0.813
130C 5.25 7.62 1.626 0.813
131A 4.60 6.35 2.413 1.600
131B 4.31 6.35 2.413 1.600
131C 4.64 6.35 2.413 1.600
152A 4.62 6.35 1.524 1.016
152B 3.63 6.35 1.524 1.016
153A 6.58 9.53 3.632 2.032
153B 6.92 9.53 3.632 2.032
158A 3.20 6.35 1.626 0.813
175A 6.99 6.35 1.626 0.813
175B 7.34 6.35 1.626 0.813
175C 7.30 6.35 1.626 0.813
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.508 10.16
0.508 10.16
1.600 10.16
1.600 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
0.813 10.16
2 54
2 54
2 54
508
5 08
762
7 62
7.62
2 54
2 54
2 54
7 62
7 62
7 62
5 08
5 08
7 62
7 62
2 54
1 35
1 35
1 35
7.62
7.62
7.62
5 08
5 08
2 54
2 54
2 54
7 62
7 62
7 62
2 54
2 54
2 54
5 08
5 08
2 54
2 54
7 62
8 81
8 81
8 81
3,520
2 997
2 653
3 042
3 425
3 520
4 492
3 715
4 072
7 391
8 826
3 848
3 778
3 814
3 798
2 396
25,531
29,049
1,816
8,733
9,611
9,690
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Table 8.3 Normal Impact Test Parameters, Dual-Bumper Systems, S>I0.16 cm, No MLI
Test V d t t t S SI S2 ImpactNo. (km/s) (mm) (m_s) (_) (_) (cm) (cm) (cm) Energy (J)
176C 5.07 6.35 1.626 0.813 0.813 12.70 5.08 7.62 4,619
................................................................................
158B 3.21 6.35 1.626 0.813 0.813 15.24 2.54 12.70 1,839
160 6.50 9.53 1.626 0.813 0.813 15.24 2.54 12.70 25,849
........................................................ -- .......................
179A 6.46 9.53 2.032 1.016 1.016 17.78 7_62 10.16 25,532
i79B 6.70 9.53 2.032 1.016 1.016 17.78 7.62 10.16 27,467
181A 6.32 9.53 4.191 3.175 1.016 17.78 7.62 10.16 23,973
181B 5.52 9.53 4.191 3.175 1.016 17.78 7.62 10.16 18,632
...................................................... _ .........................
167A 6.58 9.53 3.200 1.600 1.600 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,410
167B 6.66 9.53 3.200 1.600 1.600 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,895
187A 6.36 12.70 5.207 3.175 2.032 20.32 10.16 10.16 58,105
187B 6.02 12.70 5.207 3.175 2.032 20.32 10.16 10.16 52,021
191A 6.57 9.53 2.032 1.016 1.016 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,249
186A 6.07 12.70 5.207 3.175
186B 5.36 12.70 5.207 3.175
188A 5.72 12.70 5.207 3.175
188B 6.21 12.70 4.064 2.032
188C 6.06 12.70 4.064 3.175
188E 6.12 12.70 3.048 2.032
2 032
2 032
2 032
2 032
1 016
1 016
30.48 10.16 20.32 53,246
30.48 10.16 20.32 39,487
30.48 20.32 10.16 46,274
30.48 20.32 10.16 54,485
30.48 20.32 10.16 52,544
30.48 20.32 10.16 53,422
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Table 8.4 Normal Impact Test Parameters, Single Bumper Systems, No MLI
Test V d t S Impact
No. (km/s) (mm) (m_s) (cm) Energy (J)
213C 4.43 6.35 2.032
P03 4.90 6.35 1.600
P04 4.95 6.35 1.600
P34B 7.06 6.35 1.600
PT-4A 3.64 6.35 1.600
PT-4B 4.26 6.35 1.600
PT-8A 4.35 7.95 1.600
PT-SB 4.37 7.95 1.600
i0 16
i0 16
i0 16
i0 16
I0 16
i0 16
I0 16
I0 16
3,569
4 366
4 456
9 064
2 489
3 378
6 846
6 972
P35 6.69 8.89 1.600 15.24 22,332
184A 5.70 12.70 4.750 30.48 47,264
184B 5.28 12.70 4.750 30.48 41,793
189A 6.13 12.70 3.175 30.48 53,599
189B 6.10 12.70 3.175 30.48 54,130
Table 8.5 Normal Impact Test Parameters, Dual- and
Single-Bumper Systems With MLI
Test V d No. t t t S S I S 2 Impact
No. (km/s) (mm) Bump. (Am) (_) (_) (cm) (cm) (cm) Energy (J)
128A 4.10 6.35 2 1.626 0.813 0.813 10.16 2.54 7.62 3,441
128B 3.53 6.35 2 1.626 0.813 0.813 10.16 2.54 7.62 2,370
..................................................................................
PI2C 4.33 6.35 i 1.600 ........ 10.16 ........ 3,409
PI2D 3.96 6.35 i 1.600 ........ 10.16 ........ 2,852
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Table 8.6 Oblique Impact Test Parameters, Dual-Bumper Systems, No MLI, 0=45 deg
Test V d t t t S SI S2 Impact
No. (km/s) (mm) (m_s ) (_) (_) (cm) (cm) (cm) Energy (J)
137A
137B
137C
137D
138A
138B
168A
168B
168C
168D
169A
169B
170A
170B
4 86
5 65
6 16
7 03
6 52
7 15
5 54
5 98
6.67
7.02
6.87
6.55
6.52
6.85
6.35
6.35
6 35
6 35
6 35
7 62
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6 35
6.35
6.35
6,35
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
1 626
0.813
0.813
0.813
0.813
0.813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0 813
0.813 =
10.16
10.16
10.16
10.16
10.16
I0 16
I0 16
i0 16
I0 16
i0 16
i0 16
i0 16
i0 16
i0 16
7.62
7.62
7.62
7.62
7.62
7.62
9 44
9 44
9 44
9 44
9 76
9 76
8 81
8 81
2 54
2 54
2 54
2 54
2 54
2 54
0 72
0 72
0 72
0 72
0 40
0 40
1 35
1 35
4 474
5 805
6 990
8 809
13 317
16 380
5 461
6 373
7 997
8 961
6 532
7 778
7 636
8 359
Table 8.7 Oblique Impact Test Parameters, Single-Bumper Systems, No MLI, 0-45 deg
Test V d t S Impact
No. (km/s) (mm) (m_s) (cm) Energy (J)
002A 6.50 7.95 1.600 10.16 15,310
230C 5.18 6.35 1.600 10.16 4,842
230D 5.55 6.35 1.600 10.16 5,682
230E 6.57 6.35 1.600 10.16 7,969
Table 8.8 Test Results, Normal Impact, Multi-Bumper Systems, No MLI
Test DI D2 D 3 D4 D5 D6 d_ Ad A
No. (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (c_ _) (cm) (c_ _)
180A
180B
182A
188D
189C
1.422 4.369 9,220 13.360 ........ 53.52
1.377 3.327 7.188 11.836 ............ 41.87
1.415 5.055 11.760 5.055 ............ 17.81
1.651 5,588 19.126 ................ 42.91
1.420 9.881 14.580 19.279 cracked 22,047 18.29 32.32
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Table 8.9 Test Results, Normal Impact, Dual-Bumper Systems, S-I0.16 cm, No MLI
Test D I D 2 _ Ad A
• (cm 2 (c_ = )No (cm) (cm) ( ) )
115-1
115-2
115-3
117-1
117-2
I18-i
118-2
118-3
130A
130B
130C
131A
131B
131C
152A
152B
153A
153B
158A
175A
175B
175C
0 978
0 894
0 907
0 973
0 925
0 965
0 942
i 011
1 026
1 087
1 123
1 245
1 130
1 151
1 069
0 935
1 905
2 032
0 782
1 041
1 052
1 099
583 ....
167 ....
953 4.85
683 ....
700 1.02
683 3.73
480 ....
830 crack
217 10.72
946 2.29
462 3.56
108 ....
345 10.24
119 14.45
475 ....
675 5.36
270 60.96
794 12.70
824 5.21
570 6.10
433 2.05
642 ....
38.06
35.05
38.29
13.16
14.28
6.46
38.32
6.99
25.81
34.38
34.78
24.30
20.47
19 82
16 24
9 37
93 68
36 94
13 61
45 61
30 41
34 92
0.45
0.06
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Table 8.10 Test Results, Normal Impact, Dual-Bumper Systems, S>I0.16 cm, NoMLI
Test DI D2 n__ Ad ANO. (cm) (cm) ( ) (cm2) (c_2)
176C 0.940 3.688 .... 34.92 0.01
.............................. . ......................
158B 0.810 1.829 7.81 25.87
160 1.346 4.813 45.72 98.06 ....
.....................................................
179A 1.397 5.080 84.07 241.94
179B 1.372 5.121 19.43 120.42 ....
181A 2.283 9.550 .... 62.06 ....
181B 2.209 8.306 .... 31.68 ....
.....................................................
167A 1.951 8.555 .... 36.13 ....
167B 1.935 5.730 crack 61.72 ....
187A 2.743 10.719 .... 21.32 0.06
187B 2.743 9.347 .... 36.33
191A 1.412 6.208 .... 53.48 ....
186A 2
186B 2
188A 2
188B 2
188C 2
188E 2
667 10.160 .... 61.35
675 9.093 .... 53.87
743 11.463 .... 46.52
184 10.973 .... 70.13
746 16.535 ..... 114.32
261 14.681 .... 90.24
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Table 8.11 Test Results, Normal Impact, Single-Bumper Systems, No MLI
Test D m__ Ad ANo. (cm) ( ) (cm2) (c_ 2)
213C 1.217
P03 1.247
P04 1.247
P34B 1.448
PT-4A 1.016
PT-4B 1.270
PT-SA _ 1.244
PT-SB 1.270
25
16
6
46
37
6 86
9 09
7 72
65
O0
35
99
34
71.23
81.07
64.58
80.97
69.48
98.13
81.42
85.23
3 19
3 44
1 97
8 65
3 94
2 58
6 19
1 42
P35 1.854 45.11 107.92 8.12
1844 "" 3.200 .... 622.26 0.13
184B 3.124 .... 610.26 0.77
189A 2.946 23.88 394.19 1.30
189B 2.743 .... 568.26 0.18
Table 8.12 Test Results, Normal Impact, Dual- and Single-Bumper Systems With MLI
Test DI D2 m__ Ad A
. (cm _ (c_ 2)No (cm) (cm) ( ) )
1284 0.960 2.262 .... 9.37 ....
128B 0.930 2.223 2.41 7.27 ....
.....................................................
PI2C 1.194 ........ 21.29 ....
PI2D 1.270 ........ 18.19 ....
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Table 8.13 Test Results, Oblique Impact, S=I0.16 cm, No MLI
Test
No.
D2 ' Normal' DamageAd AD_6m_n D_dm_x (cm) (m_) (cm2) (cmS2)
'In-Line' Damage
Ad A(m__) (cm2) (c_ 2)
Multi-Bumper Systems
137A
137B
137C
137D
138A
138B
168A
168B
168C
168D
169A
169B
170A
170B
1.095
1.064
1 067
1 069
1 318
1 298
1 067
1 052
1 118
1 227
1 179
1 166
1 019
1 080
1 440
1 409
1 427
1 549
1 819
1 697
1 450
1 527
1 473
1 557
1 674
1 621
1 715
1 572
3 551
3 769
3 975
3 782
5 146
5 250
2 642
2 462
2 842
2 710
2 192
1 696
2 972
2 819 2.16
i0 48
12 48
6 37
6 84
8 15
8 92
5 80
6 82
21 50
26 Ii
22 90
41 87
8 52
25 65
5 64
6 07
3 i0
6 35
13 49
12 27
8 76
I0 52
4 70
4.95
6.40
22 09
20 57
47 19
16 26
57 52
55 45
14 65
25 ii
16 05
29 68
6 41
21 81
31 68
15 52
0.76
Single-Bumper Systems _
002A
230C
230D
230E
1.560
1.255
1.336
1.417
2.024
1.610
1.631
1.770
.... 45.61
.... 31.67 ....
2.591 34.25
.... 29.19 0.27
27.97
11.89
12.78
11.94
91.21
33.21
36.94
53.85
1.31
0.15
0.27
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Table 8.14a Pressure Wall DamageSummary,Normal Impact,
S=I0.16 cm, Impact Energy < I0,000 Joules
Test Stand-off Impact
No. Dist. (cm) Energy (J)
Pressure Wall
Penetrated? Spalled?
t = 1.6 mm
s
115-1
117-1
117-2
118-1
118-3
152A
2 54 7.62
5 08 5.08
5 08 5.08
7 62 2.54
7 62 2.54
5 08 5.08
3,520 No No
3,042 No No
3,425 Yes No
3,520 Yes No
3,715 Yes No
3,798 No No
.......................... m ........... _ ....................
PT-4B I0.16 3,378 Yes Yes
118-2 7.62 2.54 4,492 No No
130A 2.54 7.62 4,072 Yes No
.......................... ................................
P03 10.16 4,366 Yes Yes
P04 10.16 4,456 Yes Yes
115-2 2.54 7.62 2,997 No No
115-3 2.54 7.62 2,653 Yes No
152B 5.08 5.08 2,396 Yes No
158A 2.54 7.62 1,816 Yes No
..........................................................
PT-4A 10.16 2,489 Yes Yes
130B 2.54 7.62 7,391 Yes No
..........................................................
PT-8A 10.16 6,846 Yes Yes
PT-SB 10.16 6,972 Yes Yes
130C 2.54,7.62 8,826 Yes No
175A 1.35,8.81 8,733 Yes Yes
175B 1.35,8.81 9,611 Yes Yes
175C 1.35,8.81 9,690 No No
..........................................................
P34B 10.16 9,064 Yes Yes
t _2 mm
s
131A 7.62 2.54 3,848 No No
131B 7.62 2.54 3,778 Yes No
131C 7.62 2.54 3,814 Yes No
..........................................................
213C 10.16 3,569 Yes Yes
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Table 8.14b Pressure Wall Damage Summary, Normal Impact,
S-30.48 cm, Impact Energy > 25,000 joules
Test Stand-off Impact Pressure Wall
No. Dist. (cm) Energy (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
t = 1.6 ram, S - 15.4 cm
s
160 2.54 12.70 25,849 Yes No
P35 15.24 22,332 Yes Yes
t = 3 mm, S - 30.48 cm
s
188E 20.32 I0.16 53,422 No No
189A 30.48 53,599 Yes Yes
189B 30.48 54,130 No Yes
t = 4.5 ram, S = 30.48 cm
s
186A 10.16 20.34 53,246 No No
186B 10.16 20.34 39,487 No No
188A 20.32 10.16 46,274 No No
188B 20.32 10.16 54,485 No No
188C 20.32 10.16 52,544 No No
184A 30.48 47,264 No Yes
184B 30.48 41,793 No Yes
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Table 8.15 Effect of Total Stand-off Distance and Total Bumper Thickness
on Dual-Bumper System Response, Normal Impact
Total Intermed. Impact Pressure Wall
Test Stand-off Stand-off
No. Energy Penetrated? Spalled?
Dist. (cm) Dist. (cm)
t = 1.6 mm
S
118-2 10.16 7.62 2.54 4,492 No No
130A 10.16 2.54 7.62 4,072 Yes Yes
.......................................................................
176C 12.70 5.08 7.62 4,619 No Yes
t = 2 mm
S
179A 17.78 7.62 10.16 25,532 Yes No
179B 17.78 7.62 10.16 27,467 Yes No
.......................................................................
191A 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,249 No No
t = 3 mm
S
153A 10.16 7.62 2.54 25,531 Yes No
153B 10.16 7.62 2.54 29,049 Yes No
.......................................................................
167A 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,410 No No
167B 20.32 10.16 10.16 26,895 Yes No
t = 5 mm
S
187A 20.32 10.16 10.16 58,105 No Yes
187B 20.32 10.16 10.16 52,021 No No
.......................................................................
186A 30.48 10.16 20.34 53,246 No No
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Table 8.16 Effect of Intermediate Spacing and Numberof Intermediate
Bumperson Multi-Bumper SystemResponse, Normal Impact
Test
No.
Intermediate Stand-off Distances Impact Pressure Wall
(cm) Energy (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
t = 4 mm, S = 17.78 cm
s
181A
181B
180A
180B
182A
7.62 10.16 ............ 23,973 No No
7.62 10.16 ............ 18,632 No No
.................................................................
2.54 2.54 2.54 10.16 ........ 24,902 No No
2.54 2.54 2.54 10.16 ........ 18,229 No No
5.08 5.08 5.08 2.54 ........ 24,204 No No
t = 3 ram, S - 30.48 cm
s
188D 10.16 10.16 10.16 ......... 54,130 No No
..........................................................................
188E 20.32 10.16 ................ 53,422 No No
189C 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 50,125 Yes No
Table 8.17 Pressure Wall Damage Summary, Normal Impact,
t =1.6 mm, S=IO.16 cm, With MLI
s
Test Stand-off Impact Pressure Wall
No. Distances Energy (J) Penetrated? Spalled?
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Table 8.18 Pressure Wall DamageSummary,Oblique Impact,
t =1.6 ram, S-I0.16 cm
s
Test Stand-off Impact 'Normal' Area 'In-llne' Area
No. Dist. (cm) Energy Penetrated? Spalled? Penetrated? Spalled?
Impact Energy < i0,000 Joules
137A 7.62 2.54 4,474 No No Yes No
230C 10.16 4,842 No No Yes No
137B 7.62 2.54 5,805 No No Yes No
168A 9.44 0.72 5,461 No No Yes No
...........................................................................
230D 10.16 5,682 Yes No Yes Yes
137C 7.62 2.54
137D 7.62 2.54
168B 9.44 0.72
168C 9.44 0.72
168D 9.44 0.72
169A 9.76 0.40
169B 9.76 0.40
170A 8.81 1.35
170B 8.81 1.35
6,990
8 809
6 373
7 997
8 961
8 532
7 778
7 636
8 359
No No Yes No
No No Yes Yes
No No Yes No
No No Yes No
No No No No
No No No No
No No Yes No
No No Yes No
Yes No No No
230E i0.16 7,969 Yes No Yes Yes
Impact Energy > I0,000 Joules
138A 7.62 2.54 13,317 No No Yes No
138B 7.62 2.54 16,380 No No Yes No
...........................................................................
002A 10.16 15,310 No No Yes Yes
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BUMPER PLATE
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Ad2
PRESSURE WALL PLATE
Figure 8.1 Oblique Impact of a Single-Bumper System
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DV
Figure 8.2 Oblique Impact of a Dual-Bumper System
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SECTION NINE -- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Conclusions
An in-depth analysis of over 500 hypervelocity impact test specimens
was performed in an effort to more fully understand the effects of the
particulate space environment on the candidate materials, configurations,
and support mechanisms of long-duration spacecraft. The analysis included
the characterization of the effects of impact obliquity on pressure wall
damage, the characterization of the potential of the rear side of the
pressure wall to undergo spallation, the characterization of the effects of
secondary and ricochet debris generated by oblique impacts, and the charac-
terization of the effects of non-spherical and non-aluminum projectiles on
pressure wall damage. Where possible, penetration curves and regression
equations were developed to predict hyperveloeity impact damage to dual-wall
structural systems. A Hypervelocity Impact Damage Database was developed
based on the test data obtained during the course of the various analyses
that were performed.
In an investigation in which two composite materials and one ceramic
material were used as bumper plate materials, it was found that thin Kevlar,
graphite epoxy, and alumina panels offer no significant advantage over
equivalent aluminum 6061-T6 panels in reducing the penetration threat of
hypervelocity projectiles. However, replacing monolithic aluminum bumpers
with equal weight aluminum corrugated bumpers resulted in a significant
increase in protection against pressure wall penetration by hypervelocity
projectiles.
A study of multi-layer Lexgard windows under hypervelocity projectile
impact revealed that such window systems sustained high levels of internal,
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penetration, and rear-side spall damage.On the other hand, triple-pane
glass window systems were found to be rather resilient under hypervelocity
projectile impact loadings and did not sustain any penetration or spall
damageof the inner-most window pane.
An investigation of projectile shape and material effects on the impact
response of aluminum dual-wall structures revealed that hypervelocity
impacts by equal-weight spherical and cylindrical projectiles with L/D-I at
similar speeds resulted in similar levels of pressure wall penetration and
crater damage.The density of the impacting projectile was found to be
directly related to the nature and extent of damageinflicted to the
pressure wall.
Finally, a study was performed to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of using multi-bumper systems as a meansof increasing the
resistance of long-duration spacecraft to penetration by hypervelocity
projectiles. It was found that multi-bumper systems sustained less damage
than similar single-bumper systems. Front-side pressure wall damageareas,
rear-side pressure wall spall areas, and single-hole diameters in penetrated
pressure walls in the single-bumper systems were significantly larger than
those in the corresponding multi-bumper systems.
9.2 Recommendations
An extensive program of hypervelocity impact testing and spacecraft
materials evaluation has been underway at the NASA/Marshall Space Flight
Center for over twenty years. However, additional testing is still required
to more fully understand the various phenomena associated with the hyper-
velocity impact response of metallic and non-metallic materials that will be
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exposed to the meteoroid and space debris environment. It is imperative that
more testing be performed using larger projectiles at higher impact veloci-
ties and at higher impact obliquities. Alternative bumper and pressure wall
materials and configurations must be explored to provide the best protection
possible to the crews of habitable spacecraft modules. Additionally, tests
must be performed to study the effects of the composition and placement of
thermal insulation, such as MLI, on the response of multi-wall structural
systems. Perhaps alternative thermal insulation should be developed, pre-
ferably one without the damaging effects associated with MLI that were
observed during the course of this investigation. Finally, tests with more
tests with non-spherical and non-aluminum projectiles should be performed in
order to more fully characterize different kinds of damage that can result
from various projectile shapes and densities.
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APPENDIX -- HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT DAMAGE DATABASE
An impact analysis of over 500 test specimens was performed to generate
a Hypervelocity Impact Damage Database. The Database consists of 17 LOTUS
files, which can be found on the floppy disk attached to this Report. A
brief description of the Database, the various Database files, and a print-
out of the Damage Database is presented in the following paragraphs.
The Hypervelocity Impact Damage Database developed during this investi-
gation contains the following information (units are in parentheses):
i. Test number;
2. Bumper plate hole dimensions (in.);
3. Pressure wall equivalent hole diameter (in., if penetrated);
4. Pressure wall damage area (sq.in.);
5. Pressure wall spall area (sq.in., if spalled)_
6. Debris cloud trajectory (Sn, degrees);
7. Debris cloud spread (Tn, degrees);
8. Diameters of the three largest holes in the pressure wall
plate (in., if applicable);
9. Diameters and depths of the three largest craters on the
pressure wall plate (in., if applicable);
i0. Number of witness plates perforated (if applicable).
If the impact test was performed at a non-normal obliquity, then the infor-
mation in items 3 through 9 is presented for both, the 'normal' and 'in-
line' pressure wall plate damage areas.
In order to make the Damage Database more manageable, it has been split
up into several small files, each of which contains the damage information
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from a similar group of tests. The following list presents the namesof the
LOTUSfiles and a description of their contents. Where feasible, the test
numbershave also been included.
I. COMPOSITE.WKI ... damage information for tests with composite
and ceramic bumper plates (Test Nos. SS-I03
through SS-104B, SS-122-I,SS-122-2, SS-140A
through SS-140C, and, SS-177A and SS-177B);
2. LEXGARD.WKI ..... damage information for window tests with
multi-layer Lexgard panels (Test Nos. SS-123
through SS-129, and SS-171 through SS-174);
3. GLASS.WKI ....... damage information for window tests with
multi-pane glass windows (Test Nos. SS-P-18-1
through SS-P-18-5);
4. CYLINDER.WKI .... damage information for tests with cylindrical
projectiles (Test Nos. SS-146A,B, and SS-225A
through 225D);
5. NONALUM.WKI ..... damage information for tests with non-alumi-
num projectiles;
6. NORDUAL.WKI ..... damage information for normal impact tests on
dual-bumper systems;
7. NORMUL.WKI ...... damage information for normal impact tests on
multi-bumper systems;
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8. OBLDUAL.WKI ..... damage information for oblique impact tests
on dual-bumper systems;
9. NSERNMLI.WKI .... damage information for normal and oblique
impact tests with spherical aluminum projec-
tiles on single-bumper aluminum systems with-
out MLI (Test Nos. SS-O01 through SS-231);
i0. NSERYMLI.WKI .... damage information for normal and oblique
impact tests with spherical aluminum projec-
tiles on single-bumper aluminum systems with
MLI (Test Nos. SS-001 through SS-339):
ii. EHSSMLIN.WKI .... damage information for normal and oblique
impact tests with spherical aluminum projec-
tiles on single-bumper aluminum systems with-
out MLI for the EH and EHSS test series (Test
Nos° EHIA through EHID and EHSS-IA through
EHSS-SA);
12. EHMLIY.WKI ...... damage information for normal and oblique
impact tests with spherical aluminum projec-
tiles on single-bumper aluminum systems with
and without MLI for the EH, EHRP, MD, and PR-
EH test series (Test Nos. EH2A through EH4B,
EHRP-I through EHRP°9, MD-Test-A,B,D, and PR-
EHI and PR-EH2)_
13. PSERMLIN.WKI .... damage information for normal impact tests
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with spherical aluminum projectiles on
single-bumper aluminum systems without MLI
for the P test series (Test Nos° P-OI through
P-35);
14. PSERMLIY.WKI .... damage information for normal impact tests
with spherical aluminum projectiles on
single-bumper aluminum systems with MLI for
the P test series (Test Nos. P-07 through P-
35C);
15. TSERNMLI.WKI .... damage information for normal impact tests
with spherical aluminum projectiles on
single-bumper aluminum systems without MLI
for the T2 and PT test series (Test Nos. T2-2
through T2-20 and PT-4A through PT-SB);
16. TSERYMLI.WKI .... damage information for normal impact tests
with spherical aluminum projectiles on
single-bumper aluminum systems with MLI for
the T2 test series (Test Nos. T2-1 through
T2-19B)_
17. CORRBUMP.WKI .... damage information for normal and oblique
impact tests with spherical aluminum projec-
tiles on aluminum systems with corrugated
bumpers.
It is noted that this Hypervelocity Impact Damage Database must be used
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in conjunction with the MSFC/BoeingPhase B Test Parameter Database
presented in Section 2.5.1. The MSFC/BoeingDatabase contains the material,
geometric, and impact parameters for each test in the Hypervelocity Impact
DamageDatabase. Specifically, the MSFC/BoeingDatabase contains the follow-
ing parameter information:
i. Test number and date performed;
2. Projectile velocity, diameter, and shape;
3. Angle of obliquity;
4. Bumperplate(s) materlal(s) and thickness(es);
5. Pressure wall plate material and thickness;
6. Presence of MLI;
7. Stand-off distance;
Together, these two databases provide a wealth of information on the
response of multi-sheet structures under normal and oblique hypervelocity
projectile impact.
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